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INTRODUCT ION

Grammar is traditionally discrete, in that it presupposes a
segmentation of the acoustic sPeech sound sequence before it
handles the segments as discrete units. This conception
penetrates all 1eve1s of Iinguistic analysis: Phonology deals
io a large extent with the segmentation process by aeducing the
Iarge variability in the acoustic signals to a very small
number of segments. In morphology, the major problems through
the last alecades have been centered alound the segmentation of
words. Syntax normallY hanalles inalependent, aliscrete units,
whether these be words ol morphemes or whatever their status'

But the acoustic signals are not discrete, and it is also
difficult to propose that the mental content arising ftom the
interpretation of speech should be discrete. Much of the wolk
within cognitive science 1n recent years (Lakoff (1987), Taylor
(1989)) has pointed towards senantic categories as being of a
basically fuzzy character, without clearcut borders between the
one category and the other. The Iimited applicability of
semantic feature theory and generative semantics point in the
same direction. Thus, if concepts ale basically prototypical ,

then even the semantics of language wiII be basically non-
discrete. If i{e atso assune that grammar is the systematical
link between the acoustic signals of speech and their semantic
interpretation, then we are left ith the somewhat strange
situation that both the input to and the output from the
grammar are (at least partly) continuous while the grarunar:
itsel f is discrete.

Theae may be seveaal reasons why grannar has develoPed in this
direction- There is a strong historical tradition, steruning
back to Greek antiquity, in considering Ianguage as composed
of discrete worals or other units. Also, the invention of the
mathematical tools and the computational power needed for
handling continuous phenomena is, in this context, relatively
new. There is also a very strong historical tradition within
scientific methodology of establishing discrete units as the
basis for scientific alescription. Finall-y, _ and needless to
say - everyone agrees that discaete units do, in some form ol
other, and to sone extent oi other, exist in language: we may
rre1l isolate a word and consider it independently of its
context. The presence of such discrete units does, though, not
necessarily imply that the grarunar itself has to be discrete.

The present study will. briefly look upon some of the reasons
why gramnar is traditionally considered discrete. The main
point is, though. to suggest a nodel for a non-discrete gra$mar
and present a pilot investigation of i,rhat can be found to be
some of the non_discrete slmtactic proPerties of Hungarian
speech sounds -
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CHAPTER 1: D] SCRETE NESS IN L INGUI ST I CS

In a1l grafimatical models, the p.oblem of how contin uous data
are transformed i to discrete units is of fundamental

lexical information in the syntactlc interpretation. A

importance. In the branch of phonology, the sound stream is
segmented into discrete, successive units. Mucil phonological
theory has dealt with the relation between phoneme inventory
and sets of rules and the question of how to constrain and
evaluate these, but the segmentation process itself is hardly
questioned. The core function of phonology is to be found in
the segmentation process and horn to identify a stretch of
speech sounds as a discrete unit. If the axiom of discreteness
is removed from linguistic theory, then it is probable that
phonology as a separate bianch will disappear as we1l.

The same may be said about morphology, which is ultinately
concerned with segmentation problems. The a1n of morPhological
models through the last decades has been to identify discrete
units and relate them by rule in woral-foanation- The paoblems
for the iule definitions stem from the difficulties in
segmentation: Either there is no clear phonetic boundary
between two units, or there is no clear boundary between the
categories exposed in a segment. In either case, morphological
theory is introduced to handte the problem, and the aim is
tr:aditionally to establish a one-to-one relationship between
discrete granrmatical categories and disclete surface strings.
A granmatical model which aloes not presuppose dlscieteness will
not be in need of a particular morphology either-

Syntax will propose discreteness of the units (or try to
establish such discaeteness) to the extent that it succeeds in
becoming a. l!qCpe!de4! system- This is reflected in the view
that a syntax is satisfying to the extent that it can account
for the data without exceptions to the rules. This is normally
considered to lend explanatory power to the theory. The ideal
sl.ntax ls, at least within some schools of thought, the one
which can account principally for a1l granunatical sentences in
a language with a minimum of ad hoc_solutions. This is just
another way of saying that the syntax should behave as an
independent system. In this sense, syntax proposes discreteness
to the extent that it tries to become context_free.

A context-free graRmar over natural language is shown to be
impossible. Context-dependency appears in cases when there is
a dependency between two units which cannot be accounted for
by a qelreral rule, i.e., when it will be necessary to introduce

maximatly constrained (and, it is sometimes argued, maximalfy
successful) sl.ntax reduces the amount of lexical information
required to a minimum. This will al.so be the syntax which is
maximalty independent of its units, i.e., which has a maximal
autonony. The extreme case of a slmtax functioning entirely
without lexical information, i.e., which takes random lexical
units as input, would imply a maximal degree of segmentation.
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1t has, though, no Practical interest for natural language'
What is normally considered a minimally successful syntax will
be the one which lists all Possible !'rord combinations, i'e',
al1 possible sound strings, in a language (say, for practical
reas;ns, below some upper linit foi its length). This k'in'i of
syntax would be characterized by refraining f'om the
sagmentation: 1t recognizes flo words ol separable units in the
sound stream. It presupposes no boundaries neither on the sound
nor on the meaning level. And it makes no generafizatio s on
the composition of the sound sequences.

Thus, the more successful - in the sense of capturing
a syfltax is,
be. In view

general i
the more

zations on depen
Drofound wi 11 t

dencies between uni ts
inherent seqmentat ion

of this, even syntax in its moalern form can
ultimately concerned with Probtems related to dis
segnentation: If the discreteness resulting from
the syntax is propoitional' with the successfu
syntax, then evidently the lack of discreteness i
what constitutes the majoa topics for syntactic

be seen as
creteness aI}d
the design of
Iness of the
n language is
theory.

The more or fess explicitly defined aim of much current
syntactic theory - to achieve autonomy and geneaality -is thus
a., enterprise which is intimately connected with the
discreteness (or the lack of it) of the linguistic units_

The extaeme case
leaves us vrith a
can have any form
anal for all.

Thus when syntax strives towards independence from lexical
information (or, better, taies to reduce this infornation to
a smalI set of qualities which can distinguish the items, such
as word class information etc. ) in order to become autonomous,
it moves towards an inherent definition of the lexical units
as di screte.

of an entirely autonomous syntactic module
lexicon of absolutely discrete items, which
and any content, and lihich are segmenteal once

But what about a s)mtax which relates units on formal cri teria?
This coutd theoretically be inalependent of lexical infornation'
If we imagine a language in which all words could be uniquely
tleterminetl as to word class on formal (morphological) criteria,
we could set up a slrntax which could function, at least to sone
extent, independently of the lexicon-

1t is another important property of natura] I'anguage that such
languages alo not exist. This kind of formal criteria for
lexical selection characterizes artificial languages, but no
natural Ianguage has been found which exposes a sufficient
.egularity to a11ow for purely formal selection criteria' And
even if a language were founal in which broad word classes could
be aletermined unambiguously and exclusivefy on formaf criteria,
we woulal stil1 find that there would be extensive collocational
restrictions and idiomized expressions which could not be
captured and atetermined on folmal criteria. This means that
ewen if all word class characteristics can be determined
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for the Iack of such formal morphological marking on the
phonetic surface- In a language which has fornal exposition of
word c1ass, it is not necessary to add this infornation in the
internal lexicon, since it is there on the surface. Thus the
lexical selection restrictions are compensations for
insuff icient formal marking-

unambiguously on formal criteria, the syntax will still not be
context-free, and cannot do without lexical information,

I^lhen lexical entries are rep.esented in syntactic literature
as 'sleep [V]r, 'house IN]', the syntactic lexical information
called \dord class identification can be seen as a compensation

We therefore conclude
conceived in modern
connected with the
discrete units.

Iinguistic tradi tion,
conception of l anguage as

is normal ly
int imately

composed of

Therefore, if qL! distributional interdependenci es between
syntactic u its were formally unambiguously marked, then the
syntax coufd achieve true autonomy. But how much formal markiog
would be needeal for this? The distributional interdependenci es
between syntactic units aae so rich and complex and
idioslmcratic, that the formal marking would necessarily have
to be so extensive that it would in itself amount to a ful1
syntactic description of the Ianguage. This description would,
though, not be in the form of a constrained, generalized
syntax, but, on the contrary, in the minimally constrai ed form
of a listinq of acceptable strinq9.

Thus syntax cannot becorne independent ( in the sense of
functioning by general context- independent rules) by means of
selectlng on formal criteria. The more general a syntax is. the
more ivill it assume discreteness of the signs- And since sl,ntax
as a subdiscipline of linguistics necessarily must be concerned
with generalizations, even syntax is ultimately concerned with
this presupposed property of natural language.

Discreteness and arbi trari ty

that linguistics, such as it

The discaeteness discussed so far pertains mainly to the
segmentation of units in linear succession, i.e-, a horisontal
seqmentation of the continuous acoustic signals- Speech is.
though, no less continuous vertically- At a given point of
tine, an acoustic signal can have any degree of intensity at
any perceptible frequency- This gives an iinmense variability
to the acoustic spectrum, and within the limits of articulatory
constraints, speech sounds can vary almost infinitely. It is
the task of phonology in discrete gramrnar to reduce this huge
variation potential to a smafl number of discrete phonemic
units, i.e-, to carry out the yClEilel qCg49!t . A model
which assumes arbitrality nust also assume that an acoustic
signal corresponds to either the one meaning ol the other- It
is systematically alien to the Saussurian model that a slight
change in form can imply a slight change in meaning- Two
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similar sound sequences do either signify the same thing, or
they signify two things which - by the arbitrarity - in
principle can be completely diffe.ent- "Si le signifiant et 1e
aignifi6 etaient continus. i1 faudrait qu'e des signlfi6s
voisins, c'est-a-dire partiellement diff6rent. correspondent
des signifiants voisins. t.. - I La correspondance entre 1es deux
ne serait donc pas arbitraire." (Mandelbrot 1954)-

The content of this is that the sounds over a continuous
spectruin must be grouped into a limited set of discrete
classes. Sounds which signify the same thing belong to the same
c1ass, those which signlfy different things belong to different
classes. It is in this respect irrelevant for the nodel whether
the meanings signified are 'similar' or not: Within the
approach, titere are only two values - identity or difference'
rhere cannot be 'identity to a smaller or larger degree"

The arbitrarity as a theoretical principle thus meaos that the
segnentation into discrete units is carried out vertically as
weil as horisontally' The infinite nurnber of possible phonetic
realizatlons vrhich coostitute the paradigm over a part of a
syntagm is chunkeal into a limited number of discrete symbols'

But the very principle which prohibits gradual signification
change by gradual vertical change from olle sign to another is
of course no less valial for the horisontat dimension. Except
for distinctive opposition between long and short phonological
segrnents, post-Saussurian linguistics has not recognized a
gr;duaI semantic difference between, say. fast and slow speech'
ihe actual content of this is that grammatica] models do not
consider time as a parameter for linguistic variation, but has
reduced the horisontal dimension to a matter of order only.

Therefore, there is an intimate and systematical connection
between the conception of language as comPosed of discrete
units and the modern Iinguistic axiom of the arbitrarity of the
l inguistic s ign.

Consequences of disc!eteness.

A consequence of the discreteness (the aabitraritY) is that
grammar cannot account fol graduat signification- A. utterance
nay be said in a kind or an angay voice, or it can signal irony
or sarkasan. contain a slight question or a slight doubt etc.
This is g!g4!ql va.iation which highly influences the meaning
of an utterance, but it cannot be accounted for within a
graftmar based on arbitrarity in the signification. Grammatical
iheory therefore excludes such continuous signification from
the linguistic sign proper, and narrows down the meaning of the
units to a timeless concePt of a referent. AII non_discrete
processes of signification are relegated to the social space,
to be accounted for by the sidebraches of sociolinguistics,
psycholinguistics, historical finguistlcs. justified by the
distinction between langue and parole.
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This constraining and delioitation of the signlfication reached
its peak with the theories of semantic features, by which not
only the expression units, but their meanings as we1I, are
recognized in
endpoint for a
only the sounds, but even the meanings are

a system of binarY oppositions. This is a natural
systematic approach based on arbitrarity: Not

nt ed , such that
aIl 'aI1o-meanings' belonging to one meaning segment
the sane concept of a referent.

point to

The basic content of aliscreteness in linguistics is the
realuction of structural variation over a certain interval, a
levelling \^Ihich permits us to handle the entire interval as a
unit with no internal structure, and to identify it with a
IabeI- CIearly, if we consialer the possible variatlon over the
entire range of audible frequencies in the span of. say, a
morpheme in syntax, this vast variability, with a possibly very
compler structure inaleed, is reduced to one single integel
itern, from which one single branch is alrawn in the syntactic
tiee. The reduction (i.e-, the sinplification) is enorneous,
and the vast amount of information containeal in an utterance
is reduced to a simple tlee structure with a smalt number of
branches. Evidently, the equally vast amount of semantic
information which this uttelance may transnit wr11 be
eorresponalingly reduced in a model which tries to account for
the sanantic interpretation in terms of the distinctive
potential in this sinplified syntactic structure.

Another important consequence of grarnnatical discreteness is
that one pelq of a unit cannot be related to a part of another,
say, the enal of one morphefire and the begiming of the
following- But there are hardly any languages where morpheme
boundaries are absolute, in ttle sense of being devoid of
phonetic interalependenci es between morphs. Tur:kish is often
ieferred to as optimal for a norphemic description, but even
here we find clear consonant assimil'ation processes over
morpheme boundaries, 1n addition to the fundamental vowel
harmony which penetrates the grammatical system.

In short, aliscreteness in linguistics has the consequence that
a very Iarqe part of the structuae in speech sounds lemains
unrelateal to the semantics of speech, and subdisciplines
(phonology, morphology, sociof inguistics etc. ) are established
to account for the variation'

Saussure argues for the arbitrarity of the Iinguistic sign iar
Cours p.97fi. we quote Emile Benveniste: "ISaussure] entend Par
"signifi6" Ie conceot. I1 d6clare en propres terrnes (P'100) que
'r1e signe ling:uistique unit non une chose et un nom, mais un
concept et une image acoustique". Mais i1 assure, aussitdt
aprds, que Ia nature du signe est arbitraire parce que il n'a
a;ec ]e signifi6 "aucune attache naturetle dans Ia r6a1it6".

The arbi t ritv of the Saussur i an s10n.

II est clair que 1e raisonnenent est faussd par 1e recours
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inconscient et subreptice d un troisieme terme, qui n'etait pas
compris alans ta d6flnition initiale. Ce troisi6me terme est 1a
chose m6me, ta r6alit6. t...1 11 y a donc contradiction entre
ta maniare alont saussure d6finit le signe linguistique et ]a
nature fondamentale qu'i1 lui attribue. t. ..I Ent'e Ie
signifiant [= image acoustique] et 1e signifi6 [= concept] Ie
li6n n'est pas arbitraire; au contraire. i1 est ndcessaire"'
(Benveniste 1939 ) -

CIearly. what Benveniste Points
between two of the corners in the
of signification' :

to is a tack of distinction
by now traditional 'triangle

B

A-C

Corner A denotes the sound foam of, say, a lexeme' B denotes
the mental content associated with it _ the concept attached
to it, the thought, or, as some will- say, the meaning of the
sound, while C is the thing ln the world referred to by the
fexeme, now colunonly caIled the 'referent'. Benveniste simply
says: The relatio AC is arbitrary, but the relation AB is not'
Has Saussure failed to note the distinction between B and C,
the concept and the refereat?

This can hardly be the case, when compaled with the oPening
lines of "Principes g6n6raux" in CLG p.97: "Pour certaines
personnes Ia laague, ramenee a son principe essentiel, est une
nomenclature, c'est-5-dire une liste de termes correspondant
a autant de choses". Saussure rejects this nomenclatural
conception of language (whe.e the units ale nanes fol things
in the world) as simplified, and it is one of the major
concerns in the course to show the insufficiency of the
conceptlon of language as a nomenclature. It is essential to
Saussure that Ianguage does not function as a series of 1abels,
but that both in the content and in the forn will each part be
inextricably connected to the whole and the whole to the part'

He fr:equently states that thoughts are formless if they are not
supporied bt the structuring presence of ]anguage' "r1 n'y a
pa; d'idees pradtablies, et rien n'est distinct avant
-1 

'apparition da 1a tangue" (CLG,p-155). "La pens6e, chaotique
de ii nature, est forc6e de ce pr6ciser. en se decoflposant ' I1
n'y a donc ni materialisation des pens6es, ni spiritualisation
des sons, mais i1 s'agit de ce fait en quelque sort myst6rieux,
que 1a "pens6e_son" implique des division et que 1a langue
al,abore ses unit6s en se constituant entre deux masses
amorphes" (CLG,p.156, quoted in Benveniste). The conceptual
strulture is not independent of language. it is not there a
priori. And the linguistlc units are not given a priori either:
ihe sounds of speech are subdivided into distinct units only
by the presence of the concepts of mind. This clearly te1ls us
tnat tnLre is a high degree of interdependence between the
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concepts and the acoustic images, or: between the signifier and
the signified- This is, as Benveniste points out, not an
arbitrary retation. It is the very opposite: It is necessary,
since the signified owes its presence afld form to the signifier
and vice versa, anal if one of them had been differently
segmented from the amolphous substance it arises from, the
other one would have been different as wel1. This is fu1ly in
tine with a cornerstone in post-Saussurian str:ucturalism, that
the part depends on the whole. and the whole on the part'

According to this view, therefore, the relation betl{een the
corners A and B is not arbitrary, but the relation between A

and C is- For A and B, they are inextricably interdependent.
and a change in one of them may give a change in the other as
wel]. This is welI known fron historical lingulstics, and it
ls known in the everyday experience that the way a sentence is
uttered heavily influences its meaning. The word 'yes' can be
pronounced with an infinite range of ineanings, including 'no''
if the retation between the sound anal its meaning were indeed
arbitrary, this should (according to the above) not be
possible. In a truly arbitrary relationshiP, the meaning cannot
change gradually by a gradual change in the form.

Since modern linguistics evidently rests on the presuPposition
of the discreteness of the signs, or in its methodology tries
to impose aliscrete segmentation on the speech sounals, the
reiationship between the corners B and C should be inportant
for lingiuistics. For the vely reason that the two corners can
be difficult to di st inqui sh . the problem can be difficult to
delimit preci se Iy.

Hov, is it possibte that Saussure can have these
that the sign ProPer

There is no need to go aleeper into the alistinction here, but

things
is toconfused, when he explicitly states

be found in the relationship AB?

One historically motivated explanation could be that it is in
fact not Saussure, but rather Balty and Sechayaye, the editors
of CLG, who have the things confused. In their answer (together
with Frei) to Benvenistes article in Acta Linguistica (1939).
they are not willing to understand Benvenistes critique, and
do in fact seem reluctant to accept a pri cipled dlfference
between the meaning and the referent (the corners B and C in
the tiiad of signification), at least not in the same way as
Benveniste does.

There is an extensive terminological confusion a$ong
semanticists in matters pertaining to the three corDers of the
triangle of signification (Lyons 1977). This confusion may be
conceptual and not only terminological . Imagine how difficult
it will be to explain to a child the diffelence between a house
and the meaning of 'a house'. This conceptual difference is not
anything which necessarily and inmediately presents itself to
ant speaker: of a language, but may be a highly culturally
conditioned philosophical di st inct ion.

I



1 will only tentatively suggest the follolJing definition of the
three corners of the tr:iangle:

A. By the sound form is meant the very Physical appearance
of language: the sound waves. It is a purely physical obiect-

B- The seconal corner lepresents the interpretation of
language. It lefers to Pulely mental phenomena of
interpretation, taking PIace in the minds of the speakers.

C. The referent, as the object or state being pointed to,
may of course be elther physical or mental or any other state,
bui is distinguished flom the second corner by being pointed
to.

Much of the terminological confusion pertains to the
distinction between the latter two. A sense, or even a sound
form, may of course be pointed to and thus behave as a
referent, and when the referent is a mental state or i,hen some
idiomized phrase functions as a 'word form', or, even wolse,
w}.en one talks about the 'referents' of gramrnatical particles,
or the 'referents' of prosodic phenomena, the problems for
precise distinctions become acute. What is the referent of the
word 'too'? Obviously, there will be many cases where it is
very hard to make any cfealcut distinctions between the sense
and the referent.

If ,
to

easy
so,

that
not.the l inqu istlc siqn is somet imes arbitrarv and somet imes

It will be the relation between the referent and the signifier

therefore, we assume that the distinction is sometimes
make explicit, anal sometimes it is very difflcult to do
may perform a quick jump in our argumentatioa and state

IIENSE, ASPECT, VALENCE, CONJUNCTION, NEGATION

which is atbitrary, and not the telation between the acoustic
impression and the mental image it evokes. It is in this
context of inportance to note that language may be arbit'ary
and discrete in its namino function, vrhen it is poioting to
extralinguistic phenomena, but not in its grammatical
functioni. we may qre1l establish an intuitive understanding of
the referents of nouns such as 'house' and 'tree', but most
peopfe wilI paobably have more pioblems in grasping the
iundanental ilifference between the referent PLURAL and the
meaninq PLURAL, or this dlfferenee for, say, such gramn6tical
catego.ies as
etc. These do, though, constitute the core o f grammat i cal
systems, and it may indeed seem pa.adoxical that the

ibes it.

significational nature o
conceived as arbitrary if

f these Iinguistic units shall be
it is the telation AC in the triad

of slgnification which is characterized as such, and even more
so if the discreteness of graflunar is systematically linked to
the arbitraiity of linguistic signs.

C1ear1y, the arbitrarity will be a valid axioIR for a
nomenclatural conception of language. and not for the
components of a sign functioning such as Saussuae descr
Seemingly paradoxically, Saussure ends up with aiguing for what
he was about to reject-
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There is, lhough, probably no other solution for a model
presupposing a granmar functioning on discrete units. It is a
return to Ianquaqe as nomenctature, in which Iinguistic units
point by arbitrar:y symbols to referents in the extia-linguistic
lrorld. This situation in Iinguistics must be traced to the fact
that the aliscreteness of the units, situated in the
,ealtionship between the sound and the interPretation, is
theoaetically motivated by the arbitrarity valid for a
completely alifferent relationship. It is aabitrary that a horse
is nameal 'horse' in English and 'equus' in Latin, but the
relations hip between a name and a referent does not entel into
the svntactic inteip retation of lansuaqe. Gramnar is situated
as an interpretative module between the sound and its meaning,
it is not found between the sound and the referent. The
proposed arbitrariness in the naming function can therefore not
motivate a gramnar whlch presupposes a segmentation of the
sound stleaan into discrete units.

This situation is. thouqh, vely different for a sign of
motivated sort which 1t is Saussure's intention to outline,
which Benveniste terms necessary. For this sign,
segmentation brings structure to both sounal and neaning,

the
and
the
and
theit is an integrated part of the grafiunar, but

ntation is no Ion a mat i cal I necessa

Thus: I f
arbitrary.
the si gns
necessary

the relation between signifler and signified is
then a segmentation is systematica]1y necessary, and
must be discrete. 1f, however, the relation is

and motivated, then the signs need not be discrete.

The theoretical implications of this is first of all that we
can investigrate the non-arbitrary signification in l-anguage by
setting up a lJralnmar in which the signs need not be disclete:
They may be more or less fornally divided, a word ol a molpheme
boundary can be more or less proninent along a continuous
scaIe.

In other words, since there are no discrete segnents in this
grannar, there will be no lower limit for the extension of the
stretches of sound which are related in syntax. The theoretical
possibility of infinitely smaII segments amounts to infinitely
la.ge computational requirenents for the slmtax - In reality,
therefore, rre can assune that there must be a minimal limit for
the 'non-discrete' symbol . There is a level for what can be
perceptually discriminated, and this level could possibly
constitute the size of a 'segment' in non-disciete s]'ntax.

What corresponds to larger segments in a discrete granmar (such
as morphenes and words). wilf in the non-discrete grannaa have
an inteanal syntactic structuae. This structure is exactly what
makes this stretch of sound non-arbitrary.

Therefore. a slmtax over non-arbitrary linguistic signs cannot
ignore their lntelnal conposition- We must assume that all
physical properties of the signs can have an impact on a non-
discrete slmtax- This means that the phonetic properties of
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sound frequency distribution, intensity and duration, e.g.
along scales where the perceptuallY discriminable is the
measurement unit, will be possible candidates for parameters
to a non-discrete syntax over non-arbitrarily signifying speech
sounds.

A non-discrete grarunar wiII take the physicaL properties of
speech as parameters. The question is, then, how these shal1
be related to cleate a slmtactic interPretation of a syntagm.

The form of non-di screte qranmar.

The dependencles i,rith a significational function will typically
appear In the co-occuraence of events: A thing co-occurs with
a sound which becomes the nane of the thing. A thought
accompanies a thing or a sound (the nar0e of the thinq). A thing
co-occurs with another thing, and the one wiIl 'stand for' the
other in a metonymical relation. Orle sound co-occu.s with
another sound in phonological struetuae. We need not ask what
comes first, the utterance or its sense, the utterance or the
referent. From a descriptive point of view, it is the co-
occurrence. 1.e the proxinity in space anal time, which makes
signification poss ibl e

'ulhat makes a structure Iinquistic is the presence (for oral
language) of speech sounds as seniotic events. Signification
takes place in the relation between sounds and non-sounds, and
between sounds and sounds (the grammatical system). It is in
principle not necessary to alistinguish too sharply between
these relations: The co-occurrence of a sound and a
connotation, a sound and a thing (a referent). and a sound and
another (neighbouring) sound are alI relations in the staucture
which makes the linguistic system neaningful . The structures
of phonology need - from a semiotic and in particlar from a
non-arbitrary point of vier, - not differ principally from the
sttuctures of semantics, nor faom the structures of non-
linguistic signification. The dependencies which constitute
grammatical structure lrill be between sounds and sounds, while
the dependencies which constitute semantic structure will be
between sounals and other things (thoughts, thinqrs, events). The
dependencies which constitute conceptual structure will be
between things and things (althougll these things may of course
be speech sounds as well).

Thus signification, defined in this way, will emerge from a
distributional structure, which is often described in
probabilistic terns. From our point of view, of central
importance is the fundamentally non-discrete nature of
probabilistic rules. In an algoritlmic rule system, a lule
either applies or it does not apply: There is no third
alternative, and there is no gradual transition between the two
rule applications- Ifl syntax. there is either a branch or there
is not a branch. An algoritbmic rule is therefore fundailental ly
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discrete, and it requires discrete input and it produces a
discrete output.

Although a probabilistic rule must also identify its input in
some way or other, the alependencies which it assigns to the

since its bas ic measurement is the tine interval between

input is of a gradual character. It basically involves the
alimension of time in a way which algoritluric rules do not. High
probability means ' often-occulr ing ' and thus short intervals
atong the time line, while low probabilitY implies that there
is much trme between each occurrence of the input. As was
argued above, the horisontal discretetless in Ianguage is
connected irith the exclusion of time as a relevant parameter
for syntax. When grammar reeognizes only the ordea (and not the
distance in time) between vertically discrete synbols, then it
becomes horisontally discaete- In this sense, an algoritfuIlic
rule systen is appropriate for aliscaete !lraNnar, but foa a non-
discrete grammar, which takes time as a parameter for syntactic
dependency, a probabilistic rule system is nore appropriate,

occurrences of symbols. Therefoae, if syntactlc dependency is
defined probabilistically, this neans that time is a parameter
for the sl.ntax.

one entity in the environnent of another which establishes a
significationat relationship between them. We can establish
such dependency betwee sounds and other sounds in a syntactic
distributional structure, oa we can see it as occurring betlreen
sounals and non-sounds in a mole specificly senantic
distributional structure. The tatter dependencies. by which the
signification as assignment of semantic meaning can be seen as
taking place in the over_representat i on of some sounds in the
presence of some things, will not be considered i the present
study. For a discussion of both kinds of distributional
structure. see e.g. Harris (1955).

If we alefine non-aliscrete alependencies by means of
probabilities, it will be the over- ol underr eDresentation of

Conc Ius i on.

We have argueal that one of the most paoninent characteristics
of modern linguistics is the presuppositlon of discreteness.
which is systematically connected with the theoretical axiom
on the arbitrarity of the linguistic sign. This also tells us
that many of the major problems in linguistics ultimately
depends on this preconception. If we remove the axiom on
arbitrariness from Iinguistics (which thele is now is even sone
enpirical evialence for: see e-9. Bybee 1985), we will find that
we cannot inmediately assume that there are discrete boundaries
between the vaaious parts of slmtagms. Rather, we nust assume
that boundaries can be more or less proninent, along a
continuous scaIe. A graftnaa lrhich will capture these features
of language must be a non-discrete glammar which takes minimal
units as input -
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we have outlined the traditional kind of grarnmar as a discrete
granmar. 1t is characte.ized by proposing a linlted set of
units upon which a Limited set of rules apply. The units are
discrete both horisontally and vertically, which means that
neithea the rules nor the set of units aae afiected by tine
considerations, and all prosodic phenomena are excluded fron
the discrete gralrmar proper. Except for such cases as distinct
quantitative opposition in phone Iength, a aliscrete grammar
recognizes onty the relative oider of constituents, and not
their actual duration. This is a necessary consequence of the
theoretical assumption of the arbitrality in the signification
of the units.

what characterizes this kind of granmar can also be stated
negativety: It lacks any notion of time. it does not approve
a probabilistic interpretatioo of colrelation, and the physical
form of its units is not refevant to it. It thus excludes all
perceptual processes from the interpaetation of speech, and
sees the mapping from phonetics to semantics as a purely
I ogically based interPreLation.

If perception and logic are both considered parts of cognition,
then we could say that aliscrete gramrnar is situated at a fairly
high cognitive Iewel , and does not include the nore basic
cognitive processes in the grarunatical competence.

The alternative to this traalitional model will be a gaammar
which 1. measures speech in the dimension of time, 2. assumes
non-arbitrary and non-discrete signs (i.e., in actual fact,
minimal segments, preferably smaller than a lower linit for
perceptual discrininability), and 3- aIlows fo. probabilistic
rules .

A grar[mar along these lines wilI to some extent share the
characteristics of perceptual processes on sensoay data, and
may be given a form which makes it possible to describe (at
Ieast parts of) giammatical inteipretation as a matter of
perception.

Since this kind of gralnInar does not operate on larger segments,
and since it furthermore is obvious that (to a larger or
smaller extent) segmentation in Ianguage is possible. it is
reasonable to assume that the segmentation may be part of the
output from the non-discrete granna.. The segmentation paocess
must belong to the interface between syntax and semantics,
which is what rre expect if there is a non-arbitrary
relationship between the sound and the meaning: The sounds must
be segmented and syntactically related ia the saine process
which assigns meaning to them.

There liri1I be no need for a particular phonology or a
morphology as part of the non-discaete gra[unar proper, since
the function of these components is mainly to provide a
discrete grafinar vrlth convenient segments.



A non-discrete grammar will thus consist of the three parts:

L
2
3

Phonetics -
Syntax.
Semant i cs .

The phonetics will deal with the identification of sounds, and
will be ctosely connected to acoustic perceptual processes.

The s]-ntax will consider the sound forms as contiauous, and
witt investigate dependencies between the phonetic parameters
of frequency, intensity and aluration.

The semafltics must account foa how the s)'ntactic structures
give cues to the interpretation of the phonetic signals, and
how segmentation (into words, phrases etc. ) can be carried out.

A Iexicon may be an output fron this gra&nar. A phonology of
a language for a discrete lairguage, i-e', the basic vertical
segmentation, and a morphology over the basic horisontal
segmentation, may also be part of the output faom a noo-
discrete grammar.

There wil] not be any necessary incompatibilitY betvreen a
discrete and a non-aliscrete gralnmar. It is fufly possible to
consider these as two different analyses over the same data,
alesigned to solve different paoblems, anal being characterized
by having different ranges for the phenomena they can account
for. It is also possible to see them as models of co-existing
gianmatlcal competences in native speakeas, where the non-
discrete qrammar provides the discrete graBmar with a lexicon
of linguistic units, such as phonemes, morphemes, wo.ds,
phrases, as well as a possible basic non-trans format i onal
gaanunatical component. A non-discfete grammar nay also account
for a large umber of ploblems concerning senantic
interpretation which a discrete gramnar is systematically
prevented from being abfe to handle (signification in geneial,
and in particular signification pertaining to paosodic or other
continuous phenomena). Thus, to some extent, a non-discrete
grammar can be seen as providing the input to an optional
discrete granrmar, in addition to functioning as an j ndepenalent
interpretative module. The status of both grarunars and their
function within the language system wiIl be discussed in
chapter 3 bel ow,
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A basic-Ieve1 grammar will be determined from the
interdependenci es in continuous acoustic alata. We will here
consider some possible approaches for studying such
interdependencies, arld rePort a pilot investigation based on
some of these.

As was mentioned above, contj.nuous grajnmar should take acoustic
parameters as input, and compute the interdependenci es between
speech sounds from the distribution in a corpus. This corpus
shoulaI, needless to say, consist in a suf:icientlY large samPIe
of speech, in which the co-occurrence probabilities of tha
sounals are measured. In the below investigation, a text corpus
has been the basis for the measure of the distributional
properties, and this puts strong constraints on the

CHAPTER 2: NON-D I SCRET E PROBABILISTIC GRAMMAR

makes a measurement of the acousticinvestigation, since it
parameters diff icult or

A fundamentat problem for the investigation concerns how we
identify and measule the sounds. One of the main goals for a
non-discrete grafiunar lies in the identification of speech

imposs ible

sounds not as a succession of discrete s ols . but rather as

diroensions, a resolution, i.e., the distance between
measurement points, must be determined.

an interconnected network of a large number of acoustic
parameters which cao have values on a continuous scale, and for
which the distance between the measurement points in the corpus
is as small as possibte. This is probably as close as we can
come to a truly continuous descr:iption. The present
investigation does, though, not contain a sound definition of
this sort, anal wi1l, for mainly practical reasons, be based on
a traditional sl'mbol identification procedure. It wiI1. though,
still impty a much better approximation to continuousness (as
compared to traditional grarulratical investigations) by its
dependency measurements across graflrmatical borders and by its
small distance between horisontal measurement points.

A non-aliscrete description should principally approximate
continuousness along all the dimensions it involves. There are
at least thaee such dinensions: 1) The dinension of tine
distance betneen sounal occurrences, 2) The dimension of sound
frequency, 3) The intensity of sounds' In each of these

Foa the horisontal dimension, the seqments (i.e., the interval
between two neasurement points) rnust of course be much smaller
than some average *Phoneme length", which can be set roughly
somewheae around 1OO milliseconds. What ultimately will be
determining for tha horisontal resolution is the conputational
cost. We are concerned with lnvestigating the distributional
properties of the sound segments ln a corpus. and the smaller
lheie segnents becone along the time axis, the mole such
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segments will there be. Also, r^,hen we subsequently rnill
investigate the properties of slmtagms (for example, chosen
from the corpus), the computational cost of this will rise
rapidly with increasing fineness in resolution. The lower limit
for the horisontal resolution may thus be partly determineal by
the computational power available. Evialently, the computational
cost wilI approach infinity when the resolution approaches
zero.

On the other hand, the uppei limit for this resolution will be
determined by the precisiorl we vrant in the investigation. For
example (as wilI be consialereal below), when we study a
voiceless plosive of some kinal, we must be able to recognize
and somehow measure the Iength of the period of conplete
silence in its middle: This silence will be the sane 'sound
quality' as we find in pauses in the corpus. AIso, we nust for
example be able to distinguish horisontally the palts of an
affricate from the sequence of a plosive and a fricative. Such
considerations points to an upper limit for the horisontal
resolution consialerably below the 'average phooe lengthr: A
rough estimation could suggest something arounal, say, 10-20
milliseconds as an upper limit for horisontaf resolution-

Another important factor for the horisontal resolution, a
factor \^rhich vri1l heavily influence the computational cost,
concerns the time interval over vrhich we will determine co-
occurrence dependencies. Assume that we determine a time span
of, say, two seconds to be the maximum interval within which
sound distribution is significantly constrained. (See the last
chapter for a more principled delimitation of this tine span).
That is, if we consider sone sound quality at time x1, we
assune that the distribution of sounds two seconds (or more)
later wilt not be dependent on the sound at time xI. If we now
have established a horisontal resolution of for example 10
nilliseconds, this means that there will be 2000/1O = 200
horj.sontal positions in which we must lneasure the distribution.
This again means that when we compute the interdependenci es in
an utterance, there will be at least 200 cornputations at each
of the points in the utterance where we find it relevant to
compute the dependency.

A final consideration as to the horisontal aesolution concerns
the ieliability of the alata. If only a poor approximation to
actual speech can be achieved, such as in the below
investigation where speech is sinulated from text, a very fine
resolution may in fact be nisleading, and may imply a
computational cost high above what can in fact be gained by it.

The vertical resolution is a far more compllcated matter: It
concerns the number of discrete sound qualities we will be able
to discriminate. There is clearly a Iarge number of possible
approaches to this. Here we will only briefly touch uPon the
paoblem, since the investigation reported below utilizes a verY
simplified identification of sounds. BasicalIy, the veltical
resolution is a matter of the numbet of discrete intervals we
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witl subdivide the aualible frequency spectrum into. If we have
a large number of such intervals, the number of possible
combinations of these is large: That is, the number of distlnct
sound qualities lri11 be largei the smaller intervals we choose
for the resolution, and this number will increase very fast
with alecreasing interval size. The resolution nust, though, be
good enoilgh at Ieast to alistinguish between elements with
distinctive function, but should be kept well beyond this limit
if it can be afforded computat ional Iy. The optimal subdivision
of the frequency spectrum is a matter of experimental
perceptual PsychoiogY.

As to the third dimension, the simplest solution will be to
assign one of the val.ues 'on' or 'off' to each of the vertical
elements, determined by some critical limit foi intensity
value- If we have subdivided the frequency sPectrum into n
discrete intervals, and each of these variables can be binary-
valueal, the number of possibte states or sound qualities wilf
be 2 in the power of n. Similarly, if we have m aliscrete values
in the third dimension, there wifl be m in the power of n
possible sounds. The resolution in this dimension is, again,
ultimately a matter of computational power, since the Dumber
of sounals to be observed rises exponentially with the number
of values each vertical elenent can be assigneal: The larger the
number of discrete sound qualities. the larger must also the
speech corpus be, if we will obtain statistically significant
values. Also. the size of the database over the distributional
properties of these sound qualities wiIl rise very rapidly with
increasing number of sounds, since each sound quality must be
deternineal relative to all other sound qualities. It is
therefore of interest to keep the number of Possible values in
the intensity alimension as low as possible. But to be able to
incorporate such important features as e.g. stless, the
resolution should not be below some critical linit.

The dimension of intensity seems particulally appropriate for
continuously valued variation, and a possibility which
iriLnediately presents itself is to conceive these values as
weighting factors in the dependency computations. A matter of
considerable interest is then how the intensity value of a part
of the frequency spectrum will relate to its relative impact
on the dependency. This witl probably have to be detemined
experimentally, possibly with support from general experimental
perceptual psychology. The below iovestigation does, though,
due to the text basis for the corpus, not take intensity values
into consiileration at all. and the question will therefore not
be pursued any fuither here.

A matter of consialerable importance is between which
measurenent points and along which dinensions the alepenalencies
ar:e to be establisheil. Theae are basically two possible
solutions to this: Either v,re can conceive the sound stream as
a string of successive single sound qualities (which amounts
to a taaalitional synbol identification task), or we can see it
as multi-layered (which is paralleled in the interrelated
network approach) - In the latter case, we can e-9. have a
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number of different sound qualities (in different parts of the
frequency spectrum), corresponding to some subalivision of the
frequency spectrum and intensity dimension, appearing
simultaneously. If there are n such simultaneous sl4nbols, we
would thus make n observations at each horisontal position in
the corpus. This woulal keep the number of distiact s).mbo]s to
be recorded in the database 1ow, whi Ie the number of
observations would be iacreased. This approach finds linguistic
support in autosegmentat phonology and traditional feature
analysis. If it can be shoi"n that speech aloes in fact function
according to a multi-tayered modef, this would dr:astically
economize the task. Not only would the database be hlghly
reduced, but the corpus of speech sounds could also be kept
consialerably smaller: Since the number of observations is n
times higher than in the single-layered nodel. the number of
observations necessary to make reliable statistical jualgenents
could be achieved with a much smalfer corpus, (Reliable, of
course, on the preconalition that speech is in fact multi-
Iayered) .

In contrast. the single-layered appioach is far more expensive
computat i onal ly. If we have n intervals vertically, and each
of these can have m different intensity values, there wiII be
m in the power of n sound qualities. This gives us a total of
m in the power of 2n possible sound combinations, anal these
must be determined at aIl hoaisontal positions (distances). If
we denote the number of horisontal positions by'p', we will
have at least

d = p*nPD

number of theor:etica1ly possible recorals in the database over
single sound qualities. Assume e.g. that p = 200, n = 2 (the
simplest possible solution in the dimension of intensitY) and
n = 25 (the frequency spectrun is subdivided into 25 discrete
intervaLs, a rather modest suggestion). This wifl give us a
number of theoretically possible database recolds which can be
written as tire digit 2 follorred by 1? zeros, a fairly
astronomicaf nunber. Evidently, most of these will be zeros and
neeal not be physically recorded, but the total number will
probably still be so high that in order to have statistically
reliabie data, the corpus must be imllensely large.

This may in fact be seen as evidence for the multi-layered
model: In order for a child to discriminate speech sounds (and.
possibly, perform a phoDemic analysis over them), the amount
of data needeal would have to be very large indeed, and the
processing of these slmilarly comPlex- The nodel is also ivell
supported by the fact that phonological rules tend to operate
on parts of the frequency spectrum (statable as phonological
featules) rather than orr single phonological units.

In conparison to the single-symbol mode1, the nulti_layered
model will, with the same numbers as in the exanple. require
only p * m r. n = 200 t 2 t 25 = 10000 records in the database-
The corpus needed to arrive at statistical rellability can
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evidently be nuch smafler in this model . Or, to put it
differently: A ll1uch finer .esolution can be afforiled in the
analysis of a given corpus in the latter model . This means that
a continuous probabilistic grammar r'Ihich is based on the multi-
Iayered nodel can aflow for a larger disc!imination Potential
in the phonetic variation in speech. In psycholinguistic terms:
More signification (semantically) can be coaled and extracte'l
if the graNnar conceives speech not as a stleam of single
discrete units, but as a numbea of parallel streams or as a
sequence of sets of unordereal elements.

This difference between the two models is also reflected in the
number of svnbol retations appearing at each moment in speech'
In the single-symbol moalel, there witl be one dependency
relation beiween a s)4[bo1 and the following s]rmbol, whi]e in
the multi-Iayered moalel the!e may be a high number of different
alepenalency lelations occurring over the sane interval' This
dols in itself lend a higher distinctiveness to the multi-
Iayered moalel (a]ong a continuous scale), anal thus a larger
signif icational caPacitY.

In short: A continuous probabilistic glammar based on a
scanninq of a corpus of speech sounds shoulal be feature- rather
than phoneme-or i ented, not only because it can be
psycholinquistically and phonologically rnotivateal, but also
because it altows for a much finer resolution wj'thin a given
colpus and a given practical Iimit of conputational power'

As to the question of whether these feature bundles amounts to
one or severa] parallel seq\rences of slmbols and how these
features interact in the grammar, the answer must Plobably be
sought empi ri ca1lY.

Continuous probabilistic gramnar must alefine a measure on
syntactic dependency. This can of course be done in a number
of ways: The definition of the relations between the Palameters
dulation, frequency and intensity and how these are
interrelated in the interpretation of the distribution cannot
be determined without empirical testing. In Particular,
slmtactic alepenalency functions can be alefineal with a large
number of weighting factors: Dependency defined by e-g'
probabitity of co_occuraence $ay be alefined as varying with
ii.e., weighted by) distance between the co-occu!ri.rg elements,
their alegtee of intensity, their sound frequency values etc.
The co-occurrence of high-intensity sound frequencies may
possibly be more salient to the slmtactic function, due to
in"ir hlgher perceptual salience, than low_intensity
flequencies etc. Similarly. it seems reasonable to assume the
possibility that the lower parts of the frequency spectrum
contributes more, by its higher Peiceptual salience, to
alepenalency asessment than do the higher Parts. rf these
paianeters do in fact constitute real weighting factors, they
;ust probably be sought emPirically. As to their more precise
values, these can theoretically be either biologically
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conditioned, in which case suggestions for syntactic dependency
functions can possibly be sought within experimental perceptual
psychology, or they can be palt of the language-specific
syntax, i,e., different for each Ianguage, alialect. sociolect,
idiolect etc- In any case, the interdepenalencies between the
acoustic parameters shoulal be enpirically investigated for
differaent kinds of sPeech, anal if a Psycholinguistically
realistic sfrntax can be establisheal with weighting factors
constant for aIl languages, we can assume then to be
biologically conalitioned, otherwise they may be Ianguage-
specific-
For the present purpose, we srill delimit the investigation to
some simPle and easilY definable functions, not only because
we lack sufficient data, but also because the belo!., pllot
investigation 1lliII be j.n a sinplified form (iD line with a
single-symbol model ) which cannot reflect the intetdependencies
between the various parts of the frequency sPectrum anal the
intensities of these. The functions wiII make use of the
concept of conalitional probability and some information
theoretical concepts, and we will therefore, before we continue
the discussion, briefly outline the basic theoretical concepts
in these approaches.

Basic coacepts in probability and information theory

More precisely, this is the unconalit i onal PIO i 1i tv. I^lhen we

The probability of an item, such as a letter or a word in
printed English, exPresses the chance for this item to occur
in a sequence of symbofs. It is expressed as a number between
zero and one, and is the same as the frequency of the item
(expresseal as a percentage) divided with 100. 1f 50* of all
items (in a sample) is a certain symbol, then its Probability -
the chance for eocountering this synbol - is 0.5. For example,
in printeal English, if a letter has a frequency of 19, then
its probability is 0-01.

neasure it. we take no notice of its surroundings or any other
iactors which coulal motivate its occuarence. Thus, the
unconalit i ona1 probability of thi s letter in printed English is

this is the Ietter 'u', and0.01. If, however, we assume that
go through a text corpus anal stop at each lettel 'q', anal then
investigate the frequencies of the Ietters which folloir rq',
we will find that the letter 'u' is heavily overrepresented.
In fact, in this specific Position, after the letter 'q', the
chances for meeting the letter 'u' are very high, Probably very
close to 1.0. This means that if we take the surrounding into
consialeration, the probability may be very different frorn the
overall unconditional Probability- This probability is termed
the conalitiona1 probabi I ity
irnmediately preceding position). The cooditional probability
is denoteal by p(ulq), and fo. printed English we will have

of'urgiven'q' (here in the
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p(uls) = 1.0, while the unconditional probability may be around
p(u) = 0.01. We lri11 find that the conalitional probability will
vary urith the surroundlngs and the conditions we specify' For
exampfe. we can compute from a corpus the probability that the
woral lmanr occurs after some specified sequence of words, such
as e.g. rthe o1d'. we \^riII find that p(manlthe old) is probablv
higher than the unconditional probability P(man). and it is
most certainty higher than p(nanlread), i.e., the chances for
'man' to occur inmediately after the word ' read' - The
coDditional probability thus expresses sl'ntactic properties in
a sequeoce of symbols, anal a grammar of a string of symbols can
be set up on basis of these cotralitional probabilities. This
kind of granmar is often termed a 'finite state gianrmar I or a
'Markov grammar', anal some of its ptoperties has been
investigated in e.g. Chomsky (1956) and Chomsky (1957).

Evidently, if p(alb) = p(a), then the occurrence of ra' is not
affected by the presence of 'b', and we can say that there is
no interdepenalence between the two events 'a' and 'b' .
Dependency between events is in probability theory defined by
means of products of probabilities. If we, in some corpus,
measure the probability of the sequence of two symbols 'ab',
and these are independent of each other such that the
occurreDce of 'a' is not affected by'b' and vice versa, then
we will have the simple rule

i.e., the probability of the compound 'ab' equals the
probabitity of ra' multiplied with the probability of 'b'. If,
hov,ever, the occurrences of 'a' and 'b' have some
interdependence, such that p(bla) is alifferent from p(b), or
p(alb) (in this case 'b' given immediately after 'a') is
different florn p(a), then we have by definition that

p(ab)=p(a)*p(b)

p(ab) = p(a) * p(b a) = p(alb) * p(b)

Note that the unconalitional probability of the 'a' inultiPlied
with the conditional probabitity of 'b' is the same as the
conditioflal probabitity of 'a' multiPlied with the
unconditional probability of 'b'. These Iaws are the
theoretical definitions of the interdependence between events,
but they can easily be verified by investigating the
alistribution in some corpus. If we know the number of 'ab'-
combinations in a corpus, and we know the number of 'a' and the
nunber of 'b', then we can easily comPute the conalitional
probabilities from the ]atter iormula. We can then also set up
a simple expression for the qegEeC q!-qq-pe!Ee!fy between 'al
and 'b' by computing the difference between the unconalitional
and the conditional pr:obabilities. If this alifference is zero,
then there is no alepenalency. If it is small, then we can say
that the dependency is weak, and if it is large, such as in the
case of the letters 'q' and 'u' in palated English, then we can
say that they have a large degree of distributional
interdependence.
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Probabilities are often inteapreted as ,the chance for
::I::f+ls to. happen , siven such_and_such preconclitions.t'sycho1oqical1y, this can be expressed .. .r, "*p"'"1".ay: If we,as experienced readers of Fngti;h, .""d; a;";-';;; -r-"t"i". 

"tt".the other and we come fn a ,q,, then our expectancy tor thefollowing letter to be ,u, is,Ltr""t"a;; th.;i:j"h-:-"r"crltiona1probability p(ulq). If we stop at, say, an ,a,. dr.-Jrp".t"rr.yfor the forlowinq tetter t" lL -',,_ri'isiu.i io,i""i,-1.r.""a.uin the low va.Iue [or D{u At. Information theory (deveLopect infull form in shannon inrt'weaver (1949)) provides an extensionof these measurements of nsychotogicii ;;;".;J;i;.=b" ."..r.of probabi I i ties, althouoh tu" "tillr"J rl-gii -;'i;-'" " 'he simple probabiritv values cannot

What information theory measures, is the amount of nformat iontransmi t ted in a code- I t is important to keep in nind thatthis does not mean the sane as the eve ryday sense of the wordThe term info rmation is here used in a technical sense, andhly) the capacityfora code to make semanticdi stinct ions . ( We rr,i 1I make thi s nore precise in theormatioD theory is a mathenatical model forquantifying st ructure, aod does so by presupposin gaParadlgmatic and a synt agnatic axis for the exposition of data.C

denotes ( roug

following). Inf

onsider an al phabei which consists of only two sj.mbols, A andB. We witl use this alphabet to transmit a messaqe about theoutcome of an experiment . Let us suPPose that there are a totalof s ixteen possi bIe outcomes of the

AAAA, AAJ\B, AAB ABBB, BBBB. WE have appointed the meanings
s of four letters in each:
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24=42 =a61 _16

The base expresses the number of s)rmbols in the par:aaligm, anal
the exponent is the nunber of symbols in the syntagm- It is
important to grasp this funalanental relationshiP between
syntagms and paradlgms, and it recurs in the extenaleil
definltion of infoanation value.

If we have a paradigm (an alphabet) of m symbols, then we can
nake m semantic alistinctions with a one-letter message. If we
will combine two of these tetters in a message, we can take
each of the m s)rmbols as the first slrnbol and conbiDe with each
of the m symbols as the second of the two, which means that we
can have a total of m in the power of two combinations' If we
make three-letter combinations, we wiII find that each of the
n in the po!'rer of two combinations (of tlro_tetter combinations )
can be combineal with all m symbols in the third position, which
neans that there will be a total of m in the power of three
combinations. Thus, l,rith three-Ietter combinations, we can make
m in the polrer of three semantic alistinctions, This means that
one such three-letter combination from the m-symbol alphabet
is inherently opposed to m in the Power of three alternative
expressions. In general, with syntagms of p symbols from this
alphabet, we can make m in the power of p semantic
di st inct i ons -

Consider another alphabet. lvith n symbots. we can find a nunber
q such that m in the power of p is equal to n in the Power of
q- In this case, a p-letter syntagm from the alphabet of m

sl.mbols can have as many distinct forms as a q-letter syntagm
from the alphabet of n symbols, and we will, as above, say that
these two slmtagms contain the same anount of information,
since they are both opposed to equally many paradigmatic
alternatives.

Now, any number can be \rritten in Iogarithmic forrn with any
positive number greate! than one as base. It is customary to
use 2 as base. In the present study, we will use '1og' to
denote a logarittun with base 2. We can now write an equation
fo! the two syntagms with equal amount of information as
fol l ows :

nP=nc
2' t.s)n' 'P = 2t og"n\'')

P'Iogrm = q- lagrn

Information theory thus defines the amount of information 1 in
the first syntagm as p 1og n, and the infolnation in the second
s)dtagns as q 1og n- This equation - by the concept of 'equal
anount of information' - is the basis for the definition of the
technical measurehent of informat i on:

I ( first

From this we

syntagm) =

can define

plogm

the entity 'amount of information per
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symbol' : S ince
of informat i on
which gives:

there are p symbols in the syntagm, the amount
per sl.mbol will be obtained by dividing with P,

I(per s)arboI) = Iog m

In a code, the information value
logarithm of the number of distinct
(alphabet). To see the fundamentallv
between slmtagms anal paraaligms, we
expression as fol lows:

per symbol equals the
sl4nbols in its paiadi gm
logarithmic rel at ionshiP
can rewrite the above

p * logrm = q.*logrn

p
q log2n

Iog2n

thus the (size of the) paradigns ate relateal to each other such
as the inverse of the loqarithms of the (size of the) syntagns'

tn this definition of informatlon, it has been assumed that all
combinations (a11 permutations) of the sFlbols have beeo
possible. Le., when all combinatorial possibilities are
utilized, the code will make use of a1I of lts distinctive
potential. In this case, all symbols lili11 also be equally
frequent (since all of them are useal naximally). This means
that if there are m symbols in the Paradigm, each of these wiII
have a frequency equalling 100/m8. That is, the probability of
occurrence for any of these symbols will be 1/n- For a symbol
A, we wi 11 have

p(a) = f-n
1

p (A)

ility of a symbol sionifies size of oaradiqm, This

fi1

I^le can insert this in the definition of information I = log m,

and we get for a symbol A

r(,4) = Ioq --J-" p (3)

r(e) = - logp (A)

This is the general definition of information, by which the
information value of a symbot (a discrete unit) is defined in
terms of its probability of occurrence. It is essential that
the prob
is a trivial fact as
equi-probable. but it
are not equi probable,
codes.
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a code with a five_symbol Paradigm. If the slrmbols are
equifrequent, a symbol A will occur on the average in every
fifth posi t i on:

xxAxxxxAxxxxxAxxxAxxxxAxx

This may be ittustrated as follows: The probability exPresses
the average distance between occurrences of a svmbol . Assune

xxAxxxxxxAxxxxxxxAxxxxxAxxxxxxAxx

As we said above, a probability value is not only an explession
for frequency or chance of occurrence, but it is also a measure
on a psychological expectancy. In our example llrhele A occurs
with a certain frequency, if we plck out randomly one symbol
frorn this coale, t,e will (as exPerlenceal readers of the code)
have a certain exPectation as to the chances for A to occur'
Information value is often seen as a measure on surprise: If
A occurs often, we will not be surprised to find it. If it
occurs seldom, we wiII be much mole surprised to find it if we
choose a s)rmbol randomly- The surPrise is here seen as the same
as the distinctive potential in the symbol, and is alefined to
be measurable by the infornation walue I(A) = -1og p(A).

A note on how this function behaves: The logaritlun of a number
between zero and one is always a negative number. When, in the
definition of information value, we have a minus in front of
the logarithm, the value becomes Positive. This value will be
zero 11 the probability is 1.0. and it wilt increase with
fafling probabitities. The surprise walue will thus be zero if
the probability is 1-0, i.e., if the ewent always occurs. The
value wilt approxinate infinity wheD the probability
approximates zero, which is also well in line with the notion
of surprise value: An event which harally ever happens has a
large surprise va1ue. Information values are normally expfesse'l
in tlts, l,hich is the unit when the logarithm base is 2'

This average distance between its occurrences is identical to
the number of symbols in the paradigm- Its probability (in this
case 1/5 = 0.2) reflects directly the size of the paradigm. Now
assume that we have another sequence of symbols wtrere A occurs
as fol lows:

From the average distance (seven sl4nbols) betv,,een its
occurrences, we wiIl see that there is on the average space for
six other sl4nbo1s to be insetted bet$reen every occurrence of
A. The syinbo I A siqnifies, by its frequency, a paradigm of
seven s)anbols. The distinctive potentiat in A's frequency is
such as it wiII be j.n a seven-symbol paraaligm. It is, from this
point of view, irrelevant $rhether there is in fact six other
symbols in the code, or whether the number is higher or lower'
If it is lower, the distinctive potentia] in the other slmbols
will be lower, but it is still the same for the synbol A, due
to its particular Probability of occurrence. This neans that
in a code with non-equi paobabl e synbols, such as is typical for
linguistic codes, the sl4nbols wlll have different plobabilities
and thus different information values.
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Sometimes the unit 'Hartleys' can be encountered, in which case
the logaiithm base is 10.

We have so far looked at the unconditional information value

paradiqm of symbol occurrences in the position immediately

But the occurrence of symbols in linguistic (and other) codes
is often highly determined by context. If we return to oul
example of the letter 'u' following the lettea 'q' in printed
English. the surprise value of the 'u' in this context is
evidently much loirer than elsenhere. Also, if we look at the

after'q', we will find that it is heavily restricted compared
to other positions, and the letter 'u' is strongly
overrepresenteal in this position. The distinctive potential in
this position is very lovr. The conditional probability of 'u'
signifies a very small paradigm, which motivates the very low
conditional information value

r(uls) iog p(u q)

The distribution is bound by strong sequential constraints. For
the letter 'u', the information value is reduced, but for the
'non-u' Ietters which can be found to occur in this position
in printed English (say, the ]etter 'a' in a name such as
'Qatar'), the conditional information vafue wilI be
considerably increased compared to other positions.

Whenever there is a skewedness or constraint in alistribution,
such that some event is over- or undetrepresented in the
environment of another event, then the conditional i fornation
value wiII deviate from the unconditiona] information value-
Morphene structure conditions are typical examples of such
constraints in distribution, and their strength can be neasured
by the conditional information va]ue. They state restrictions
on the distribution over a limited interval . Typically, at the
end of the interval, the distribution will be more free.
Another form of distributional structure can be founal in the
composition of phonemes. These are often defined as a class of
more or less sinilar sounds. For this class, the paradigms of
sound qualities which appea! at, say, the beginning, the middle
and the end of the phoneme interval will be governed by such
constraints: After a sudden and short period of stillness, the
set of sound qualities which appear (e.9. Ip,t,k]-sound bursts)
is very small cotnpared to the entire set of sounds. The
distributionai constraints ovei phonenes can be recognized in
another form as well: Two non-similar sounds can be classified
in the same phoneme if they appear in complementary
distribution- This is to say that there aae strong restrictions
on the environments they can appear in.

The dist.ibutional freedom is generally smalI within segnents,
and larger across segment borders. This pertains not only to
phonological or morphological segments, but will be valid for
syntactlc phrase segments as wel l - The set of possible
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graruratical categories which can folloL,, a determiner is e.g.
smaller than the entire set of categories. Typically, we will
place a phrase (a segment) border vrhere the distiibutional
freealom increases, anal we will tenal to conceive a string of
syntactic units over which there are distributional constlaints
as some phrase seqment, at some level or other.

To define a function in a Probabilistic syntax, the main
concepts wiI] be the unconditional anal conditional
probabilities of the occurrence of sound qualities. we
concludeil above that a probabitistic grammar should proceed
from a mutti-layered rather than a single-symbol model of
speech sounds. The following discussion wiI1, though,
presuppose a conception of speech sounds as single discrete
s)mbo1s without internal structure- This is partly motivated
by the tack of data to test the multi-layered model" against,
but also by the fact that the investigation has been linited
to the single-symbol representation of speech, and the
framework has not alloweal fot the implenentation of a
representation according to the multi-layered mode1. What we
have of data is a colpus of Hungarian texts. from which we can
sinulate (in a fairly iough manner) a stream of single-s1tmboI
speech sounds, but ere can hardly impose larger variation (in
the ver:tical dimension) on the data than is represented in the
orthographic conventions. These are basically phoner0e-or i ented.
Although a alistinctive feature or ewen a purely acoustically
oriented analysis of these phonemically oriented segments would
ltave been possible, the resultinq representation woul'd still
not contain the variability which characterizes actual speech,
anal the depenalencies which lvou]d appear from the distribution
of these 'generated' distinctive or acoustic features would
basically lead us back to the phonemic inventory which we
started out from.

This would, though, look somewhat differently if a corpus of
speech sounds were analyzed accoraling to the multi_layeaeal
moalel - We would then probably find that the close
interdependeocy which in phonology exists between phonological
units anal phonological rules would emerge as clusters of
interdependencies betlreen the various Parts of the frequency
spectrum- It is essential that these clusters would be more or
less prominent, more or Iess easily aletectable- Thus what
constitutes a discrete synbol (which either is present or
absent) in the single_symbol nodel, will emerge to a smaller
or larger extent, i.e., vrith a non-discrete variatlon, in the
multi-layered model- What is impoltant in this context is that
the patt of the frequency spectrr-lm which enter into the
constitution of the Phoneme may be part of a larger
morphological or syntactic alependency- With gradual variation,
a discrete phonemic (sl'mbol) analysis will have to recor'l the
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phoneme as either present or. absent, while in the acoustic
reality, the qradual variation will mean that the rnor:phological
or syntactic Clependency will vary continuously in a manner
which cannot be reflecteal in the aliscrete symbol analysis.

Therefore, when we in the following discussion assume a singie-
symbol modef of sPeech, we hawe drasticallY simplified the
task, and we have - due to the preconditions for the
investigation - excluileal some potentially important aspects of
grams\atical depenalencies from the definition of the syntactic
functions. The alefinitions we arrive at :nay, though, well turn
out to have a sufficiently general form to be applicable even
in a multi-layereal analysis, but this will have to be tested
empiricallY.

Ire are, therefore, concerned with finding a measure on the
distributional relationship between two sl'nbols 'a' and 'b'
which can reflect their syntactic binding- We alefine 'a' to be
syntactically bound to 'b' when 'a' occuls more or less
faequently in the presence of 'b' (in some alistance) than it
aloes on the awerage. That is, if the occurrence of rar is
conditioneal by 'b', then there is a syntactic binding between
them. This can be either Positive or negative: If 'a' is
overrepresenteal in the neighbourhood of 'b', then it can be
seen as positively bound, and if it is underrePresenteal, then
it will be negatively bounal. We note that the latter binding
is just as much a binding as the former: Underrepresentat i on
characterizes a dependency in occurrence just as well as
overrepresentati on does, although the former can be seen a
matter of syntactic 'rejectioDr while the latter represents a
syntactic' attraction' -

The relevant measure on this binding will thus be in the toim
of the relationship between the unconilitional and the
conditional probabifities of 'ar . The unconditional probability
p(a) is the overall chance for 'a' to occur. If the conalitional
probability p(alb) is different fron p(a), then there is a
slntactlc binding present. The question is Dow }tow to relate
these values in a function which property represents the
slmtactic relationships in a slmtagm.

For the first syntactic function, we nrilt make use of a
'pointing' function, rvhich, in the case of oveatepresentation,
will point to a position between 'a' and 'b', and in the case
of unilerrepresentat ion will point to a position outside the
interval between them. ?he argument is as follows: If'a' is
strongly overrepresented in the Presence of 'b', iJe will
conceive 'a' as somehow 'belonging' to 'b'. An exampLe from
morphology could be the relation between a noun root and a noun
suffix: The overrepresentat ion of the suffix in the presence
of the noun (of vice vexsa) can be interpreteal as the suffix
'belonging to' the root. Syntactically, this is represented by
a conmon node ifimealiately abowe thern (or above the border
between them). Similarly, if a synbol 'a' is unalerpresenteal in
some position relative to'b', we will say that 1t does not
properly belong in this position, since it normally apPears
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' further away' .

On the time axis. we can assign the time value xl to the symbol
'a' anal the time vafue x2 to the symbol 'b'. The distance
bet\reen them can be denoted the position P, defined by P = x2 -
x1, i.e., the time interval between the s1'mbols ' In the

'pointing' function which we have outlined we can represent the
syntactic relationship between the two slrnbols by a third x-
value, which symbolizes the position where the relation
'properly belongs'. This thiad x-value can be represented by
the formu] a:

p(a)
PG b)

multiplied with wl1t be smaller than one. This third x-vaIue
v/i11 therefore arrive closer to x2 the large! the
overlepresentat ion is- If there is neither over- nor
unalerrepresentat i on, then the fraction wiIl have the value one,
anal the third x-va1ue will equal x1. For underlepresentat ion
(= slmtactic 'rejection'), the fiaction will be Iarger than
one, and the third x-va]ue will transgress x1 and appear
outside the time interval between the symbols, further away the
largea the unalerrepresentat i on is- This third x-value $ay
therefore be seen as representing the proper position of the
symbol at x1 in its particular slmtactic relationship to the
s1'mbo I at x2.

The overalt (unconditioned) Probabilities
normally be different, but it wilI always

of
be

'a'and'b'wiIl
the case that

Thus by overrepresentati on the alenominator will be larger than
the numerator. and the fraction v/hich the time distance is

P(a) (b)
Pla ?r) plb a)

This can be showrt in the following way: The ProbabilitY of a
symbol j.s the number of occurlences of the synbol divided with
the total nunber of s]4nbo1s in a sample. The conalitional
probability of 'a' given 'b', i.e., P(alb), is the mlmber of
co-occurrences 'ab' (in this position) divided with the number
of occurrences of 'b', If we the denote number of 'ab' with
nun(ab), the number of 'a' with num(a), the number of rb' wlth
nun(b), and the total number of symbols (occurrences) in the
sanple with N, then we have

nunla) nun(b)
P(a)

tGF -N
num (a'b)
nutn (.bt

- nun(a) * nun (b)
,Lr,,n (ai) * ]V num (ab)

nunla)

Thus, the crucial values for the syntactic binding of 'a'to
'b' is identical with the val\res for the binding of 'b' to'a',
which nakes sense, since the slrntactic blnding between them is
a common proPerty to both synbols- We shoulil also represent the
binding of 'br to ra' inith some point on the x-axis. and since
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the retation between them ]s synunetrical, this Iatter point
will be symmetrical with the point s]'mbolizing the binding of

about the niddle of the distance P = x2 - xl. Our
sl'ntactic 'pointing' function ,ri11 therefore genelate the
f o11o!'ring two x-values:

(x, - x.) p (a)
P\A bi

(x, -xr) (b)
p\b a)

These two points are now interPreteal as representing the
positions where the symbols 'a' and 'b' proper:Iy 'belong' due
to the slmtactic characteristics of the language. We wiII say
that according to the distributional syntax of this language,
these are the positions on the tine line which 'a' and 'b' are
pointing to by virtue of the slmtactic paoperties of their
distribution. we wiIl theaefore interPret the t!'ro x-values as
representing points of syntactic importance on the time line'

The function will be utilized in the following way: The corpus
has been scanned according to a certa:in vertical ancl horisontal
resolution. Say, we have established 40 discrete symbols anal
chosen a horisontal resolution of 5 milliseconds. i^le have also
chosen a horisontal range over which we expect to find
significant syntactic binaling values. Say. we choose 2 seconds
= 2OO0 milliseconals as range. Then the scanning of the corpus
will have to record aII possible synbol combinations (which in
our example will be 40 * 40 = 1600 combinations ) in all
relevant posltions, of ,rhich there wiIl be the range 2000
milliseconds divided with the horisontal resolution 5

mitliseconds = 400 positions for co-occurrence measurements.
These alata are stored in a database together with the
information on the total numbea of symbols in the corPus (which
will be identical to the aluration of the corPus divided with
the horisontal resolution) and the nrlmber of the individual
sl4llbo] occurrences, from vJhich we can comPute p(a),
pib)...p(z). on basis of these data, Ire can conpute P(a)/p(alb)
for any combination of symbols 'a' anal 'b' ln any distance
snaller than the established range over which syntactic
dependencies are assumed to be significant. To investigate the
continuous syntax of a syDtagm according to this function, we
witl generate the two relevant points on the time line (x-axis)
for alt symbol combinations within the range of significance
within the entire syntagrn' For each synbol (which in our
example has a duration of 5 milliseconds), there will be 400
relations to the left and 400 relations to the right of it,
I/Jhich means that each symbol will generate 800 such Points on
the tine line, on basis of the data in the database. If the
syntagn has a duration of, say, ten seconds, there will be a
total of 10OOO/5 = 20OO discrete sl4nbots in the slmtagn, and
when each of these generates 800 points, there will be a total
of 2OOO * 8OO = 1.6 nillion points on the tine Iine. (The
precise number will be slightly smallei, since the number of
relations for the synbols wilI be sonenhat s$al1er in the
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beginning and the end of the syntagn). l^re have now defined the
function to be pointing to positions of s),ntactic importance -
This means that inter:va1s on the time 11ne (within the ten
secondrs aluration of the slmtagm) ivhere the alensity of such

We can therefore measure the density of these points with some
statistical density function and establish a continuous scale
of syntactic significance. Any such density function requires
a defined ranqe over which the density is measured. This range
may e.g. be in the form of a specifieal nunber of x-values, or
it can be in the form of a time interval . Given a certain
range, we can set up an xy-diagra$ with the dimension of time
along the x-axis anal the alensity along the y-axis, and draw a
curve hrhich will show the syntax as rising and falling
slmtactic significance according to this function. Evidently,
the smaller this range is, the more rapidly may the density
rise and faII as we move along the time axis, arid the
fluctuations in the curve will ultimately be determined by the
distributional properties of the sound qualities in the
language under investigation, and cannot be predicted by any
general priflciples- The alispersion of the poillts on the x-axis
will not folLow any predictable patterns. This means that any
range (within some Iinits) will contain slmtactic information
which is not contained in any other range value, and the full
sl.ntactic analysis of the syntagm should therefore include as
many range values as possible. We shoulal therefore establish
a z-axis in our aliagram as we1l, and the syntactic structure
over the syntagm wiII be in the form of a culving surface in
three-dimensionaf space.

Since the range is a matter of the size of the time interval
for the density computation, we will expect the fluctuations
of density in some range to reflect the Clegree of gramnatical
significance at a level (phonological, morphologlcal,
syntactic) which loughly has its avelage segment size equalling
the range. If, for exanple, an average phone or 'phoneme'
length in the Ianguage uoder investigation has a duration
around 1.00 ms, i'Ie will expect to find that the curve \rith a z-
value (= range) of 100 ms (or. if defined in terns of number
of points, in our example 800 points) wiIl represeDt the
fluctuations at a phonological leve1 . If the average wor:d
length in this language is, say, 500 ms, we wilI expect to finil
the curve with z-value 500 ms to reflect word-level granmar,
and so forth. These expectations are to a large extent met in
the below reported pilot investigation. lrJe refer to diagrams
and aliscussions below, as weII as the aliagrams in the appenalix
A.

points is high, will be positions of sl'ntactic significance,
or positions where the 'ilistributionally defined giammatical
alensity' is high-

The second syntactic f\rnction: Instead of representing a
syntactic relationship by a point somewhere else on the time
1lne, possibly quite far airay from the relevant sl.mbo1, we will
stole the strntactic infornation on the points 'a' and 'b'. We
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wilt now express the dependency by the inverteil fraction
p(alb)/p(a). This value will be larger than one when rar is
overrepresenteal in the environment of 'b', anal it will be
between zero and one when 'a' is underrepresented in this
envi ronment. Its timits will be plus infinity (when p(a)
approaches zero) and zero (when p(aJb) aPptoaches zero), and
it ,i,i11 be unity when there is no syntactic binding at al'l.
This fraction is convenientty converted into a Iogaritlmic
function, such that its Iimits will now be plus and minus
infinity, and it will be zelo when there is no s)'ntactic
binding at all. we thus alefine the dependency

D(alb)

which we lecognize as a difference betrreen the unconalitio.al
and the conditional information va1ue. This can be interpreted:
when 'a' is overrepresented in the envilonnent of rb', then it
is less seldom io this environment, which means that there is
less surplise in finding 'a' in this context than it is in a
ranalom position, and the alepenalency value D(alb) r"/i11 be
positive, since I(alb) is snaller than I(a). Sinilarly, if ra'
occurs more selalom in this enwironment than it does on the
average, i.e., it corresponds to a syntactic 'rejection'
between 'a' anal 'b', then we will have I(a) < r(alb), in which
case D(alb) will be negative.

= too p(a b)- P(a)

= tosp (a lb) - logp(a)

= r (a) - r(alb)

For a s]4nbo1 'a', in each relation within the relevant range
of syDtactic significance, we can then measure the dependency
value D(aib) and add all values to a sum which characterizes
a syntactic property of the symbol 'a'. This gives us a series
of alepenalency vafues for the s)'ntagm. as many values as there
are s]4nbols in the syntagm.

In the below investigation, it will turn out that the first
syntactic function has a larger correlation with expected
structures than this second information theoretically defined
function. A part of the reason for this nay be found in the
high sensitivity of the latter to the relation between
horisontaf and vertical resolution in a single-symbol moalel .

If there is a poor vertical resolutioD (as in our
investigation) and a relatively fine horisontal resolution,
then the discete (symbol) tepresentation of one speech segment
(a phoneme in phonological analysis) will consist in a large
number of iden j.mbols ln succession. This means that thetical s
corditional probability for a syrnbol to aPpear in its oi,7n

neighbourhood wiII be much larger for long than for short
sounds. (For example, if a nolmal [a]_sound is represented bY
20 'a'-sl4nbols in succession, the conditional probabillty
p(ala) will approximate 0'95. while the uncoflditiona]
probability may be considerably below 0.1). This difference
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A sketch of Hungari an morpholoqy -

For the present investigation, Hungarian is ideal because of
its rich norphology with an agglutinative structure and high
susceptibility to rnorphemic segroentation. Since we are
concerned with investigating a syntax with a fairlY loca1
scope, an agglutinating language is ideal for the
investigation, since it presents local, word-internal syntax
over the sequence of morphs, and noimally has a more
transparent exponency of grammatical categories than more
fusional languages. Also, the syntax we are interested in
establishing should be capable of pointing to the parts of
speech on the time axis which have high grammatical
significance, and it should indicate where, in the stream of
speech sounds, the gramnatical 'density' is Iow. i.e., where
we find the borders between exponents. In the shaPe of a
continuous curve. ure will expect to find local naxima on
granmatical 'loci' and local minima on the bordels between
grafimatical constituents. The structure of Hungarian is ideal
Ior tesL inq this hypothesis.

we wilt here briefly sketch the structure of Hungarian,
sufficiently for the below sl.ntagms analyses.

Hungarian is a predomioantly suffixing language. In the verbal
paradigm, !,re fjnd a couple of perfectivizing prefixes as well
as a number of preverbal particles which are all rather loosely
attached to the root, since they aae readily split off from the
stem when there is another candidate for the syntactically
important position imnediately in front of the verb sten. In
the noininal paradigm, there ls the sole exarnple of the prefixed
supertative morphelne 'leg-' (in addition to the valiant of
this, the excessive form 'legesleg-'). Except for these, aII
morphemic exponency is in the form of suffixation- One normally
recognize only one clear exanple of a clitic word. the form
'is' ("atso"), which seemingly can appear after any woral class.

An important feature which penetrates the whole gaarnmatical
system is the vowef haamony, which exists both in the form of
a front/back-alistinction as well as in a less obligatory form
of the rounded,/unrounded distinction. The vowels /i/ al]d /e/
do to sone extent behave neutrally, and can appear together
with both back and front vowels.

NOUN stems are formed by means of a rich collection of more or
less productive denoninal and deverbal derivation suffixes. To
these. the following inflectional categories can be suffixed,
in this order: Numerus. Possessive, a possession marker ('-6')
lrhich can be independently pluralized, Case. The conparative
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suffix '-bb' is normally added directly to the stem. before any
oEher inI Lect i onal suffixes.

Nunerus: Singular is unmarked, pluraI exists in two conditioned
alloforns: [k] is the unmarked form, used when no possessive
suff j.x follows; Ii] appears whenever there is a possessive
suffix or the possession marker fo1lows. Thus: 'haj6' = "boat",
'haj6k' = "boats", 'haj6m' = "my boat" ('-m' is 1.p.sg.
possessive suffix), but 'haj6in' (composed: haj6-i-m) = I'my

boats".

In its isolated form, Ii] is also the sole exampfe of a truly
(louble exponency in Hungarian: I^lhen attached in isolation to
a noun stem, it indicates both a pluralization glq the Presence
of a possessive suffix, which in this case is the zero
possessive suffix of the third person singular. ('Haj6i' =

"his/her boats " ) .

Possessive sufiixes: There are slx basic forms, for the three
grammatlcal persons in singular and ptural, which show vowel
harmonic variation. For our purPoses, it is interesting to note
that the singular forms strare important phonological features
with their plural corielates, and it is possible to analyze the
plurals as some basic phonological features followed by the
pluraf marker Ik]: 1.p.sg. -n, 1p.p1 -nk; 2,p.sg- -d, 2.p.p1-
-tok/tek/tok, i.e., -tvk; 3.p-sg. -O or -(j)v, 3.p-pI . -Ok or -
( j )Vk - These features recur in the objective verbal
conj ugat ion.

The possessive marker: This is a Hungarian peculiarity which
is not knovrn from its relatives in the Finno-Ugric family of
languages. It expresses that the stem to which it is attached
is in the possession of something. Its form is t-61, and it is
normally pluralized by t-il, such that the form [-6i] will mean
that the object denoted by the sten possesses a Plurality of
things. It has a somewhat lexicalized variant [-6k], which
always means "the family of", such as in 'P6ter6k', neaning
"Peterrs family" . The possessive tnarker may well appear
together with the possessive suffixes.

Case: There are some 20-25 case endings in Hungarian, but some
of these have such a Iexically restricted applicability that
they nay well be considereal as lexicalizeal forms. The number
of case endings is thus a matter of debate, but most authors
consider something around 20 cases to be grammatically active-
The most prominent forms are: accusative (_t), 3 x 3 Iocality
cases ("inside-meaning": -ba/be, -ban/ben, -b6I/b61; "upon-
meaning" : -r.a/Te, -n/orL/en/6n, -1611161; "by/beside-meaning" : -
}j,oz/ltez/hdz, -na1/n61, -t6Ilt61), dative (-nak/nek) and
instrumental/sociative (-va1,/ve1), plus sone modal and ti.me_
related forms. Case eDdings can sometimes be difficult to
distinguish clearfy fron postpositions, of which there also is
an abundance in Hungarian. Postpositions ale often only weakly
stressed, and most of the case suffixes do not show any notable
assimilatlons at the suffix border (there are only two
exceptions to this, which both have a Iw]-sound initially). The
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VERBAL stems are likewise formed by a rich variety of denominal
and deverbal derivative suffixes, onto vrhich morphemes of
Tense, Mode and Person (in singulal and plural) are added (in
this order)- 1n addition, definiteness is expressed by the
choice of conjugation: There are two sets of suffixes, one for
the indefinite and one for the definite conjugation. Of dubious
and well alebated status is the suffix which some authors (e'g'
Lavotha 1973) term a Mode inflectional suffix (potential): -
hat/het. This appears before the other typically inflectional
morphenes, and is always at the end of the verbal stem'

The tense forms are present and Preterite, the latter formed
by t-tl or [-vtt] added to the stem. Future is exPressed
periphrastically or by meatrs of the present form-

vowel harmony is normally invoked as cllterion for determining
the status of a postnominal particle: Most case suffixes obey
the vovrel harmony, while postpositions do not agree vowel
harmonically with the sten they foltow. There are, though, at
teast thr:ee case suffixes ]dhich do not show any change as to
the vowel quality of the stem to which they are attached: the
terminativ; (-ig), the temporal (-kor), and the causal/final
(-6rt).

There are three moales: Indicative, conditional and imperative'
fhe inalicative is characterized by zero, the conditional by [-
nvl . and the imperative by t-j I . Thele are some slight
deviations in some forms, but these are the prevailing
characteristics of the moales. The imperatlve shows one of the
few cases of extensive assimilation processes across morphene
bounalaries: if the stem ends in an alveolar fricative or the
unvoiced plosive It], the palatal gtide is turned into an
afveolar fiicative. we note that there is no articulatory
necessity in this: In other forms, we may u,el1 find the
sequence [-tj] without any notable assimilation processes
( aithough the plosive wilL often be somewhat Palatalized)'
imperati.re exisis only in present tense, while the conditional
is expresseal periphrastically in the past teDse.

Person: There are the two conjugations definite and ildefinite'
The definite form is used when there is a definite object (plus
sone other restricteal cases) or the object is understoo'l to be
there, but not mentioned explicitly. The indefinite is used
with indefinite obiects or intransitive verbs- These forms are
sometimes termed the subjective and the objective conjugations,
because the one 'points' to the subject and the other to the
object. In fact, there is a thi!d person suffix which has the
sp-cific meaning "I ... you (sg. or pI.)", that is, it means
that the subject of the sentence is the first person singular,
and the object is the second person singulaa or PIuraI. such
as in the iorn 'Iatlak' (Iet-1ak), "r see you". This suggests
that the conjugations, at least to some extent, express
relations between the gra$matical persons. Except for some
slight conditioneal allomorphic variation in the second person
sinlular, the forms are very regular, and have the followlng
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characteristic sounds: 1.p-sg. indef. [-k] (but in pret- [-m]).
def. [-n]; 1.p.p]- indef. [-vnk], def. [-vk]; 2.p.sg. indef'
t-sl,t-Il (but zero in imperativ), def. [-d];2.p.p\ - [-tvk] -
fie.e itt" distinction between the definite and indefinite forms
are expressed in the length of the theme vowel; 3.p'sg' -O or
I-(j)Vl (and sone slight irregularities in a few forms);
j.p.pl. inaet- [-nak], def. t-(i)vkl (distinctions between
aefinite and indefinite are in the preterite sholn'n by vowel

what is notabLe with these suffix folms is the high degree of
similarity \rith the nominal possessive forms. This is
paiticulaily true for the definite conjugation. Ercept for the
indefinite 1.p.sg- [-k] and 3.p.PI . [-nak], we have a
systematical regutarity in [+nasa1] expressing l.grainmatical
plrson, at alveolar articulation expressing the 2.person, the
I loosened' approximant (as a glide or a regular vowel )

articulation in the 3.person, and through the entire paradigm
we find that t-kl denotes Plurality, i.e.. not onlv as the
separate and unmarked plural marker on noun stems, but also as
a pluralizing part of the glammatical Person suffixes on
nomlnaf and verbal stems -

We also note the obvious similarity between the accusative
markei [-t] and the pleterite marker [-t], which in a
continuous acoustically oriented grammar evidently must have
very sinilar functions.

F'rom our point of view, these findings are interesting by the
distribution of grammatica] exponents across the traditional
category borders- The freedorn in morpheme distribution is a

traia ;hich is a chalacteristic for other graNnatical
categories as we1l. For example, a large number of the case
.orph"mtel alo also function as Prewerbal particles as well as
serving as roots t"rhich can be suffixed bY the gramnatical
person morphemes. For example, the morphene 'be' functions as
I case suffix with the meaning "rnto", stlch as in 'k6z-be'
("into the hand"). rt can also function as a Preveabal particle
with the same meaning: 'jonni' = "to come", 'be-ionni' = "to
come in". The morpheme 'ra' or 'ra' has the meanlng "upon_to",
in e.g. 'a h6z-ra' = "upon-to the house", 'ra-n6zni' =rrto look
upon", 'ra-m' = "upon-to me". Most of the 'case' morphenes can
be suffixed by grammaticat person morphemes:

ra

k6z-ben' = "in the hand", rbenn-em' trin metr'
k6z-nekr = *the hand-DAT1VE", 'nek-em' = !r1.P.SG.-DATMIT;
k6z-6rt' = "for the sake of the hanal". '6rt-emr = rrfor the

sake of me".

We can even find an overlapping in form/meaning between verbal
roots and grallullatical molphemes, such as in the etample:

'hozr = "to bring, carry";
'a haz-hozr = "to (the side
'hozza-jonni' = "to come to
'hozzam' = "to me";

of the) house";
(the side of) something";
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Thus from the point of view of an acoustically orienteal
continuous granmar, the sounal sequence 'h_o_z', associated with
a cluster of similar meanings. can appear in almost any
position in the word: as a root, as a prefix, or as a suffix'
ihis points to a relatively free word-internal distribution of
the phonetic elements which constitute morpheiles.

Grarunatical person morphemes can be suffixed to almost any word
r:1ass root:

'kett6-nk'ret6tt-iink'
' jonn-iink'
'id6zt-er8'
p.188);
'keves-iink'
'a1a-nk'=
'mi6-nk'=

"the tv,,o of us": a nune.al (kett6) + 1.P-PL.;
"in front of us": a postposition + 1.P.PL.;

"our coming": an infinitive + I. P. PL -;
"quoted-by-me": a participle + 1.P.SG. (see Tonpa

= " the litt1e of
" bel ow/underneath
"ours": a pelsonal

+1
1,P
1.P

ours": an ad i ect ive
of us": an adverb +
pronoun (1.P.pI)

Most of these forms can be stressed by adding the corresponding
personal pronoun in front of then, either as a Prefix or as an
indepenalent woral (alternatively: proclitically) :

'mi-kett6-nk' = "the tv,,o of qq
'mi-et6tt-iink' = "in front of us";

Exactly the same can be done when
functions as a possessive suffix on

the qrarNnatical norPheine
a nominal stem:

'a barat-unk' = "our frlend";
'a mi baret-unk, = " SUI friend,,;

This is essentially the same as we find when the morpheme
functions as a velbal suffix. If the subject of the finite verb
can be expressed by a Personal Pronoun. it is oPtional and will
normally be omitted except when it is deliberately stressed:

' jov-iink' = "we come";
'mi jov-iink' = uwe come";

word c lasses

Point o f view. l,,le note that this is a possible conclusion on

Thus from the point of view of continuous glannmar,
in Hungarlan seem to be clearly fuzzy categories from a formal

basis of the rather free dis ribut i on of morphemes across the
stmtactically defined word classes. This is Particularly
interesting in light of the fact that Hungarian seems to be a
aon-conf i gurat ional tanguage 1,rhi ch Permits alnost any
constituent oriler (above word Ievet) as grammatically possible
(see in particular Kiss (1987)), although Horvath (19B6) Points
to some notable constraints on the structure of noun phrases.
This suggests a generally fairly free overall distribution of
the exponents of meaning elements (constituents, morPhemes) '
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The text corpus.

a cont inuous

Thus, the acoustically orrented syntax of Hungarian will
expecteally shoi, a nunber of depenalencies across traditional
tinguistic category bordeas. Therefore, to assess the influence
of the distlibutional properties of the Hungarian sPeech sounds
on the syntax, the investigation should paoceed from the state
of no predefined categories. The sYntactic units, at alI
levets. shoulal emerge from the investigation of the continuous
s)rntax as a function of the distributional proPerties of the
speech sounds. This means that we should start not only without
any prealefined phoneme inventory, but even without any concept
of a phonemic unit or: a particular phonemic level .

This requires a corpus of recor(led sPeech sounds and the
technological apparatus to analyze it with a sufficiently fine
resolution- None of these has been available for the present
investigation, which thus implies that it has been necessary
to simulate speech from a source of wr:itten texts. As it turned
out, theae were no satisfying electronicalty stored corPora of
written Hungarian available either. During my stay in Budapest
in the spring I991, r therefore collected sone texts from
newspapers. periodicals and printing houses in order to build
a preliminary corpus for a pilot investigation. The corpus is
not composed according to anY principles for avoiding possible
biases, but is rather selected from practical needs. Most of
the collecteal material turDed out to be crowded with
typographical formatting codes whrch could not readily be taken
out automatically, and to pick them out by hand n7ould be too
time-consuming. As it happened, the texts which I had leceived
from the Budapest newspapet 'Pesti Hirlap' vras almost entirely
cleaned of formatting codes, and when I to these 2-3 Mb of
newspaper text added the 0.7 Mb of literary texts (a selection
from the nineteen thi!ties and iorties, from prominent
Hungarian writers) lthich I had receiveal from the
Lexicographical department at the Linguistic institute at the
Academy of sciences in Bualapest, I considered these 3 megabytes
(betrneen one and two thousand pages of text, dePending on
typography, or, in spoken fofin, apProximately 83 hours of
continuous speech) sufficient to give a rough rePresentation
of the phonetic surface alependencies. The presence or absence
in the corpus of certain roots and the by Iiterary style
conditioneal frequency of certain grammatical morphemes maY have
a considerable inpact on a Probabilistically oriented graNnar
baseil on the distribution of Dre-establ i shed ali screte
qrammatical units, but the impact from the biased selection of

sounds onfy, will in compalj.soo be rather snall (although not
entirely absent). It is doubtful whether the be1oe, results
woulal have been notably different if the comPosition of the
corpus haal been more in line 'rith a Principle of, say, landom
selection among Iiterary sources. Of more intelest, though. is
the notable alifference betlreen the ki'ld of language PtoficieDcY
which underlies written language as compaled to oral languge.
A corpus based on vrritten langnrage can probably never represent
the sound distribution in actual sPeech, and no randomly

graftnar, which investigates the distribution of
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selected corpus of literary texts can ever simulate the
distribution founal iD such special and particularly interesting
speech coales as e.g. the alialects of mothe.ese.

Since the point was to simulate actual speech, a Problem of
more importance was the retatively high frequency of foreign
names a;d expressions. These occurred in both the newspaper an'l
the literary material, but in the latter case, non-Hungarian
word forms (such as Latin or French quotations. which are
fairly abundant in the Present material) were tagged during the
coding by the LexicograPhic alepartment, and coulal easily be
locat;d. To save time, I decided not to go through the texts
to rewrite these expressions in standard Hungarian orthography
(since the molpheme stlucture of these words v,ould be far off
fron everyday speech pattern anyhow), but deleted them
automatically- This will of course produce some abruPt
transitions in the simulated sound stream, but the resulting
errors are probably snaller than if these phrases had been kept
in the corpus. As to the large number of foreign names (v"ith
a non-Hungarian spelling) in particular in the newspaper
material, the." r." no simple way of locating these, afl'l they
constitute, together with the non-Hungarian expressions in the
2.3 Mb newspaper text, a leal error source.

Another problem of immediate importance was the very large
nunber of numeral exPressions in digit notation. I designed a
somernhat sitnptified algoritlm for turning most of these i[to
a phonenic representation, and implenented it in a program
which could handle all caralinals and ordinals up to the nunber
1.OOO.OOO. This was possible alue to the simplissity of the
Hungarian numeral system. The sinplification consisted in
particular in the handling of fractions and coflrma notation: For
ih" fo.*e., the fraction line was ignored, such that the
fraction I,/2 would be interpreted as 12. For the tatter, the
Iarge number of notation conventions for numerals (in e'g'
,r"ripup.t publications), such as e-g. 1000 000, 1.000'000,
1,OOO,OO0 and 1O0OOOO all representing the number one .ni11ion,
maale it dlfficult to distinguish in a simple way between the
commas of large integers and the collutas of real numbers' The
sirnplified soiution conslsteal in aleleting all commas and dots
inside numerals, and maintaining as alistinct only dots at the
very enal of a series of digits, when the fotlowing characte!
was a non-aligit. This woulal render e.g. I,2 and 1-2 as

'twelve', while 12- would be interpreted as 'tv,eIfth' . Finally,
if no solution could be found for the number conversion, the
program would insert a series of *_s]'mbo1s (representing
iit"rrc", see below) in the text- The errors for the continuous
slmtax resulting from these sinpllfication witl be only
mlrginal: the main Point is that some (giallunatically
welifolmed) nulneral expression appears at all: it is of less
importance whether the surfacing number is one colruna two or
twelve. In fact, the vast number of nunerals in newspaper text
(dates, all kind of quantities) mav give a bias to the
continuous analysis, since the morPtreme structures present in
numeral morPhemes will be fairly overrepresented compare'l to
ordinary splech, After a1t, there are only a small numbel of
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lnorphemes (some 10-15. representing the ten fundamental digits)
rrhich recur in all forms of numeral expressions, and when the
very high frequency of numerals in newspaper texts is
consialereal, it is clear that these few morphemes wil"l be
stlongly overrepresented compared to ordinary speech. For this
reason, I found it convenient to delete afl numerals above one
miIlion, although the cyclicity of Hungarian numerafs woulal
have maale an extension to nine or twelve or fifteen digit
numerals possibLe without any particular Problems.

Numerals in Roman numelal notation were not iecognized, which
means that such forms as 'III', 'V11r, etc- would
be interpreteal in the analysis as the sound sequences [iii],
Iviil, fiksl, [tsd] etc. There are some of these, and they are
evialently an error source in the analysis.

Another problen of consialeaable importance was the handl ing of
abbreviations. There are a large number of these appearing
especially in the newspaper texts. Por example, in addresses,
'u-' is normally used instead of 'utca' = "street". VerY
frequent are the abbreviations 'kft.' and 'gfk.r, which are
used in business corporatioit nanes and corresPond roughly to
the English "Itd.". The abbreviation 'stb-' stands for 's a
tobbi'. Iiteially "and the othersr', and corresPonds to English
"etc.", "and so forth'r. The most frequent abbreviations were
autornatically aletected and replaced by their full notatlon, but
there obviously remained a number of abbreviateal forns which
evialently will not conform to the overall morpheme structures
of Hungarian, and these constitute a real error source.

Fina1ly, there is a relatively smalf number of scattereal
typographical codes in the nerrspaPer texts. To the extent that
these are notated with chalacters which are utilized in the
Hungarian orthography, they wiII be included in the analysis.
TYpographical codes in other ASCII sltmbols were automaticall'y

In short, the composition and preparation of the corpus (before
the redefinition) inplies that there are a rrumber of real error
sources in the raw text materlal, although the percentage of
these is probably small enough to renaler a corPus useful for
the present analysis.

The vert i ca reso lut ion

Given this corpus of 3 mitlion orthograPhical signs, the main
task in the simulation of speech is to find the proper
,edefinition from the orthographical to a phonetically
satisfying representation. Fortunatety, Hungarian orthograPhy
is very close to a phonemic representation, which means that
a phonemic level can be approximated fairly easy with a slllall
number of ledefinition rules. In the Hungarian phonemic system,
there is a alistinctive opposition between long anal shor.t of al1
the folfowing phonemes:
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Vor^,el s :
Consonants

/r/,
/p/,
/f /,
/n/ ,

/r/,

/o/,
/^d/

/o/
/d/
/z/

/t/,
/s/,
/ -Ir/
/i/

/v/
/b/

/n//r/

/a/,
/'c/,
/^s/,

/,r /
, /k/, /s/
, /tt/

paIatals, or, for the fricatives, postalveolars).

The phonenic status of the affricates in the language is a
matter of debate, but matry authols also set up the four
affricates voiced vs. unvoiceal alveolar and postalveolar, all
of these also in a long and a short version. There is also a
pafatal (or front velal) unvoiced fricative (orthographically
replesented by 'h') which in some contexts has a distinctive
function, but this is very restricted and the sound is in
phonological analysis normally not recognized as a separate
phoneme .

This system we can approximate fairly welt, but from our point
of view, it is not only more important to simulate the speech
sounds than their unalerlying abstract representation: it is
essential to the continuous probabilistic glallmar that it is
baseal on acoustic precategorial sensory data. But we cannot
impose Rore variation on the mateaial than we actually hawe.
fhe orthographical representation of language is extlemely
reductionistic and contains onlY a vely small Part of the
actual information transmitted in sPeech. The data we have in
the form of a text corpus iloes therefore not a]Iow for a study
of hovr linguistic g€LltLLQ! contributes to the syntactic
interpretation of utterances. A11 we can do, is to sinulate a
speech sound stream with no variation, i-e., a very reduced
linguistic system with only some 30-40 discrete phonetic
symbols. As is well_known from exPeriments in speech synthesis,
speech generated from such a smaII number of distinct soun'l
qualities is not interpretabl.e by native sPeakers of the
simulateal language - The aepresentation is therefore evidently
very Poor.

If we look at the vowel system, we find that aLl vowels (as is
normal) will be slightly differently articutateal in the long
as compared to the short variant. For aII of them, it will be
the case that the short vowel is more central than the long
vowel . This could Point to a solution where we alefine at least
14 different vov,rel quafities- If we add the audible aliffelence
in sound quality which appears when the vowels ale stressed,
we coulal expand the vowel synbol inventory to 2B discrete
vowels. Evidently, the choice of any of these solutions will
heavily influcence the slmtactic properties of the sl'nbo1s
i volved- If a stressed short [a] is a symbol [a]] completely
different (by the aliscreteness of the s]'tnbols ) from the
unstressed short Ia] as a sYnboI Ia2], these will have
completely alifferent distributional properties: Since stress
is always on the filst syllable in Hungarian, the synbol Ia1]
lri11 always be founal in the acoustic environments shortly after
woral bounalary. while the symbol [a2] will never be found in
these characteristic environments - The representation of
stressed and unstressed vowels as dlfferent symbols will
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therefore give more structure to the distribution than there
actually is, If, on the other hand, ive do not distinguish
betwee( stressed and unstressed vowels, the distiibutional
properties of these positions will merge in the common symbol
Ia], and the distinction between stressed and unstressed will
disappear. This means that the sl,ntactically important Prosodic
rnformation will not be representeal in the continuous syntax.

Besldes the important feature of stress, the vowel lenqth is
possibly important foi distinguishing acoustically betweeD the
voerels as discrete symbols. In the vowel system of stanaiatd
Hungarian, the vowels /e/ alld /a/ shoi, the largest acoustic
differences between the long and the short valiants. The long
/er/ is veay high and fronted, and can in some cases be
difficult to distinguish clearly from an /1/. (See also the
spectrograms in Bo1la (1982)). The long /a:/ is unr aleal in
contrast to the rounded short /a/, and it is in addition
considerably more front and has a very different qualitY. For
the rest of the vowels, the differences between the acoustic
qualities of the long and the short afternants are nuch more
modest. In the vertical dimension, where we distinguish sound

alities onI y, and }ook apart from the duration of these sound

and the beqinninq of the [e: ] in lte: ] . The absolute

qualities, we may therefore distingulsh between the following
nine sound qualities: til, tyl, [e], Ie:], lo), le), Ia:]. [o],
lul .

In iact, from the point of vieu of vertical resolution, if our
resolution is very broad, we nay well find that the long [e:]
could be collapsed with the short [i] and represented with a
single slrmbol - The diffelelce between these sounds would then
have been in thei! duration only. The long Li:l is in some
contexts more different from the short fil than what is the
long [e:]. Thus, from an acoustic point of view, we could have
representeal alf occurrences of long [e:] and [i] in the corpus
with a siDgle symbol. and thus distinguished between the three
high. front, unrouDdeal vowels Ie], Ii] and Ii:]. This will of
course give very different distributional properties to the
sounals: The vowel [i] will then have a frequency which is the
sum of the Ii] and the [e:]. and we will not distinguish
between the co-occurrence of, say, an [i] in the sequence [ti]

faequencies and co-occurlence frequencies would thus be very
different in the tv,ro analyses.

Among the consonants, a question of iNnediate importance is how
to handle the affricates. Although these are often iflterpreted
as separate phonemes, and there clearly is a diffeience both
acoustically and articulatory between for example the affricate
[ts] and the sequence of the unvoiced plosive [t] followed by
the fricatve [s], which thus could suggest a separate s]4{bo I
representation foi this affricate, the acoustic difference
between the affricate and the plosive + fricative is still so
smalI that it is doubtful whether a separate representation can
be defendeal when the vertical resolution is as rough as it is
in our context. We are mainly concerned with subdividing the
set of sound qualities into subsets such that the boraler



between the one set and the other is found where there is the
largest difference in sounal quality, anal the diffenence between
the members of a subset is minimal . From this point of view,
the difference between the beginning of an affricate and the
corresponding plosive sound is much smatler than, say, the
beginning anal the end of the affricate. We lose something
es;ential in the representation if we alo not add the
occurrences of the beginning of [ts] to the occurrences of [t]
when we calculate the frequencies. Or, rather: The vertical
resolution must be very gooal if we shatl affoid to distinguish
between these tr-.?o I t ] -sounds .

The velar nasal which aPpears in front
here considered sufficiently di fferent
nasals to be represented by a separate
'9' is used for this) ' It is achieveal by
--> 9k/s'-

The most important and serious delimitation in oul alata is the
aliscreteness and Phonemic status of the s]4nbols. Speech soun'ls
are to a large extent pelceived by means of the environmeot
they are in, anal this interalepenalence between soun'l qualities
acrass 'phone borders' is thus an inportant part of what
constitutes the phonemic units. Also, the finer resolution we
choose, the moae extenslve will the phonemic overlapping be:
Parts of phoneme A will be acoustically identical to parts of
phonene B; and they wil.1 thus be assigned identical properties
lwhich wiII be the SlA of their frequencies) in a
distributional analysis. Evidently, from the point of view of
a continuous syntax, such ovellapping is essential, and this
is of course lost in an analysis which is based on phonemic
units. A continuous syntax should rather deternine sound
segments on the Phonemic level as clusters of slmtactic
dependencies between sounds.

For the redefinition, a matter of consialerable imPortance is
also how phonological rules are interpreted. In the Hungarian
orthography, assinilations are lepresenteal in only a few cases'
for eiampf-, a verbal root-finaI [t] preceded by a short vowel
will in tonjunction with a subsequent imperative morpheme Ij]
merge to a long postatveolaa unvoiced frivative, and this is
renaereal orthographi ca1ly as "ss'r. for examPle 'kotiink' (= "we
bind"), but 'kossiink' (="1et us bindr'). Normal1y, thouqh'
assinilations are not rePresenteal oithographi caI]y, and we must
therefore introduce these in our redefinition.

of velar plosives is
from the other three
syrnbol (the character
the simple rule 'nk,/g

One of the main problems in this process is what boundaries we
wiII define assimilations to cross. Assimilations apply across
more boundaries in fast sPeech than in s1ow, and a regressive
voicing will in Hungarian nore readily function across word
boundaiies in fast speech than in slow sPeech. Sinilarly, the
assimilations of articulatory Place (Palatal Plosives become
dental in front of deatals, alental nasats become IabiaI in
front of labials, dental plosives becone palatals in front of
palatals etc. ) wilI typically aPPIy across word-internal
morpheme boundaries, but not necessarily across word boundaries



in slow speech. These processes aae therefore not strictly
rule-bound, but ale rather variations on a continuous scale-
which of these shall we introduce in the redefinition of the
texts? CIearly, if lre Iet alL word-internal assi!0llations apply
across woral boundaries. we delete distinctiveness from the
distribution and lose structure. On the other hanal, if we
retain aII woral boundaries, we run the risk of keeping more
structure in the representation than there actually is in the
oral language in genelal (at teast for noamal-speed language).
A possible solution is thus to introduce assimilations across
word boundaries in only a part of the corpus, and not in the
rest of it, to represent a Partial application of the
assimilation rules. The decision on how large part should have
such assimilations would, though, appear as somewhat aabitrary,
since we have no data on the actual extent of these rule
appl i cat ions -

The solution which is adopted ln most of the below analyses
combines some of these realefinition problems in a colnlnon
solution. In the initial staqes of the investigation, it was
decideal not to distinguish a stressed wowel from an unstressed
one, not only because the acoustic differences between them are
relatively small, but also because it was of major interest to
keep the number of symbols as low as possible, in order to
ninimize the computational cost (the analyses were initialll'
run on a smal1 PC) and make i.t easier to achieve an overview
of the data. For example, the present main solution recognizes
32 distinct symbols, which gives 1024 sYmbol pairs in each
position on the time line. If this number is expanded with the
additional nine stressed vowels, the 41 symbols constitute 1681
s].mbol pairs in each position- The number of symbol pairs will
increase exponentially with the number of symbols. For this
reaso , it was important to keeP stressed and unstressed vowels
non-distinct- The solution may, though, possibly still be
alefenaled even if distinct stressed vowels can be afforded
computat lonat ly. due to the acoustic similarity betweeo the
stresseal anal the unstressed vowefs. with the verY rough
vertical solution we have adopted, the difference between a
stressed and an unstressed vowel is Probably too sma11 to
deserve sepatate representations.

If, though, e ignore this differencer we remove the main
perceptual cue to word boundaries: Hungarian words do alwa
receive the main stress on the first sy11able, and the stress
is therefore an important word boundary signifier. To remedy
for this, we can prohibit phonological lules to apply across
lllord boundaries, since this will reinforce the word structure.

This is the solution i.rhich is adopted for the main corpus
definitlon here, and most of the anatyses wilf proceed from
data extracted from this corpus. Some additional contrastive
tests in which alt stressed vowels have separate
representation, o! all phonological rufes apply across woral
boundary will also be run.

The treatnent of pauses is another matter of core inportance.
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As will become c]ear, the presence of silence in utterances may
have a significant impact oa the continuous syntax, and the
reason for this is probably to be found in the fact that
silence, represented by a discaete symbol, relates in a
different mantler to aIl other symbols compared to those
representing speech sounds. Silence has no structure and is not
related in any impor:tant systematical iiray to other speech
sounds. (Possible restrictions on phrase-initial or phrase-
final occurrence of sounds wilt probably have only a small
impact on the distributional properties).

In the corpus, silence is represented by punctuation. since we
are concerned with simulating speech, we must somehow represent
aIl relevant points on the time 1ine, iacluding the intervals
of sitence. If we simply omit all punctuation, this anounts to
an uninterrupted flow of speech souilds for nearly 83 houas,
which is of course not a Particularly good approximation to
actual speech. The solution adopted here fol the main corpus
consists in the following ( somelihat arbitrarily chosen) values:
futl stop, question mark and exclamation mark are rendered as
a sequence of ten '#'-symbols. semi-colon as seven, colon as
six, dash as iive, and conrma as three. When in the time
definition the symbol '*' receives the duration value 100
milliseconals, these punctuation marks will represent Pauses of
duration 1000. 70O, 6OO, 500 and 300 milliseconds respectively-

The nost frequent and for the s!'ntax nost impoatant of these
is the comma, which is mainly useal clause-initial and -final
as well as in paratactic constructions. These positions wilf
also very often contain a short pause in actual speech,
although they may also very often, palticularly in rapid
speech, be skipped oa the preceding vowel may be somewhat
l engthened.

AIl other
aPostrophes

punctuation narks ( such as
etc.) were deleted from the text

To sum up the vertical dimension: For the present
investigation, we will primarily test the distributional
properties of the a corpus defined in the following way:

quotation marks,

Corpus A. There a.e 32 distinct symbols: The vowels a
A = [a:], e = [e], E = [e:j, as well as i, x = [y], v,/=
o and u. For the latter, the long forms w111 be coded as

o
t

t
t

characters, such that 'ii' stands for Ii:], while 'i' stands
for Ii] etc. The consonants: p,t,k,b,d,g, as welI as the sl'mbol
'7' representing the unvoiced and the symbol '4' the voiced
palatal plosive. In addition to the fricatives 'f' and 'v',
there are the dental unvoiced '6' and the voiced 'z' as weII
as the unvoiced 's' and the voiced '8' postalveolars. There are
further the nasals m, n, 5 (= palatal nasal) and 9 (= velar
nasal)- The sl4nbols r,I and h signify the sounds they normally
represent. # rePresents s i lence.
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The redefinitions from orthographic to 'phonetic'
aepresentation anal the 'phonologicat rules' are somewhat fused
in the list of redefinitions Presented as REDEFINITION A in the
appendix B. An lmportant feature of this corPus is that coflL'nas

are renalered as a pause with duration 300 nilliseconds'
Phonological rules do not closs woral bounilaries -

In adalition to the alatabase on the distribution of these 32

slrmbols, anothet fou! alatabases where set up in order to test
tie influence from the biases in the main corpus. Of most
importance were the impact from ignoring the distinction
belween stressed anal unstressed vowels, the impact fron comnas
rendered as 3OO nilliseconds pause, and the prevention of
application of phonological rules across word bounalaries ' The
toffowing four additional redefinitions were thelefore
introduced:

speech flow in which clause- and paratactic boundaries are not
signified by any pauses o! slowing down of speech rate' The
main purpose of this corPus is to test the influence of the
f requlnt - ' coluna pauses' on the sl'ntax, not to sinulate actual

Corpus B: This is identical to the previous, except that all
conmas are deleted, which means that the corpus simulates a

Corpus C: Identical to the main corpus A, but aI1 phonological
rules apply across wold boundaries. These additional rules ale
presented in the aPPendix B. Since thls corpus contains no
distinction between staessed and unst ressed vowels, and all
phonological rules cross all boundaries (except clause
founaarv), all structure which arises fron the demarcation of
word bounalaries are deleted. This corPus therefore co tains a
ninimun of structure imposed flon outside.

Corpuq D: In this corPus, alI stressed vowels are rePresented
adds 9 vowels to the sFtbol
as '*#*', and Phonological rules
boundaries. This corPus has
arcation of the words.

by separate sl.mbols, which
inventory. Cofiunas are renalered
do not apPly across word
consequently the strongest dem

Corpus E: Identical to the
phonological rufes cross word boundaries.

previous (corPus D), excePt that

These corpola will be utilized to only a
check the impact of the variables they
cases- A11 analyses in the appendix A are
and D.

h risontal dimens

The duration of phones is in the present investigation
painarily determined by tlle environment they appear in, as well
;s the long/short-alistinction. For the vowels in corpora D and
E, tine did not al1ow to intloduce the additional distinction

limited extent, to
repaesent in a few
made from corpora A
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in aluration due to stress. These corpora will therefore
distinquish vowels in stress position vertically on1y, although
in actual speech they do often have a different duration as
conpareal to the unstressed ones- (Othea factors which can
influence the duration of phones, such as speech rate,
iltonation patterns etc., were not consiileled) '

Ttte Cluration values which have been emPloyed are a1t taken from
Kassai (1982). She gives a thorough alescription of the quantity
of Hungarian speech sounds, based on measurements in a

collection of 900 (selected) recorded sentences with an average
Iength of 8 syllables. Vowels are disting\rished as long/short
and stressed/unstressed, while consonants are ilistinguishe'l by
the 1ong,/ short-Palamete! onIy. A1I speech sounds have been
measured- in the ;eginning, the niddle and the end of connected
intervals of sPeech, i.e', iNnediateLy after and before pause
(except, of course, for stressed vowels at the end and long
corrsorrants which cannot appear at the beginning of utterances) '
These alata were employed for determining the duration of the
sound segnents wfricn naa been defined in the colp\ts, but they
were simllified to some extent' First of all, the 

'listinctionbetween irtterance-initiaI, -internal and -fina] was ignored'
not only because the difference in quantity between these
position]S i.s often rePorted as relatively small an'l thelefore
,i1I trarr" only a snall impact on the s)'otax, but also because
the inclusion of these distioctions woulal complicate the
redefinition task to some extent. Since alI utterance-initial
and -final positions in our corpora corlespond to the Positions
irunediately adjacent to the sl4ltbo1 '#', and - as will be seen
below - the treatment and analysis of silence and its relation
to the iest of the sl'ntagms tulns out to be somer'ntrat
problenatic, it seened reasonable not to introduce an
addltional variable of duration in these contexts' secondly'
in the main corpus, the dj.stinction between stressed and
unstressed vowels is ignored. For these, the avelage value $'as
rrsed when the duration of both stressed and unstressed vo!"els
was reporteal.

A question of some importance is how to define the envj ronment'
In the data in Kassai (1982), the length of vowels are given
such as they aPpear between two ialentical consonants, such that
e.g- the vowel [a] will be specified in the environments pap'
lai. tat, dad etc. sinitarly, the consonants are 'eported 

Lith
the duiation they have between identical wowels, such that the
consonant Ip] is defined in the environments ipi, i:pi:, ePe'
e:pe: etc. Ctearly, this is an insufficient environmental
deiinltion, anal it lras necessary to choose either the lefthand
or the righthand context as declsive. fhe righthand context n'as

chosen, riot onfy because this had been considered the most
important Position for Kassai's investigation, but also because
ptronotogical processes in Hungarian generally are reglessive'
itrus alf ,orels *"t" defineal relative to either a following
consonant (specified for alI the consonant symbols used in the
redfinition), or, if followed by a vowel or silence, by thei!
averase value. SimiIarIy, a1I consonants were defined relative
to --tofforing vouel, or, if followed by another consonant or
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sifence, they were assigned the average
were computed straightfor'srardly from
considelations to the frequelcy of
combinations involved.

value. The
the data,
occurrence

averagres
,,i thout
of the

Vowels vrere specified as long anal shcrt, and were determined
relative to the quality of the adjacent consonant, without
regaral to the duratloa of this ccnsonant. Coilsonants are on the
other hanal defineal as long or short and specified lor adjacency
to either a fong or a short vowe1. This slight inconsistencY
is alue to the lack of duration specilication for the
conscqantat environ{rents in Kassai (1982). The list of duration
definitions used for corpus A is given in appendix ts. Values
are in milliseconds. The sporadic appaiant lefthand contexts
lrhich occur: are 'there for purely technical reasons (ttle coding
of long vs. short affiicates) a.d Co not il.!dicate true lefthand

As can be seen, the time alefinitions are vely iacompiete, and
atthough they imply a much bet'ter approximation to actuaf
speech than some sirnple rule such as 9.9, shor:t = 1 mora, lonE
= 2 morae, they are still very far from the actual durations
of speech sounds -

There ate also some uncertainties as to the actual values whlch
have been useC. Theae ar:e some lacunae in the Kassai data, and
some of the values seen to be subject to printing errors. For
example, for the 'rolrel dural-icns which is given by [rar] = 117
ms, [r:a:r] = 105 ns, at least ooe cf the.R must be rvr.ong/ and
the sarne is the case for e.g. the vo!^rel values Ljijl = 154ms,
tii:il = Io5 ms. ?heia ale a fe', sf these, anc ill these cases
li- was necessary to estimate the vafues: In some cases it was
assumeC that the values had been exchanqed, in othei:s tl:at
there uere simple typographical errors, fcr exafipie that 105
fis should be reaal as 205 ms, and sc fcrth.

It is also interesting to observe the considerable alifferences
between 1-1-:e data given in Kassai (i982) and those Iound in
Magdics (1969). The (assai data seem generally to vary mole
than the niagdics data, and the difference bei-'reerr them is oit".
cf such considerable p.opertic.is as irl the foilovniog case cf
the sho.t voliei izl: Kassa; stressed Ibgb] = 113 ms, Magdics
= i00 ms, unstresseal Lbobl Kassai = 125 $s, Magd.ics = 90 ms.
?his pclnts tc the large va.iability oi sound durations anal the
imporiance ol e.g- the choice oi iliorman:s to ineasure s',icli
duiations i.oiit. it also tells us tilat the Curations which 'ere

have utilized tor the definit;ca oi o,.1): co.pus is highiy
idealized: Natural language r"ri1i never be realized r,rith such
extensive reEui ar: ity.

The tables in Kassai (1982) do not contain any records on the
duration ot the velair nasal, arid the duration values tor this
vras theretore sirnply ccpied over irom the dental nasal . This
is ln line !.iitil l4agdics, acco.dirrg to wirom these sounds have
almost identical duration val,res in aIl co.texts (although the
values she reports deviates considerably from Kassai's).
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Fina1ly. since there are a Iot of contexts in which the sounds
are not defined, they were assigned avelage values for these
contexts- These are plain unweighted ave!ages. Cl'ear1y, these
values will very often deviate considerably from the durations
of actual speech, and do probably - together with the fact that
we have constraineal oulselves to the righthand context -
contain the largest error source in our data on the duration
of sounals.

As to the choice of horisontal lesolution, I decided to use 5

ms as interval bet{een the measurement points in the corpus'
This means that the duration value of all segments would be
rounded off to the nearest integer dlvidable '^'ith 5. A choice
of a higher vaIue, saY, IO ms, would give less variability to
the dur;tion of the segments, which is of coul:se not alesirable
from our point of view- tn comparison, the traditional analysis
of phones into phonemic segnents which are either long or short
would correspond roughly to a horisontal resolution of 100 ms'
On the other hanal, a considerably smaller value would of course
increase the variabitity even more, but it r'rould also mean that
the conputationat cost woutd be somewhat too high compared to
what was gained.

The database

Given a corpus redefineal in a certain way, containing a limited
alphabet of s14llbo1s, the duration values for these s1'mbo1s, anal
a horisontal lesolution va1ue, the measurement for the database
was alone as follows: when golng through the corpus, each
segnent was assigned a dutation value accoraling to the
environment it occured in. The aluration value was divided with
the horisontal resolution to obtain the numbea of measurement
points which woutd fa11 on thls segment - Within the range which
ivas considered to be syntacticallv significant (most of the
anaylses v,rere kept below the Iimit of 2 secoflds interval), such
sequ"rr""s of symbols were concatenated in an array, and the
whole range of relevant syntactic relations were counted before
the sequence was moved 'leftwards' in the araay, and the
rightha;d siale was filled up with a new sequence of sl'mbols
fr;m another segment. If 2 seconds is considered to be the
interval Lrithin which conditional probabilities aleviate
sufficiently fron the unconditional ones to be syntacticallY
significant (see aliscussion in chapter 3), we nust make 2000
ms / 5 ms = 400 measurenents for each neasurenelrt point' That
is, lf a segment is lOO rns. it will be represented internally
in the comp;ter as 20 s]4[bo1s, and for each of these 20 times
there must be 400 measurements. For each measurement, it was
recorded which was the lefthand symbol, which was the righthand
sl.nbol, and the distance betr,reen them- For this conbination.
one occurrence was counted.

The database contains the foltowing recorals: The alphabet, the
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total number of measurement poiots in the corpus, the total
number of each of the slrmbols. and the number of co-occurrences
of synbols alb in position (distance) P. The latter records are
are the nost space-consuming in the alatabase. If there are 32
symbols, there will be 1024 possible symbol combinations, anal
a1l of these must be represented for each of the 400 positions.
This gives more than four hundred thousand records on symbol
combinations in the database, which thus covers the sl4tactic
relations over a span of 2 seconds of speech.

Fion these alata in the database, we can compute the
unconditional probability p(a) of the symbol rar by dividi g
the number of occurrences of 'a' (i.e., the nrlmber of times
that the symbol ra' was recorded, ,rhich will roughly be the
number of tines the sr.irbol 'a' occurs in the corpus tines its
averaqe duiation divided with the horisontal lesolution) with
the total number of neasurements. The conditional probabillty
p(alb:P) of 'ar in the distance P fr:om the symbol 'b' will be
the number of times this conbination is recorded, divided r,rith
the total number of neasurements of the symbol 'b'- (Again, not
the number: of times 'b' occurs in the redefined corpus, but the
number of times it is recoided when going through the simulated
speech flow and measuring the sound quality every fifth
nillisecond) .

For a redefined corpus of approximately 3 Mb of text, the total
number of measurements when the horisontal tesolution is 5 ms
is normal.Iy just slightly above 60 ni1lion. (This indicates
that the average length of short segments, in the data we have
utilized, is indeed somewhere around 1.00 aos). For the number
of co-occurrences, there are some zeros/ but there ate
suaprisingly few of then. (These are mostly the combinations
which have been ruled out by phoDological rules). The
distribution is of course most biased in short distances (the
sfrmbol s are wery close).

The density funct ion.

x1

In the following. hre will concentrate on the first syntactic
function discussed above, the 'pointing' function, defined by

r2
(b)/p(b
(a) /p(a

when analyzing a syntagm, vJe must redefine it in exactly the
same manner and utilize the same tine definitions as was done
foa the corpus from which the relevant database was ertracted.
That ls, it must be on the same form as t}..e corpus. For
exanple, the Hungaaian er<pression 'az elsO' (= "the first")
!,rill, redefined into the same format as corpus A, be on the
foLlowing form: 24 rar, followed by 13 'z', furtheimore 28 'e'.
and 11 '1' (hefe there is no righthand context in the time
definition data, so the average duration value 57 ns / 5 ms =
11) :nust be used), next 27 's', and 20'6'. There is thus a
total of 123 measurement points in this short syntagn. Since

+P*p
-P*p

a
b
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this rnakes it impossibie to include dependencies over more than
the alistance 123 positions, rre can delir{it the analysis to,
say, 50 positions (= 250 milliseconds) in this example. This
means that the flrst sl'mbol, in position 1, !vi]1 be related to
the symbols in positions 2,3,...51 , and in each of these
relations, the function will generate two xvalues. If we take
as an example the relation alz:30, in which 'a' is in position
1 in the slmtagm and 'z' is in position 31, we will find the
following data in the database:

alz:30
number
rltrmber
N

181601 occurrences
4545',7 65
997800

60591296

of
of

(N = the total nrnber of measurements in the corpus, the sum
of alI occurrences). This gives us by the formulas given above:

1+ 30 't (4545765 * 997800 ,/ I81601 ,t 60591296) = 13.37
31 - 30 * (4s4s76s * 997800 / 181601 .t 60591296) = 18.63

In general, if there are p relevant positions, and if the
syntagm has a length of s seconds and the horisontal resolution
is h, the function will generate 2 * p t (s * 1000) / h x-
values. For exampfe, if the syntagm is 10 seconds, and if there
are 400 relevant positions and the resolution is 5 ms, we vJi11
have a total of 1.5 million x-values. In reality, the number
witl be slightly smalfer, since the beginni g and end of the
syntaqms will generate feiner x-values: The first position
cannot be the righthand member in a sl.mbol pair, anil the s1'mbol
in, say, position 10 from the beginning can be the righthand
member only in nine slanbol relations.

Thj-s function was ca11ed a 'pointing' function because it
points to the positions where the s!4nbols 'properly belong'
according to the distributional properties of this particular
constellation. Clearly, since there may be millions of
generated points in a fairly smal1 syntagm, the values which
are geneaated by one single pair have only a marginal impact
on the syntactic structure. Also, it should be kept in mind
that vre are in principle dealing with a qgqLl!]lqUg slrntax,
which means that the holisontal resolution is theoretically
approaching zero, or at Ieast some lower limit for perceptually
discrininable intervals. Thus the value P can be assumeal to be,
i. the psycholoinguistic reality, very nuch higher than the 400
used in our example, and the h may be nuch smaller. Fol
example, if we reduce the resolution to 1ms, we will have 40
million points, and by 0.1 ns, the number incleases to 4
billion. (As is seen, the computational cost increases very
rapidly with the resolution).

The interpretation of these x-values must be in the form of a
density function. over an inteawal where there is a high
density of such points, we will interpret this as a center of
syntactic importanee: Since there are more points in this area
than in an equally large neighbouring area, nore symbol
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relationships point to this area than to the neighbouring area'
wherr we measure the fluctuatioDs in density along the time
1ine, we then obtain a continuous syntactic structure in which
the iluctuations alescribe fluctuations in relative slmtactic
importance.

A matter of crucial importance in this respect is
of the svTltaqm we assiqn the measureal den

to which part
value - Assume

that we go from left to right anal stePwise measure the
densities over the distance D- When. at some Point, we get the
density value Y for the interva 1 between x1 and x2, which sounal
shall this Y-value be assigneal to? Perhaps the most natural (in
the sense of PsYchoI in$listi ca1ly real istic) interpretat i on
$roulal be that it shouLd be assigneal to the sound which is at
the end of the interval, i.e, which has the x-value x2' The
tests I have carried out on this question do, though, point to
the souncl in the middle of the interval as the apPlopriate
carrier of this density. This should correspond to some delay
in the perceptual processing: The assignment of density vafue
to a soirnd is performed some time after it is Perceived, as a
function also of *lat follows the sounal. This is the approach
which will be adhered to in the following analyses, although
it should be kept in mind that this solution is by no means the
only possible one, and it may well tuln out that other
assigt$rent procedures are mole approPriate.

Another important question concerns which alensitv function to
choose. WL must assume that the density of Poi nts is
Etuctuating on aII tevels, i.e., if we choose some lnterval I
and neasurd its density, there will be fluctuations in density
inside this inteaval as vre11. Diffelent density functions may

be more ol less sensitive to such fluctuations, antl one
function nay Pay little attention to the internal fluctuations
compared to inottrer. we are in the present context mainly
int;rested io the relative values (rather than the absolute
values), the rising and falting along the tine line' It is,
from this point o1 view, not comPletely irr:elevant which
density function we choose. In the foltowing analYses, the
standaid aleviation for a fixed nutnber of successive values wilI
be used, although other functions are possible and may give
somewhat different results- Some moments about the mean, the
mean aleviatiofl, and the simple function x2_x1, when x2 is point
number n from xl, have also been tested, and show sinilar,
although not identical results.

This question may also be related to the Previous. Since most
of ttrese alensity functions introaluce a (weighted or unweighted)
aveaage value for the measured interval, this average - being
the giavitation center or balance point of the interval - nay
be a good candidate for which sound to assign the y-va1ue to'
In re;Iity, this avelage will probabLy most ofterr be fairly
ctose to the middle point, but not necessalily always- There
has. though, not been sufficient tine to test this Possibility-
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Thus the syntagms are analyzed as follows: Al1 x-values are
generated Jnd subsequently sorted in ascending order- A range
ior the density funciion is fixed. In the first example we will
use 35000 polnts as range. This means that we go from the ]eft
i" tir" .ijnt of the syntagm, and for each step measure the
standard deviation for the set of points constituted by the
iisoo pre""aittg points and the 1?500 (minus 1) follovJing
points,_ we inveise the obtained va1ue, an'l assign this as a y-
i,a1ue to the x-vaIue at the middle of the inteival' High
density will give a high y-value, low 

'lensity 
a 1ow y_value'

The anafyses.

The following diagra$ shows a syntagn analyzed in this waY:

18

141

12 -

10

8

6
20 4 58

(ihcrscrCs)

f iq.1

r0 12 4

The alependencies have been measuled over 400 Positions' i e''
2 secoids intervals. The database is from corpus A' The range
is 35OOO points. The scaling along the x-axis is in
millisecond;. The y-axis scale (the numbers on the lefthand

"ia"; 
is somewhai arbitralily chosen. and it is the

ietai;onsnip between the different parts of the curve which is
of interest in the Plesent context. As is seen, the beginning
of the curve will contain somewht deviatinll values, since they
are based on a smaller number of positions' The y-vafues are
."rpiiiur" only for x-values larger than x = 2 seconds (and
g";liuirv for i-values snaller than 2 seconds from the end of
in" ay"t"ga, although this is not the case in the present
curve ) -

The syntagm
"Egl' polgar

'Az e1s6 emeleten laktunk mi. s szomsz6dunkban lakott
Az 6sidokben harom hosszt, sot6t szobat foglalt eI a

is chosen rather randonly faom Sandor Marai's novel
valtomasai " (BudaPest 1990), P.15:
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l6pcsohazb6l
pdnztars zoba,

nyilt az
s az ualvari

igazgato szob6j a,
szobaban helyezt6k el

mellette
a konyvel6st'

a

the first half of thls. It can be analyzed as

and tocal minima to point to segment borders.

slmtactic function in such a way that locaf maxima in the curve
wiII represent points on the time Iine which are sYntactically
signifi;ant. Local minima wiIl represent points of low
granmatical inportance, and we expect locaL maxima to point to
ieq.".rt= or syntactically important positions in the syntagm,

The curve shows
f ol lo!,rs:

az
the
the

el.s6
first
first

emel - et -
l ift(v) -NoM -

fl oor

en Iak-t-unk mi
SUP. ESS live-PRET-lP1 1Pl

on lived we

s
and
and (the)

szomsz6d
nei ghboul:
nei ghbour

unk -
lp1 -
oul -

ban
INESS
in

Iak - ott
Iive - PRET

l ived

a
ART
the

bank
bank
bank

Az 6s - ido-k-ben harom
The anci ent- t ime-PLUR- INESS three
the old times - in three

hossz - ri,
Iength-ADJ

long

sot6t szoba-t
dark room-ACC
dark rooms

fog - Ial - t
take-VB - PRET

occupi eal

e1
PERF

a
the
the

bank,
bank
bank

The
the
the

characters are positioned on the curve at the point where
corresponding sounds start. This sound thus lasts untiIl
next character apPears.

The curve in fig.1 shows a relatively clear example of
something which can be interpreted as being close to a
morphemiq segmentation of the syntagm. We have def:ined the

Translated: "We lived on the first floor, and the bank occupied
the flat next door- In the o1d times, the bank occuPied three
l-ong dark rooms " .

In the diag.ams, the letters used to represent the sounds wiII
be the same as in the code desclibeal above. thus the coding of
the syntagm is as follows in the diagram:

'az efsw emeleten laktugk ni# s 6on6Edungban lakot a bank# az
wsidwgben hArom ho6u# swtEt 6obAt foglalt el a bank#'

rf we start arounal x-value 2OOO ns = 2 seconds (the part to the
Ieft of this is, as mentioned, based on a smaller number of
points, and is not fulIy reliabfe), we see that the word
leneleten' is divided into at least two clear wave-tops (in the
followinq discussion, the telm 'curvature' wiIl be used to
de ote tie part of a curve which is between two local minima):
There is a local maximum approxinately at the centte of the
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root 'eme1 ', and another over the two stlffixes '-et-en" The
root 'emel' stalts slightly to left of the local mlnimum, and
the suffix sequence r-et-en' has the final nasal on the very
minimum. The following root '1ak' starts, though, inmediately
after this minimum, and a closer analYsis of this border (i'e"
with a smaller range for the densitY function) will show that
it is situated fairly accurately between the rn' and the 'I"
i.e., on the word boundary. The next curvature contains the
root ,Iak' plus the preterlte malker '-t', and it enals exactly
where the next rnorpheme starts: '-unk', being the 1'person
ptural, occupies one singLe curvature, and extends from a local
irinirnr. to tie next locai minimurn. The next Peak is constituted
by the personar pronoun 'mi' (= "we"), starting armost e)<actly

"i ttt" l*', havings its peak above the 'i', an'l ettending into
the silence symbot, which here stands for a conuna in the text'
In this first part of the slmtagm, thele is therefole a
relatively clear correlation between numbet of prominent Peaks
in the curve and the numbe! of molphenes (excePt for the
'double exponency' we fi-nd in '-et-en' and 'Iak-tr), and the
minima coinciale fairty well with morpheme borders'

After the first silence symbot, the first peak appears over the
single 's', uhich is the conjunction "and", and the following
minirnum is on the border to the next morpheme 'szomsz6d' =

'6on6Ed' = "neighbour". For this, though, the curve is not
entirely convinCing. since it has a notable minimum in the
niddle ;f the norpheme. r,rhile it does not have any demarcation
of the following possessive suffix '-unk'. 1f a smaller range
is chosen for the alensity function, a loca1 minimum wiIl aPpear
at the border between 'szomsz6d' and the possessive '-unk', but
at this tevel, the loca1 minimum in the iliddle of 'szom'sz6'l'
will have become even more prominent. The problem is therefore
not solveal by this, and this kind of problem aPpears rathe!
flequently i; the analyses. Clearly, such cases can be

"onjider"d as counterevidence, and they do anyhow point to
weaknesses at some point or other in the application of the
model in the way ii is done here- Except for the Possible
exptanation as pure counterevi alence, such deviations from the

"*i"at"d 
behaw-iour of the curve can have a nunber of

exilanantions, particularly related to the Possible e'ror
sour""". As will be seen below, the structuxes do to a
considerable extent alepend o the deflnition of the corpus, and
in mary cases will a redefinition of the corPus representation
cnange_ the curves considerably. AIso, the particular choice of
slmtictic function as welf as density function is of utmost
ii'rportattce, and will of course heavily influence the form of
the curves.

In addition to such technical explanations and the possibility
for a regulat instance of counterevidence. there is also the
third p;ssibility that the curve do in fact reflect
idiosyn;ratic ploperties of the segments unaler consideration-
For ixarnple, segment borders are often alowngraded in a
feraicaliz;tion p-roc"=s. The present morpheme is not of
Hungarian or Finno-ugric origin, but is borrowed from some

S1a;ic language. The slmtagms which have been analyzed during
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the investigation do in fact point to a tendency for domestic
morphemes to conform bettei to the segmentation by local tninima
than do loan-words- This may be part of the reason here,
although the data are too nestricted to allow foa any such
conclusions. and there are many instances of the same in
original Hungarian morphemes. The most important reason fol the
preaent anomaly is, though, probably that the norpheme is
-omposed of two syllables in which the former has a back vowel
and the latter a front vowet- Although it is often claimed that
Ie] behaves as neutral relative to the volrel halrnony, the cases
wfrere it aloes so is relatively restricted, and its unmarked
behawiour is doubtless to co-occur with fiont wowels' The
present co-occurrence with the back vowel maY therefore be the
result of a statlstical untlerreDresentat i on in the corpus,
lvhich causes syntactic 'reiection', and the points representing
the relation nli11 appear outside the interval between [e] and
[o]. This may probably be sufficient to induce a spreading of
ine points in a way which creates the present structure' If
this is the case, then the problem will probably not alisapPear
with a finer vertical resolution-

The 1ocal minimum in the middle
considerably higher up than the
right of the word, which also
structure is hre11 in line with a
a q9!q.

of the fortn 'szomsz6alunk' is
minima at the verY left and
suggests that the oveaal l
segmentation of the forfl as

The followinq local minimum is fairly well positioned at the
boraler between the possessive suffix and the following case
suffix INESSIVE '-ban' , which has a very clear single
representation. Next, the root '1ak' appears again, startingi
only stiqhtly to the left of the local minimum (the lateral is
very short in this context: I(assai giwes it no more than 37 ms

of auratlon between short [a]'s). In this case, the toot 'Iak'
occupies the entire curvature untill the next local minimum,
and the preterite, which is now in the foim '-ott' (it is not
followed by any furthel suffixes) fi]ls the next curvature
untill the definite article 'a' starts somewhat high up. The
next peak fa11s on this article, while the last peak before the
pause falls on the norpheme 'bankr, which, if we look apart
from the fact that it starts slightly before the loca] minimum,
filIs one single curvature fairly wel1.

In short, in this part of the curve the number of peaks is
exactly the same as the nunber of nolphemes, although there is
a notable anomaly in the form 'szomsz6dunk', which aPpears as
segmented into 'szom-sz6dunk' instead of the expected
' szomsz6d-unk ' -

Next. the silence, !^rhich is a fu11 stop 1n the text,
constitutes the nost proninent Peak in this part of the
slmtagm- It is followed by the ielatively clearly segmented
definite article 'az'- (The definite article has the form 'a'
before consonants and 'az' before vowels).

The following form '6sidOk-r, coded as 'wsialwg-', presents some
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difficulties. It is composed of at least three morphemes: 'os',
'id6' and PLUR '-k'. The morpheme 'id6'= "time; weather, may
possibly (although ther:e is no historical evidence for this)
be furthe! alecomposable into 'id-' and '-6'. Cp. 'ide' =,,here,,, ,id6n' = "this year," rjovok, =,rf come," 'jov6, =,'future,', 'a jov6re, = ,,next year". '-6' is a very pr:oductive
suffix whose main function is to be the exponent of present
participle. CP. also for 'id6' the possessive form 'ideje'' The
analysis of this root into two parts seems therefore at least
morphologically plausible, although it is more dubious from a
semantic or historical point of view- In the Present curve, we
find that ros' can be relatively well segmented off: It starts
precisety at a local minimum. anal it ends fairly soon after the
next, attnough its peak is not vely prominent - If id' is a
particular root morpheme, then it seems to be consituted by the
iext peak, although the following minimun is exactly at the
beginning of the 'd'. If, furthermore, '-6' is a separate
moipherne (which, of course, it normally is, but it need not
necessarily be inter:preted as such here) then clearly the next
and highest peak is this morpheme '

The morpheme PLURAL (realized as 'g') has no cfear alemarcation
in this curve. and it appears only iNnediately before the local
minimum lrhich denotes the border to the next morPheme. This
entire form is therefore difficult to segment proPerly with
this curve, unless we aIlow for a segmentation into four parts,
of which the forner two ale 'lexical ' roots with separate
peaks, and the latter two are 'granmatical' morPhemes with one
cofiuBon, large peak.

The next molpheme is the front variant of the sane INESSM
case suffix which aPpeared around x - 5 seconds, and it is as
easily segmented here as it was in the first form: It starts
at the minimum (in other curves it wiII be found that it does
in fact start exactly at the locat minimum), it has the Peak
where the vowel 'e' starts, and it ends ptecisely where the
last consonant ends.

From approx. 8-5 to 9 we find the very clear morpheme 'harom'
= ,,three", which starts and ends on loca1 minima-

The adjective 'hossztrr is alecomposable into the tvro
morphemes 'trossz' = "Iength" and the alenominal adiective
formative '-t', which is highly Productive arld is used in a
Iarge nu$ber of contexts. The two Peaks in 'hosszt' nay
po"iifty be traceable to this fact, although the latter Peak
ipp"ars over the last parts of the first motpheme '
Allernatively, we can see the adjective unanalyzed as a singfe
morphene. 'Hossz6' is in Fijredeti & Kelemen (1989) recorded as
the 206- most frequent fexeme in Hungarian. while the lexene
'hossz' is nunber 3270. In addition, there is to the latter an
alternative form 'hosszfsag' ( 1it- "lengthness" ), which is
conposed of the adiective 'hosszri', plus the suffi,. '-sag'
which serves to derive nouns from adjectives. This could
indicate that the selluence 'hossz' plus is to a
considerable extent lexicalized and 1s not reaalily analyzed
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The aaljective 'sot6t' cannot be readily subdivided into more
morphemes, at least not on basis of the everyday language- In
the curwe, we find it split into three Peaks, one above the
vely first sound, the next over the very center of the wor'l
(the niddle consonant), and the third over the last consonant.
Later analyses wiII show that the distinction between the first
tlro peaks may be insubstantial, but the last seems difficult
to explain, and will probablY remain as a separate peak in aII
analyses. The reason for this is probably that it is
homophonous with the accusative anal the preterite. In addition,
the vowel preceding it is a lonq 'e', and, as wiIl be
exemplified in the next woral, there ls a rule which in most
cases lengthens stem-final short 'e' (and 'a)' when they are
followeal by a suffix. and always lrhen thls suffix is the
accusative. Thus the form 'sot6t' couId, from a purely
phonological point of view, very well have been a root 'sote'
plus a suffix '-t'-

into two morphemes. Late! curves will show only one peak over
the form 'hosszrf ', and it viil1 probably remain alifficult, in
any of these analyses, to segment the adjective in an obvious
1n,ay into 'hossz' plus '-t" This suggests that we shoulal not
stress the importance of the downward curve between the two
peaks in the present analysis- lrie return to this form below.

we next find the silence symbol, appearing here because of the
presence of a comma, alue to the parataxis "long (and) dark",
in the Marai text. It results in a clear separation of the two
morphemes, It will recur: as a difficulty later in the analysis,
and we will return to it below'

The rule is exenplified in the next form 'szobat', which is
accusative of 'szoba', with a lengthening of the final ra', In
the curve, we have a 1ocal minimum slightly after the beginning
of the lengthened vowel. anal a clear peak over the accusative,
the '-t'. Accoraling to the hypothesis we are testing, we could
have expected the middle tocal minimum to have been somewhat
more to the right, for example in the middte of thera', but
except for this, the turo curvatures corresPond fairlY well with
a morphemic analysis. The curving over the '-t' is rather
similar to the preceding worcl, although it here coraesponds to
two morphemes, and in the forner case there was only one.

The next curwature does, though, contain a number of morphenes:
In fact, it contains the entire verb, including a word
boundary. The verb is actually 'etfoglalt' , which is
decomposable into 'el ', 'fog', 'lal' anal 't'- In Hungarian
sjmtax, the most salient position in the sentence is the one
irunediately precealing the verbal root- (See for examPle Kiss
(198?)). If sone other constituent than a preverbal pa.ticle
is a candialate for this position. then preverbal particles or
prefixes will normally be moved out of it to somewhere else-
In the present case, the perfectlvizing prefix or preverbal
particle 'eI' has been moveal to the end of the verbal phrase
to give space for the object to be immediately preceding the
verbal root. If we look apart from the fact that the lefthand
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local minimum is situated somewhat after the beginning of the
verb. anal the righthand tocal minimum could have been slightly
more to the right to conform completely to the hyPothesis, the
curvature comprises fairlY well the finite verb in the Present
sentence.

As to the two last Peaks in the diagram, these seen rather
unproblematic: The first can be anafyzed as the definite
ariicle ra', and the last seems to contain the root 'bank'
before the silence sl.mbo1, exactly as in the first half of the
diagram. but this time the exponency is considerably more
cfear. (As is seen, the culve form over a linguistic unit is
dependent on the environment) -

To conclude the analysis of fig.1, there is a fairly strong
corlefation between curvatures and morphemes: the number of
peaks is verY close to the number of morphemes, and local
minina tend to coincide with morpheme boundaries. In the cases
of 'rou1tiple exponency I in a curvature, the tocal minima sti11
tend to falI on morpheme boundaries.

It shoutd here be mentioned that the cuave ls not conforning
to the hypothesis in any paiticular way. Compared to othel
syntagms which have been tested, there seems to be a fairly
nolmal correlation between the Locat minima and segment
boralers.

Since the curve is generated from relations ln 400 positions,
and there are 2 x-values per position, there wiII be 800 x_

oints covers o the
* 5 = 219 ms. i.e., slightlY more than 2 average Phone

values for every 5 ms .in the syntagm. This neans that the range
avereltC a distance of (35000/800)

duration may be Part of the
morphemes as 'szomsz6d' anal
one peak If we increase the

segme table from the

35000 p

durations. This relatively short
reason urhy such lengthy (root)
'sot6t' are split into more than

will expect to find smaller units
fluctuations of the curve.

range for the density computation, the fluctuations wiIl
naturally become more smooth and Iess sensitive to local
changes, and we will expect to find larger linguistic units
between local minima. Similarly. if we decrease the range, we

we start with increasing the range, to see what
following curve has alI palaneters identical to
except for the range which is heie 50000' This
covers on the average 313 ms ol approxinately
'phone units ' :

happens. The
the pr:evi.ous,
means that it
three average
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The beginning of the curve will now be even more deformed than
the p-revious, since the range is increased, and the
incornpletely fi1led area 2000 ms at the very beginning will be
part of the density conputation furthei to the right' The
-hange in the curve for 'emelet' may therefore not be very
re1iab1e, although it certainly points to a sig:oificant change '
The difference is, thouqh, nore obvious in the following
curvature, which now covers the whole finite verb 'laktunk':
The l.P.PL. marker is no longer split off bY a separate peak,
but constitutes a smooth enal of the verb curvature down to the
first significant 1oca1 minimum- The subject Personal pronoun
'mi' corielates with a curvature as in the previous culve: The
only change is that the relative amplitude of the curvatule
seems to be somewhat smalfer.

Following the sitence, we see that 'szomsz6d' is now getting
closer t6 a more readily segmeotable unit. although it still
contains a local minimun which is at least as salient as the
one on the borcler between the conjunction and 'szomsz6'l'' The
cuavature over the INESSM case suffix '-ban' is still vely
much the same as in the previous figure.

The curve over the following finite verb is, though, fairly
deformed compaled to the previous curve: While both the root
anal the preterite morpheme correlated lrith seParate curvatures
in the a5OOO curve, these are eviale tly on theil way to be
erased inthe present curwe- The curve has also changed
considerably ovlr the area covereal by the noun phrase 'a bank',
and it seems as if the Parts of the curve which are covere'l by
the verb and the subject are about to melge into one slngle
curvature, extending from the beginning of rlak' untill the
sl4nbol for si 1ence.

On the righthand side of the Pause sign, there is one curvature
which corietates welt with the definite article 'az', as in the
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previous cuave- The three peaks which we found in 'Osid6k' is
iow reduced to two, but the local minimum between them is sti11
not appropriately positioned, acco.ding to the hypothesized

INESSIVE 'ben' is easily segmentable bY the curve' Next, the
curve form over the numerit 'harom' is almost unchange'l
compared to the previotts curve. Tlle curvatures over the
adjlctive 'hosszti' is, though, clearly on its eray to become one
siigle curvature, anal the local minimum in its mlddle is no
lonier prominent. The same must be said about the difficult
tori inlne area of 'sot6t', which had three peaks in the
previous curve: In the present, there is only one clear Peak'
Lut the morphene extends well into the next curvatule' where
the morphern; bounalary is stil1 visible as a small bump on the
curve .

The deosities over the noun 'szoba' plus the ACCUSATTVE '-t'
are very similar to the previous curve, except that the peaks
have no_w more equal heights. The curwe to the finite verb
liogr.rt eI' seei,s virtulttv urraltered, an'l the same can be
said about the final curvature over the subject 'a bank''
except that the local minimum between the a'ticle and the noun
is much less Prominent.

To sum up this curve, parts of the curve have undergone fairly
radical thanges with the increase in the range, while othel
parts have relmained afmost unchanged. The tendency is, though'

"titf to find Iocal minima around significant syntactic
boundaries. In the present curve, we find a segmentation of
morphemes (INESSIVE, ACCUSATM), woids (1aktuflk, hosszii) and
phrases (lakott a bank, az 6sid6kben).

The niddle size of these can thus be seen as char:acterizing the
range, and we may tentatively hYpothesize that if ttrere is a

corieiate betwee; a local minimum anal a segment boundary, this
is likety to be a word boundarY. As to the morphemes' it may

be noted that the most prominent of these ale the case
suffixes, which, as discussed above, often have a somewhat
dubious status and can often be seen as ctitics lather than
true suffi)<es. rn addition, they are never followed by other
word-internal suffixes. This status may be part of what we see
here, and if they can be conceived as separate clitics, this
points to the range as a word level as we]1.

If we expand the range fuather, tiIl the value
we wilI find that the local minima will even
phrase segmentation of the curve:

70000 = 438 ms,
more suggest a
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The beginning is. as mentioned, generated from fewer points and
hence shoutd be compared xrith the followinq only with caution,
but apart from this, the curve over the phrase 'az elso
emeleten' ( "on the first f1oor" ) alo seem to inalicate a
segmentation in line with the phrase boundary. The next two
curvatutes are approximately as in the previous curve, and
cover the verb anal the subject resPectively. The curve over
this first sentence do nolv inalicate a segmentation which
confoams very well to a phrasal segmentation-

Following the pause, v,/e find that lrhat constituted an
isolatable curvature over the coniuction in the Previous curve
has now merged nrith the curvature corresponding to the morpheme
'szomsz6d', and these now covers an area vrhich colresPonds to
the conjunction + 'szoinsz6d' + the possessive suffix.

What follows from there untill the next pause is, though, not
in line with the predictions of the hypothesis: ']ak' is now
found almost at the peak of the curvature under '-ban', and the
local minimum seems to indicate a border between the root and
the preterite suffix. This interval, which correlated very well
to linguistlc boundaries in the first curve, do certainly not
conform to the hypothesis that we shall find a segmentation by
local minima corresponding to a phrase leveI at this range-
what seems to be the case, is that the different parts of the
sl.ntagm need not all be properly segmeated at one and the sane
teve1. natner, what happens here is that the verb phrase, which
has already been properly segmented at a Iorrer leve1 (range),
need not be subject to such segmentation- The correlate from
a binary branching analysis will be a Phrase contained in
another phrase: the latter will have a smaller range than the
former, and both will rlot be 'segmented' Ploperly at the same
level. This will be seen to be the case in the below diagrams
over branching structures.
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After the next silence, we now find the adverb phrase raz

Osidokben' as one large curvature with tino small twin peaks:
The one evidently belongs to'6s', the other to'id6', and the
locaf minimum is now mole apProPriately Positioned compareal to
the hypothesis. In the next figure, we will find that these two
peaks rnerge into one singte Phrase peak. Following this phrase,
we flnd that the words 'harom' and 'hosszt' are easily
segmentable from the curve- It can al'so be seen that there is
tha sane direction of movement here as for the previous phrase,
and the local minimum betxreen them is about to disappear, such
that they at higher Ievels (in larger density ranges) will
apear as one single curvature.

we next find the +_symbo1, which at this point can be seen to
have a falrly too strong dividing impact on the curve: lde would
expect to find the phrase 'harom hosszu sot6t szobat' ("three
tong dark rooms'r ) as one culvature at some leve1, but this
seems to be impossible, and culve over this phrase have a very
notable minimum by the pause sign i the middle of the phrase'

This is the problem of the impact from the comnas discussed
above: When conmas are useal to signify parataxis, it is
doubtful whether the 300 ms pause is appropriate for
representing the phonetic ,ealization of such constrrrctions'
Tha suppressed coordinator between single \,rords may in actual
speech be signified (represented) by a short pause or a
Lengthening of the last sound(s) in the lefthand Part, but
norrnal ly not by a Pause as extensive as the one found here,
whch iJ the same as is founal at the border of clauses' The
leason why the coruna (and thus the codeal sequence +##) has been
included in this syntago. is that it conforms to the
orthographical conventions, and would thus have aPpeared in
this iorm if it had been in the corPus which the database is
extracted from- Sone atternative solutions to this problem wilI
be presented be]ow.

After the pause, the word 'sot6t' now seems to be very close
to a perfect seqmentation, althouqh it sti11 extends somewhat
into the next curvature. This is, again the same phenomenon
that some units are segrnented correctly at a low 1eve1, while
others (not necessalily longer) such as 'hossztr and sot6t'
will be segmented properly only at a rnuch higher level _

Another, probably very important. leason why the curve seems
to indicaie a segmentation apploximately at the beginning of
this [t]. may be that in the present context, where the word_
finat til is followed by a word-initial [s]. the codinq of this
sequenae becomes identicat to the coding of qilqllqqEcg, which
haie a very sttong internal binding between the two coded
parts. Thus, the sequence Its] will here, for technical
i"asons, receive the attlaction which in the corpus exists
between the two parts of the corresponding affricate, and this
( together with the above nentioned homophony with the preterite
and accusative marker) is probably the nain reason why the
local minimuft appears on the very lefthand bolder of thls
slrmbol sequence. This clearly shows the impact from the poox
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vertical resolution: If we had coded affricates as separate
sounds, the 1ocaI minimum would probably have been more in line
with the hypothesis in this particular case. If rre had chosen
a flner vertical resol.ution, or, for example in a multi-layered
feature orienteal model had otherwise distinguished the
affricate from the composite, we would have expecteal the Iocal
minimum of the present curves to appear further to the right.

The curwe part over the
peaks corresPonding to
ACCUSATIVE, and the rest
the previous.

sequence 'szobAt' is sti11 two small
the two morphemes ' szoba' anal

of the curve is also very similar to

we finally take a look at the curve with range 100000

5.5

4.5

,t

3.5

3

2.5

625 ms:

c 2 * o1rn""*no.i 't "2 14

fig.4

we here find an even closer approximation to a phrase-level
segmentation of the s)'ntagm- The most notable differences
cornpared to the previous al:e the following: The subject 'mi'
of the first sentence do now form one segmentable unit together
with the preceding verb (i.e., the local minimun betlveen the
verb and the subject is about to disappear). The local minimun
after (or on) the pause has moved closer to the conjunction.
the curve over the sentence between the pauses is divided into
three peaks. and the finite verb starts on the toP of the
middte peak. If the range is increased even mole, uP to 150000,
we will find that this sentence is divided into two peaks, one
for the conjunction + adverb 's szomszadunkban ' , the other for
the finite verb + subiect 'lakott a bank'. The local miniinum
between these two curvatures arrives fairly close to (but not
exactly on: see the below diagrams) the border between the
advetb and the verb:
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'Az 6sid6kben' (in fiq- ) can now be segmented as a complete
phrase constituent. The numeral ('haron') plus the adjective
l'nosszir') is ctose to comprising one single curvature_ After
ihe (obviously nisPlaced) comma-silence we have 'sotet szobet'
as two peaks, but very close to one constituent. And. most
importan-tly, the finite verb Phrase ('foglalt eI') is at this
1eiel approaching a much better segnentation. Fina1ly, the
subject noua phrase ('a bank') comprises one single
constituent.

The general tendencY seems to
boundaries coinciale with a 1oca1

be that most l inquistic
miDimum at leve t

other. (This conclusion ls based not only on the results from

-the 

present slmtagm, but arso on the experiences from the
inve;tigation of a number of other slmtagms). A1so, the nunber
of tocai minima which do not have a boundary coirelate has in
the present sl.ntagm been smaIl, and this is also the general
tendency.

In the present syntagm, the more we expand the range over which
the density of generateal x-values is computed, the more we seem
to approach a phrase-1evel segmentation of the syntagm- As we

no]red from the range 35 to 100-150 thousand, we passed froo a
basicalty morphemic to a phrase-1eve1 segmentatio . Not aLl
bounalaries have been colaectty represented at all 1eveIs, but
it has been the case that most boundaries in the syntagm have
had a localminimum colrelate at some leve] . The syntax is - per'
definition - not aliscrete, which means that it does not have
to presuppose discrete 1eve1s either, anal there is no neeil to
posiutatl- the segmentation of what will be recognlzed in
discrete granmat as a particular kind of unit at a par:ticular
level.,

some instances of single curvatures covering
If we go in the other directlon, and decrease

there were
morphemes.
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ran€le, we find that these cases of 'multiple exponency I in the
first curve (35000) will be relativelY well segnented at fower
levels. The following diagram is an exerpt from the beginning
of the 10OOO range curve, wtlele we find the two cases of
'double exponency' flom the first curve: '-et_en' = DER.SUFF
+ SUPERESSM, anat ,tak_t_' = '1ak, + PRETERITE:

6C

5!

30 -

2A-

0

2CCO 25CC 3000 350Cc
50c 100c i 5c0

fig.6

Here we can see that the superessive '-en' (the suffix is
strictly speaking only '-n': the vowel is a thene vowel which
appears after consonant-final stems only) aPpears as a lather
lreak bump on the end of the curvature. fhe sane is the case for
the preterite, and here we final that theie also is a peak
imnediately in front of it, i.e., a peak which cannot be
interpreted as representing any particulal meaning element in
itself. ClearIy, if we continue downwards into smaller ranges,
the peaks become more and more numerous and dense, and lower-
leveL units can be defined to exist. The present function alo.
though, not seen to be appropiiate for the study of these, in
paaticular not with the phonemically based definition of the
syinbots which we have here, in which there is no internal
structure in the sl4nbo I s .

The ranges t{e have looked at amount to different lllellq on the
same basic distribution of points along the x_axis. and they
are all simultaneously present in the syntagm. They constitute
a separate continuous scale in the syntax, along which we fiIld
variation in the appearances of local maxima anal mi11ima. l,e can
thus represent the continuous syntax along three dimensions:

r)
2)
3)

the time dimension along the x-axis,
the density dimension along the y-axis, and
the range dimension along the z-axis.

The continuous syntactic structure over a syntagm will thus be
a culving surface in three- al imens i onal sPace. The following
figure indicates (in a rather poor fashlon) the nature of this
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syntactic structure. It is generated from another s).ntagm,
can serve the purpose of showing the basic features of
surface.

but
the

.1

f ig.7

The z-axis is here the axis moving 'towards us'. The axis has
its lowest values at the 'back wall', and has increasinq z-
values as we move or:twards. The curves are of the same ki.nd as
the above, and can be seen as ranalonly chosen from the surface,
which is continuous - Ihe basic purpose is to illustrate the
nature of this surface: With decreasing z-values, i.e., as we
move towaids the back part of the suaface, the nutnber of loca1
maxima anal minima will iDcrease. and as we approach z = 0, this
number of loca1 curvatures ui11 (theoretically) approach
infinity. In the other ead of the surface (c1ose to us), the
1ocal curvatures will flatten out and approach a straight line
(i.e-, no variation in density) as the z_value apProaches
infinity. The syntactic structure proper is to be found in some
loca} area, such as the z-values we have stualied above. In this
area, the itnportant property is that since there are more local
maxima and minima for low z-values than for high, the
curvatures must be branching. As is seen on the present
illustration, the one loca1 maximum on the main cutvature in
the front is bifurcating into three locaf maxima in the back
part- As can be seen. there is also a beginning bifurcation on
the ]efthand side of the back curve. These bifurcations of the
curve will thus - according to the hypothesis - point to
syntactic segments or Positions. and as we have seen in the
analysis of the present slrntagn, the loca1 minirna tend to
coinciale irith tinguistically relevant boundaries. This means
that the bifurcations on the surface wiIl correspond roughlY
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to the subdivisions into smaller segments at different 1evels
of sl,ntactic analysis.

Evidently, the whole surface contains relevant syntactic
infornation, but we can extract the nost impoitant infornation
by taking out the local maxima only from a set of such parallel
xy-curves. Since we are not interested (in the present context)
in the exact y-va1ues, we can represent these by the x-value
and the z-value on1y, and plot these in a PIaDe. We will then
obtain a diaoram of the b ifurcations on the surface. The
following figuie shows the result of such an analysis of the
first pait of the above syrltagm:
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2.8 .
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2.2
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i.6
l CCC 1500 2C0C 2500 30c0 35CC

fig.B

Here , the y-axis represe.ts the z-values in a thiee-

d ze ls w e

alimensional diagram- The scale along this y-axis is here
Iogarithmic: The range values have deen increased er<ponentiallY
when going from the Iow to the higher z-values, sirnply in oialer
to make it easier to overview the structule. The y-values in
the diagram is given by y = Iogl0(z * resolution / (number of
positions * 2)). This means that if one computes 10 in the
power of the y-value, one gets the average interval (in
nj"lliseconds) over which the density computation ranges. Thus,
for orientation, z = 10.000 gives y = 1.8 (the lowest series
in the diagram), and an average time interval of roughly 63
msec. z = 35.000 gives y = 2.34 and time interval 219 msec, z
= 70.000 gives y = 2.64 and time interval 437 msec,, and z =
150.000 qives y = 2.97, interval = 933 msec. The conputations
for the present diagram covers the range from z = 10.000 to z
= 2.000.000.

The characteristics of the above curves can be recognized in
the present diagram, Eoa example. in the first sentence, the
curvatures over the two morphemes (at about x = 2.3 seconds )
'lakr and 't' merges at a iather Iow level (around y = 2.0,
corresponding to z = 16.000), while for example the bifurcatron
which splits the curve over the initial phrase 'az e1s6
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emeleten' is situated rather high up, around

This should not be too surprising If alI local min ima at all
Ievels coincide wlth I inqui st i c boundaries, then the branching

Y = 2.8

As is seen, this representation is in the form of a branchino
structure, and the branches coarespond roughly to linguistic
segments at variolls Ievels, In fact, the Present diagram is
fairly close to a traditional binary branching sl,ntactic tree.

structure vri 11 be identical to a binarv bran hino svntacti c
tree. Bifurcations in the branching stluctule will correspond
to branching nodes in the syntax. If, therefore, a proper
iedefinition in the corpus as well as an appropriate slmtactic
and density function can be founal such that the match between
local minima anal linguistic bounda.ies become more perfect than
we have found it to be in the above analyses, then we can in
fact generate a syntactic tree by means of the distributional
properties of the speech sounals in an utterance.

This is inaleed a tempting possibility, since it would imply
that the syntactic structures of utterances are inu(ediately
accessibly in the very Phonetic form. The rest of this study
wilI concentrate on this possibitity. and we wiII see how close
we can get to a slmtactic interpletation from the information
in these xz-diagrams.

In the structure in fig.8, which contains much higher z-vafues
than the above curves, also shows that the entire sentence is
comprised in one single curvature when the z-value (the range
for the density computation) becomes sufficiently high: In the
present diagram, this curvatuie seems to have its bifurcation
point around 3.3. From this noale, there is a branching to the
adverbial on the lefthand side and subject on the righthand
side. The noale to which the verb 'laktunk' is attached is
somewhat more difficult to aleternine, but it seems most
reasonable to interpiet it as attached to the branch extending
to the adverbial . This emerges as a clearly distinguishable
constituent over the area x = 1000 - 2400. The verb 'Iaktunk'
extends from 2400 to 3000, and the subject 'mi' is to the very
right. The tense morpheme 't' joins the root at a very 1ow
leveI . The branch fron the 1.P-PL- '-unk' at 2900 bends
teftwards towards the verb root, and we can hyPothesize a
conmon node for the entire verb arounal x = 2100, y = 2.8. (An
afternative interpretation, which is partly suPported by the
below data, suggests that the person marker does rather branch
together with the subject 'mi'. This is also motivated by the
conmon referee for these morphemes).

A tentative binary branching analysis of the diagram could thus
look as fol lows:
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fig.9

The next sentence, which is coordinated (by the conjunction
's') with the previous. appears as follo\rs rrhen local maxima
are extracted from the syntactic stlucture:
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2.5 -
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50c 4CCC 45a0 500c

10

55CC 5a0c

fis
The conjunction seems to be branching leftwards (or Possibly
vertically), which corresPonds well to what lte coulal expect.
The entire sentence structure is not as clear as the previous
(partly because an insufflcient nunber of xy-curves has been
scanned for tocal maxima), but it seems possible to assume a
sentence node approxlnately in the centre, at about y = 3.3.
Again we find a branching to the adverbial ( ' szomsz6dunkban ' )
to the ]eft, but nov/ the verb seems to be attached to a conmon
node with the subject around x = 5250, y = 3-1/3.2. The nunber
of points in this atea is, though, actually to snall to make
any conclusions on this -

There are two main features of this structure which relatively
ctearly separates it from a normaf branching analysis: The most
important is the rightbranching of the suffix '-ban' around x
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= 4800. We recognize this from the cuaves above: Even for very
high z-va1aues, the IocaI minimum which should be interpreteal
as a prominent boundaiy was of the lefthand side of this
suffix, and this is what is reflected here. The seconal anomaly
is the very clear branching from the definite article 'a'
slightly to the right of x = 5500. In a binary bianching tree,
this should be attached to the following noun rbankr at a low
levet, but here it seems to be attached to the verb
indepenalently of the noun. These two anomalies are Probably at
least partly determined by the error sources in the
investigation, and the noun phrase ra bank' lriIl be found to
appear in a more proper form in the following sentence. Compare
also with the structure in fig.18 below.

Although the definite article stands out as somewhat too
prominent, it stilt seems reasonable to intefpr:et the noun
phrase as constituting the subject as a unit, joinlng the veib
probably in a node around Y = 3-

The next diagran shows the second half of the slmtagm we aie
invest igat ing:
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Ttre structure is clearly divided into two halves, with the
major di\rision in the middte, just above the pause sign,
although this division is in the middfe of the object noun
phrase. The orthographical conventiorr t"rhich requires commas in
such paratactic constluctions inposes a boundarY into the
phrase which is equlvalent to a clause boundary. To show the
extent of the impact from this pause s14nbo1, defined as 300 ns
silence, on the the syntactic structule, the following diagram
is generated from a sl.ntagm identical to the Previous except
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that this comma is removed. The database is otherwise the same
as for the previous syntagm:
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The clear division disappears erhen the conna is removed. on the
contrary, the whole object noun phrase now constitutes one
unit, and 'herom hosszt' now blanches into what seems to be a
coflmon node around x = 9.8, y = 3.4. Befoae this phaase, we
find the adverbial 'az 6sidokben' as a sepalate constituent
outside the main cluster, anal it is possibly to interpret it
as baanching into a sentence node around x = 9.8, y = 3.7/3.8.
The verb phrase 'foglalt e1' from 10.8 to 11.6 is representeal
by a single branch, comprising the root as well as the TENSE

'-t' and the ASPECT 'e1'. and the whole phrase seems to be
adjoined to the follorring subject in a node alound x = 11.5,
y = 3.1- The slightly leftbranching line from ttle definite
article 'a' towarals the verb looks in this diagram very similar:
to the previous diagram, but as will be seen below, when some
of the redefinition conditions are alteleal, the stlucture
improves cons i derably.

To abstract a tentative binary baanching constituent structure
from this diagram, the main problem seems to be in the object,
in which there are sevelal. possible solutions. The following
discrete analysis presents one solution, with dotted lines to
i4dicate branches of unclear status:
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sl./8J

DET NOUN CASE NUM ADJ ADJ NOUN ACC VERB TENSE ASPECT DET NOUN

f i9.13

In the adverb, there is a plural marker innrediately in front
of the inessive suffix, but this has been suppressed here since
it does not appeai very vleaaly in the structure. It rnill
emerge nore cleai belorr. The adjectives in the object noun
phrase may be seen as baanching either \ray.

To i l lustrate further:more the importance of the corpus
definitions and the impact from the punctuaton rendered as
silence, the followlng structure is made by means of a database
over the distribution in corpus B, in \"rhich all commas have
been aleleted. This is obviously a strained representation: Tt
amounts to a stream of speech which is completely uninterrupted
except at full stops, question marks etc. This represeotation
is therefore at least as exaggerated as the inclusioa of the
coiru[a, but it has been nade to test the inpact flon the coruna.
The syntagm has now been coded entirely without commas (to have
it on the same form as the database), and the structure is as
fol lows :
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There are some very notable differences compared to the
following: First of alI, the subject is no longer clearly
attcheal to the rest of the syntagm- This must probably be due
to the fact that the pause sign after it has been removed, to
the effect that it is immedlately fol lowed by another
constituent which draws it rightwards. It should, though, be
noted that it is stiII inclining leftwards towards the
constituents to rrhich it belongs syntactically. The initial
adverb has also been notably altered: The affix INESSM does
now seem to dominate the urhole phrase, the p1ural marker seems
to have got (more clearly) a separate branch, and there are
some other miaor changes. In the object, the noun (or more
exactly the latter haff of it) is more directly attached to the
verb rather than to the rest of the object phrase, while the
folmer half of the noun seems to constitute a unit together
with the Iatter half of the preceding adjective- (As tnentioned
above, this is probably due to the impact from the coding of
the sequence t+s identical to the similar affricate). Except
for these anomafies, the verb phrase has a more clearly
renarkabl.e feature is the clear seg$entability of the
constituents in spite of the aitifical conditions which has
been introduced in the corpus definitions.

riqhtbranchinq st!ucture than the previous, and a somewhat

The following diagram shows the structure generated over the
same syntagm on basis of the data extracted from corpus D, in
which a1l stressed vowels are represented with separate s].mbols
and phonological rules do not apply across word boundaay. lhis
corpus thus contains the strongest word boundary demarcation
criterla:
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This structure is perhaps even more unanbiguous than the
previous ones, but it contains one s€lious difficulty: The
adverb is not cfearly adjoined to the rest of the syntagft
(although it is possible that a more alense analysis including
more maximum points could have revealed this connection).
Except for this, the adverb structure is veiy similar to the
one in figure 12, The nuneral 'harom', which in the pr:evious
xz-aliagrans and in all the above xy-curves had an outstandirrgly
cfear segnentation, is here split ioto two parts v/hich do not
even extend particularly high up. Evidently, the lrnpact of
stress on the continuous syntactic stlucture is rathel
inportant. This becomes even more cfear in the verb phtase.
which nou seems just as undisputably Ieftbranching as it was
rightbranching in the previous diagtam. A binary branching
abstraction of the object, the verb and the subject could look
as fol l ows:

NUM ADJ ADJ NOUN ACC VERB TENSE ASPECT DET NOUN

f iq- 16
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senteDces in the syntagm is defined in
with a particular representation of
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stressed volrels, their structure is as follows:
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In this representation, some of the words have got an improved
structure. This is most notably the case with the noun in the
adverb phrase. 'Emef-et-en' consists very clearly of thaee
separate branches. In the above xy-curves as well as in the
previous xz-structures, this forri! has for the most had only two
peaks, with a 'double exponency' in the latter. The preterite
'-t-' in the following verb is also much more clearly
segmentable, and inclines leftwards towards the root. The
following person marker '-unk' appears to be inclining
rightwards towarals the subject 'mi', although there is a couple
of points on its lefthaod side which could indicate a split and
adjoinment to both the left- and the righthand constituent. As
nentioned above, this would not seem ungrarunatical i The
pelsona1 pronoun subject 'ni' explesses exactly the same as the
person marker '-uak', and the first seives normally to
emphasize the second (although it is not properly optional in
the present context). A structure where these two are joined
into a single constituent nust therefore be considered
wellformeal.

To the right of the middle pause sign. the most notable feature
is that the lNESSIVE '-ban' has not been improved: On the
contrary, it incines more clearly than ever towards the
righthand constituent- It may in this context have sone
relevance to note that this particular suffix is at the momeflt
about to Io6e its distinctiveness relative to the suffix '-ba',
with whj"ch it tends to be neutralized in current Budapest
usage. This loss of the distlnctive opposition by the
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alisappearance of the final nasal would obviously have been
notable in a corpus of speech sounds, and !,rouId have caused a
somewhat alifferent structure over the present syntagn.

The next diagram is generated by the distributional proPerties
of corpus E, which neans that it has identical conditions with
the structure in fig.15 above, except for the additional
introaluction of phonoloqical rules across all nord boundaries:

,1,5

3.5
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=
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-
c'nn06 irswi ? t5Cb! i f ogb iE Arrgk

5
8 c 13

(T rcu son ds)

f is- 18

11 12 13

As is seen from a comparison with fig.15. the differerence is
very snall indeed, and seems to be most notable in the lower
parts of the aliagram. rf this is a genelal tenalency, then we
can assume that word-external phonological processas may have
rts most notable impact on the segmentation at lower levels
(e.g. morpheme leve]), while the impact is not serious on the
overall non-discrete syntactic structure.

In short, the definition of the corpus has a very notable
influence on the continuous syntax. This seems to be the case
in particular for the vertical resolution. It can be assumed
that a raalical change in definition may also give a r:adical
change in parts of the slmtactic analysis. We have. though,
only sclatched the surface of the definition. In particular,
we do not know what imPact a nuch better resolution may hawe
on the structure, but it seems leasonable to assume that this
may seliously improve the syntactic analysis in some cases, if
the structures we have investigated is in fact a part of the
Iinguistic competence of speakers.
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Some importaot questions come irunediately to mind:

1. Do the syntactic functinactually express grammatical
structure? will the second syntactic functionshow the same
form?

2, Are there any ailditional factors - besides
grafilmatical ones - which coulal cause the aliagrams
observed structure?

the possi b1e
to obtain the

3. Is it possible that the structures could be secondarv
effects of the impact of gralunar on the distribution of sounds?
That is. could these structures be the traces of gtammar rather
than its representat i on?

To begin with the interpretation of the syntactic function, the
function we have employed here suffels from the alisadvantage
of being not immealiately interpretable. It is a faitly easily
understandable representation of how for examPle morphological
units relate, but it is less obvious that this also pertains
to pure sound units with no meaning attached to then. To arrive
at a more principled interpretation of the function, we will
introaluce the second syntactic function, such as it was
descr:ibed above. in its form D(a,b) = I(a) - I(alb). As r^7as

mentioneal above, this can be fairly easily related to the
information theoretically classical deflnition of structural
dependency- The fol Iowing curve shows the infotnation
dependency structure of the first part of the syntagm under
investigation:

l:a -
:!.I -

1:a

214 a,a l:a :: L1 6 4".r:a
fig.19

raa

The curve shows some notabl.e properties of this functlon. First
of all, it points to the obwious insufficiency in our corpus
redefinition and the very rough vertical resolution. This
becomes visible in the shaap breaks on the segment boralers:
Since the vertical resolution is poor and the horisontal
ielatively good, each segment will be represented by a
considerable repetition of the same symbol. This gives a very
Iow surprise (information) value at the niddle of the segment,
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and a higher information value close to the boraler. The
dependency, defined by the information value reduction caused
by the conditional information value, will thus be high in the
middle and low at the boundaries- Ttrese sharP break at the
boralers uould of course not have beenso prominent if the
vertical resofution had been much better and we could
distinguish between a large nunber of diffeient sound
qualities, In this case, the surprise (infoamation) valtles
woufd have been smoothened out, and the curve would not have
shown such notable breaks. But it would sti11 basically have
shown the same rising at the beginning of a segment aod a
falting towaids the end.

Therefore, with a better vertical resoluti.on, the curve wilI
be smoother, but we will still find the local maxima
apPror<imate Iy as they

def ined
are in the Present curve. Thus the

phoneme can be as local maxima i n the infoamat i onal lv

The following aliagram shows the first sentence in the syotagn,
with the curves snootheneal by averaging. Each neasurement point
has been averageal with the five poiats to its left and four to
its right, such that the y-values in the following curve is the
average over ten measurement Points a 5 $s, i.e., the average
informational alependency over 50 ms:

defined dep encv between very snal f sound seqments

fig.20

The sane funalamental relationships as in the pervious curve can
be recognizeal. what is of interest now, is the degree of
similarity with the cuqve ovel density fluctuatio1.ls' The
following curve is basically the same as in fig.6 abgve, only
extended to cover the whole sentence:
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We also note that the hejohts of the curvatuaes are not the

The beginning of this curve is not fulIy reIiable, up toapprox, 1800. The curvatures in 'emefeten, do ot corresponat
fully to the cuvatures in fig.20, although the end of the word
looks similar: The 'n, is associated with a small bump- Next,
the morpheme '1ak' starts more to the left in fig-20 than infig.21, but except for this, both this morpheme and thefollowing preterite 't' seem to be associated with the samekind of curvatures. This is also the case for the followingpossessive '-unk, as well as the pronoun 'mi, before pause. Thedifference is mainly a ftatter of positioning of the symbols onthe line: If the sl.mbols in fig.20 haat been moved stightly tothe right, the match woutd have been almost perfect- As
mentioned above, this has to do with the problen of which part
of the time line is associated with which symbol . For thedensity fluctuation curve, we chose to put density value on themiddle of the interval over which density computatlon takesplace. The same has been done for the averaged intelval infig.20, although it is less obvious that the solution is theright one in this case, and it nay in general well be thatthere 1s more or Iess delay (psycholinguistically) in the
assigrunent of y-value to the sound qualities on the time tine.
This problem is exactly erhat is exemplified hele, and thecorrelation with the curve in fig.21 nay suggest that the soundquality syrnbols in fig.20 shoutd in fact be moved stightly tothe right.

55C0

fig.21

The rest of the sentence can be compared, anal similaritles
between the two cutves can be detected to a snaller or farger
degree. the sinitarity may be easier to trace if the averaged
interval is increased, as in the following curve, where the
aveaaged intetval is 50 measurement points, i-e., 50,t 5 ms =

same in the two curves, but, as we will return to below, this
seens not relevant for the present discussion. Not onfy are thesources for the investigation too full of errors to draw anyinfolnation from the actual y-va]ues. but we have also for thepresent concentrated on the loca] maxima and minima, aaal for
these, it is not relevant whether the curvature is high or Iow.
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250 ms interval i
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This can be compared with the curve in fig.3 (interval: 70000)'
The main tenalencies are clearlY the same, which can also be
concluded from a conparison of the sane curves for the next
sentence in the sYntagm:

10c:

r5c

r00

al -

23Lr

r 5c

c-
_5! ',

tc

fig.23

This seems in generat to be the case, and lt points to the
concfusion that the two functiorrs describe veay similar
properties of the syntagm. For our purposes, the most
interesting consequence of this is that even the density
fluctuation curves must basically cover the gramnatlcal
structure of the sentence in the same sense as the
informationally based curves, and this is within traditional
information theory (see e.g. KripPendorff 1986) a well
established measure on distributional dependency.

The question naturally arises whethel we can abstlact a
branching tree from the infolmationallY defined depe dency
curves in the same manne! as in the above diaglans. The answe!
to this is most probably 'Yes', but the framwork of the present
study has not allowed for a more thorough investigation of
these structures. In particular, it seems difficult to average
the curves in a reliable manner, nainly alue to the Poor
verticat resolution of the corpus definition. I have tried out

s
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a few possible approaches, and the method which seems to
approximate a tree structure most closely under the present
conditions is the folLowing; 1. A11 dePendency value variation
is 1eve1led out rdithin the interval of identical segments
( i.e., all local curvatures in fig- 19 are transformed into
horisontal straight lines). This is done to leduce the
sensitivity of the function and the impact from the poor
vertical resolution, 2. Going fron left to right in the
syntagms, it is counted how many such y-values must be added
(cunulatively) to reach a certain limit L. The inverted number
of such y-vafue adalitions is a measure on the relative amount
of info.mation concentrated in the area under investigation.
3, This inveiteal number is assigned to the mialdle of the
interval of added y-values. when going fiom left to right and
performing this computation on each Point, the x-value as wel l
as the ]imit L is recorded if the inverted number is (roughly)
a local maximum. 4. The whole procedure rs performed in loops
with increased value on the limit L unti1l a final maximal
value is reached, The following diagram shows the result of one
of these tests. It is over the first sentence in the slmtagm
under investigation, and should be conpared with the above
diagrams i.n fig.B, 10 and 17:

18

16

15.5 -

i; ; s*
:l

cE s,! e.e eienbki-9kri - s60-16E dLkro'oiot obd<=

J300 .+00c 5000 60cc 700c

fig.24
2C03

Although there evidently is structure here, and it is likely
to be somehow related to the grammar of the sentence, it is not
as iIlunediately recognizabfe as the str:uctures generated with
the first syotactic function above. There is, though, one main
branch from each nain wor:d in the sentence. They are also
basicalty correctly co nected (as compared to the expected
structures). and the sane fundamental relationships between the
braches as in the above curves 8 anal L0 can be recognized. The
next sentence in the s).ntagm is depicted in the following
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diagra$:
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anything to the large impact o f the lack o
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12 1J

when compared with the structure in fig.t2, we can again see
some of the same shapes, such as the iighthand branching over
x = B (the adverb), the branching between 'harom' and hosszi'
over x : 9, but the rest is nore opaque. Although there
evidently is a longer distance from this representation to
traditional binary branching structure, it is sti11 possible
to recognize some of the basic grallullatical stluctules.

This shows per:haps more than anything eise the lar:ge importance
of the syntactic function and its huge influence on the
structures which can be generated by meaos of the
distributional properties of speech sounds recorded in a
alatabase.

SecondIy, it illustrates the importance of the function mapping
from the depende cy computation to the segmentation process and
the extraction of the branching structures. It may weII be that
a moie sophisticated computation of the xz-p1ane than have been
presented here can yielal a better aPproximation to a syntactic
structure. (For the first syntactic function, this amounts to
the density functions ).
As to the second question we posed above: Can there be othel
reasons for these structures than purely graNnatical ones? As
we have seen, the coapus redefinition is of crucial importance
for the resulting structure, and this is particularly the case
for the treatment and representation of silence. The structure
may be considerably changeil if we add or remove a pause
equalliflg 2-3 average phones of duration. This points inore than
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corpus on the structures - 1n evely position where the
orthogaaphical conventions prescribe a conma, the simulated
speech will contain 300 ms silence. This gives a massive
regularity to the representation of silence. We may now ask
$rhether this phenomonon of over:- regul aii ty in the simulated
speech can be the reason for at least parts of the structure?
The answer is paobably no. In the initial stages of the
investiqation, a very simple time netric was used: A short
sound counted as one segment, a long sound as two- As the
iluration values wele subsequently improved by the introduction

linguistic boundaries than what they had done eailier. This can
be interpreted in two ways: 1- The introduction of variation
will in generaf improve the staucture. (Of course, not any
wariation will do: It must be variation within the boundaries
determined by speech performance). 2. when phones have their
duration determined by the environment, thls will increase the
variability of the code, but it also adds dependencv to the
sequence of slmbols. This is due to the nature of the inposed
variation: It must necessaaily be rule-governed variation
(unfess we design some random-generated variation within
certain limits). Thls means that since, say, a sound It]
inmediately in front of the sound [e] always has the aluration
d1, which it has in no other environments, this particular
duration of [t] will make the [e] more predictable and hence
distributionally bound to the It]. Si$i1a!1y, in the vertical
dimenslon, the velar nasal appears only in front of velars,
which make the latter very predictable fron the former and vice
versa (as can be seen in e.g. fig.19). Thus, when we introduce
vaaiation by rule, ne impose grammatical structure on the code-
Cleaily, this is not irrelevant for the present question. It
does, though, not mean that we have introduced non-existent
stlucture on the code, although speech perfornance may show
more or less deviations from the average values we have
utilized in the sl,nbol and time definitions. What it does mean,

of context-depenalent duration of phones, the seqmentation was
also improved. The local minima coincided then better with

is that honolo i a1 rules ma have a core function in
distiibutional codinq of the stmtax Thus phonology may have
a function in the overall grartunatical system: it is not there
only to impose a limitation on the inventory of perceived
sounds, or the like, but may be the very code by which stmtax
is perceived and learnt.
For our purposes, it means that we have introduced one set of
rules. Speech will evldently deviate from this, but its avelage
realization rvilt cluster around these values, and the increased
predictability of sounds ( envi lonnental ly conditioned) in the
present code is therefore most probably nearer to the
linguistic reality of speech performance than the initial code
which had a simpler time definltion, Iess variation, and thus
less intersegmental depenalency-

fherefore, to answer the question, it cannot be the lack of
variation which causes the observed structures. If there is
'artificial' structure present, it must be due to the imposing
of more rule-govefned varlation in the coale than thele is in
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The thiad question above concerns the possibility that the
structures can be secondary traces of svntax rather than a

actual speech. Whether this can be the case or not, cannot be
determined right away, although it seems fair to guess that
this hardly can be the case (for the very simple reason that
such a!tificial structure would not conforrn to grammaticaf
structure). As repeatedly mentioned. the final test on the
reality and presence of the observed structures will have to
be made on a corpus of actual recorded speech.

primary cue to it. We may we]l think of a granmar which vnorks
entirely independently of distributional properties, i.e., with
no regards to the regulaiities in the expressi.on side, but
rrhich happens to create a phonetic suaface which possesses
distributional dependencies as a bi-product. This would for
exa$ple be the case if the slmtax contained strong constraiats
on word class order, and word class was (additionallv)
sigrrified by overt morphological narkers or even by molpheme
stlucture conditions. (Note that this is normally not the case:
fhere is typically an inverse proportionality between
constraints on word class order anal morphological marking). If
such were the case, then !,ie could possibly read some slmtactic
structure from the distribution of sounds. This can, though,
hardly be the case for Hungarian. As is well knorrn, constituent
order is extremely free in Hungarian, and, as shown above, even
the morphological malkers are extremely honophonous across word
class boundaries. These tleo factors are probably sufficient to
exclude the possibility for the present structures to be
secondary arbitrary traces of a syntax which works
independently of sound- It does not inply that the s)'ntax works
by means of sound distribution, but it piobably means that
sound is relevant to the Hungarian sl'ntax.

Thus there seems to be good reasons to assume that the observed
structures are indeed a pa.t of the grallultatical system of
Hungarian. This is, of course, on the condition that the
distributionally conditioned structures do in fact conforln to
the grammatical structures. The syntagms covered by the present
investigation (not reported her:e) have shown a relatively large
degree of correlation in structure. and only very few major
cases of serious segmentation errors (i.e., at a lower Ievel ).

For a more extensive account including a larger number of
slrntagms, we urill refer to the analyses prese.ted in the
appendix A below.

To the reading of these, we will finish this chapter by
reviewing for the reader the possible error sources which may
be part of an explanantion to the structures:

1. The composition of the corpus. Although the slmtactically
relevant data are extracted from very Iocal sound
relationships, the composition of the corpus is not entirely
ilrelevant for the present purpose. The corpus which has been
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used does not contain many of the character:istic contractions
of oral language, nor the char:acteristic vocabularies, in
particular those in the dialects of motherese.

3. The very poor vertical resolution, which hardly exceeds the
size of a tl4)ica1 phoneme inventory. Very inportant.

4. The insufficient data on durational values.
particular the incomplete alefinitions of environment
righthand environment is included, and even this
linited.

and in
Only the
is very

5. The errors in the corpus text (abbreviations, foreign names
and phrases, typographical codes etc.).

6. The choice of syntactic
Very important.

2. The general lack of variation, at all linguistic 1eve1s.

function to measure dependencies.

7. The choice of density function (for the present syntactic
iunction) -

B. The choice of x-value to which a dependency value
assigned. In the piesent investigation, a density value
assigned to the symbol with the same x-value as the middle
the inte.val for iehich the density has been computed-

is
is
of

9. The choice of the single symbol model rathel than the multi-
layered model .

10. FinaIIy, and most importantly, the aliagrams contain only
a vely sma11 part of the infoimation actually contained in the
syntactic structures. They show only the presence of local y-
value naxima, and aloes not co.tain anything on neither the
actual y-values nor the ielation between the these in e.g.
adjacent peaks.
zz
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Ze1lig Harris, whose approach to linguistic theory is very akin
to what we have preseoted heae, writes: "Does Ithe
distributionall structure reaIly exist in the language? The
answer is yes, as nuch as any scientific structure reaI1y exist
in the data which it describes. [. . . ] Does the structure really
exist in the speakers? Here we ale faced with a question of
fact, which is not directly or fully investigated in the
process of determining the distributional structure- Cleaaly,
certain behaviors of the speakers indicate perception along the
lines of the dist.ibutional st.uctu.e" (Harris 1955 p-149).
what we have found in the previous chapter seems to suggest an
affirmative answea evea to the second question, although the
distribution which Harris writes about is of a kind somewhat
different from what ne have investigated. Since the work of
Harris. probabilistic grammar has been very much overshadowed
by the prevailing generative paradigm. This is not the least
due to the early rejection by Chonsky of any possibility for
a probabilistic grarnmar to alescribe the grammatical
architectuae of Iinguistic competence. (See e-gr. Chomsky 1956
and 1957). Most discussions have, though, been centered aaound

CHAPTER 3: THE COGNITIVE BASIS FOR NON-DISCRETE GRAI{IAR

the possibility of a Markov qran$ar based on the conditional
probabillties of e- es I h I ti 1n

structures in e. g . a geaeralization process or in the
application of a possible transformational component. Rather,

particular a granma! over the probability matrices of word
occurrences. This is ifl essence a continuation of the work of
Harris, anal the distibutional staucture !,rhich he talks about.
is a structure based on the distribution of discrete linguistic
units. The Markov gralular models which have been presented are
all founded on discreteness of the units. The failure to set
up a satisfying model may be closely connected to this
precondition.

What is basically new in the present approach is the continuity
of the input to the grarunar, which implies that the phonetic
qualities of sound frequency distiibution and intensity as well
as the time metric are the significant parameters to the
slrntax. It makes non-discrete probabilistic slmtax an
essentially perceptual process, and the sj.ntactic structure is
the output of a perceptual organization of incoming sensory
data. This need not imply that this perceptual structuring is
the only stntactic structure in competence: There is nothing
in the model which paevents a subsequent processing of the

the model contains an account on how a primary syntactic
structuae can be extracted from the sensory data, to function
as the input for a possibly lllore logicalIy oriented grammatical
competence.
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Perception and non-discrete orarunat

For our purposes, what is of interest is whether the structures
we have found in the data can be directly perceived. If this
be the case, then we can assume the distributionally based
syntactic structure to be directly accessible to language
users. The core function in this process will have to be the
gradual accuRulation, through exposition to Iinguistic data,
of an expectation of sound co-occurrences- This is the
psychological pendant to conalitional probabiflties: A
mathematical expression such as p(alb), the probability of the
symbol ra' to appear under the precondition that the symbol 'b'
has occurred, is a neasure on such expectancies. The inteinal
representatlon of a conditional pr:obability is in the foam of
a learned capacity to predict the next event in a series of
interdependent eveots. If a subject is asked to guess the next
event in a series of trials, and each time the systen is in
state A of a Markov chain the subjectrs guess for the next
state is recorded, and it is found that the distribution of the
subject's guesses is in accordance with the transition
probability distribution in state A, then we will say that the
subject's expectancy is a aepresentation of the true transition
probabilities. It has been repeatedly shor{'n experimentally that

a subject approaches asynptotically the transition probability
distribution in a Markov chain. A11 current theories withln
mathematical psychology on learning processes are stochastic
and emphasize the probabilistic nature of learning- Coombs et
a1 .(1970) refers to the two main models as the operator model
(initiated by Robert Bush and Frederick Mosteller in the
beginnidg of the 1950's) and the finite state model (william
Estes 1950) respectively, and both are basically on a Markov
form: "The tno developnents fornulate the probabilistic nature
of the learning process in the same i\ray. The process is
conceived of as a sequence of discrete trials. Each trial
consists of the presentation of a stimulus situation to which
the subject responals by selecting one from a set of alterlative
responses in accordance with an associated set of
pr:obabilities; the response is followed by an outcome. which
may induce changes in the probability values before the next
trj.al . Therefore, in brief, the learning process is analyzed
into a sequence of discrete trials, each of which consists of
a stimulus, response, outcome/ and resultant probability f1ow.
AII models are concerned vrith describing this flow of
probability from trial to trial and the resulting sequence of
distributlons" (p-259). Thus, it is fully in Iine with leaming
theories to assume that, by a learning process. the
psychological expectancy of co-occurrence may be seen as
approaching the real, measurable transition probabilities in
the acoustic data which the subject is exposed to. One part of
the linguistic competence which is built in the initiaf stages
of a language acquisition process is therefore constituted by
a knoqrledge of the conditional probabilities of sound co-
occurrences (as well as the nuch simpler unconditional
probability values, which amounts to the plain frequencies of

learninq is a process in which the expectancy distribution of
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sounds). These data corresponds to the database in our
i nvest i gat i on.

For the perceptual process/ a question of central importance
is how this knowledge is employed in the perceptual
organization of the incoming sensory data. There are theories
which directly employ the infornation theoretical apParatus.
Garner (1962) is the classic on an information theoretical
approach to perceptual processes and discrimination. It
provides a model for, amongst other things, pattern recognition
and concept formation. It is. for practical pulposes, mainly
concentrated on visual perception. but do also cover auditoly
perception which may be treated in very similar way. The notion
of uncer:taintv, measured as entropy, is central to the model,
and it analyzes perceptual organization as a function of
information flow: The highei the uncertainty (i.e., the entropy
as an average information value) in some area of the sensory
field, the more prominentfy will it appear in the peaceptual
process. Numerous experiments are repor:ted. among which the
followinq may be relevant in the present context: '!The
beglnning and ends of words carry the greatest information, and
the middle ]etters of wolds are the most redundant. Does this
fact have any effect on how words are perceived? Data from an
experiment by Haslerud and Clark (1957) show that it does- They
required subjects to read nine-Ietter words which $rere
presented tachistoscopically for 40 msecs at a rather low level
of illumination, The accuracy with which various letters we!e
r:epo.ted is shown Iin the following figure: ] " (Garner p-259f. ).

T5

50

z5

o c?
PO5 r 0i\t !t
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N fiORD

f i,g -26

(The figure is after Garner p,260). what this experiment shows,
is that the the beginning and end of (ni e-tettei) words
receive the highest perceptual attention. As was found in the
curves based on the informationally defined dependency
function, the dependency, i.e-, the constraint di stribut i on
was generally highest in the middle of linguistic units in the
Hungarian data, which means that the uncerE4!!!y or eDtlopy,
i.e., the information f1ow, is generally highest in the
beginning and the end. fhe experiment reported in Garner shows
that this (distributionally defined) information flow is

t:- r: r
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perceptual attention. This experiment illustrates the basic
content of informationally oliented models of perception. Fred
Attneave, who has also contributed substantially to the
information theoretically oriented work in the psychcrlogy of
perception, presents e.g. in Attneave (1954) an infornational
interpletation of visual perception: "Information is
concentrated along contours Lof sensed objectsl (i.e., regions
where colors changes abruptly), and is furthel concentrateal at
those points on a contour at which its direction changes most
rapidly (i.e-, at angles or peaks of curvature)" (p-I84). The
point is that these areas of high information flow will also
be crucial for percePtual discrimination and pattean
recognition, a proPosal which seems to be in line with other
models of pelception.

Garner reports another experiment on the effects of
distributional constrailt on the perception: Mi11er (1958)
generated nonsense words of length 4 to 7 letters by meaos of
a restricted alphabet (only four discrete s]'mboIs: the
consonants 'g', 'n', 's' and 'x'), and subjects were askeal to
learn anal subsequently recalI Iists of nine of these nonsense
r,rords. There were two types of words: In one set, they vTere
generated by means of distributional constraints (i.e.,

directly perceDtible in the sense of governing the level of

corresponding to morDheme struc ure condi t i ons ) whi ch
overrepresented some letter sequences and underrepresented
others, anal in the other set, the worals were generated with no
such constraints, i.e., theY had a random di str ibution- The
result is as sl,oim in the following figure (after Garner,
p -27 2) |
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The y-axis shows the mean number of coirectly recalled words,
while the x-axis shows the number of iepetitions, i.e.,
roughly, the rehearsal tine or anount of learning. The
experinelt shows that distributional constraints highly favours
the Iearning process. In the present experiment, the alPhabet
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size is so small that co-occutrence constraints are extremely
rapidly learnt, anal a database of tiansition piobabilities rrill
be very quickly establ i shed.

However, a ralrdotr distribution has a higher infornation flow
than a const!ained one (distributional constraints qIe
information flow filters). This means that there is more
information in the r:andom strings than in the constrained ones/
and if the results are correcteal foi this (the exact
information flow can easily be calculated), it turns out that

it takes longer to learn landom sequences, the amount of
information gained per time unit is gleater than for
constrained sequencesrr (Garner p- 273 ) . Thus, again, the
information flow affects the perceptual process in the sense
that the perceptual organization operates directly on the
structural information. If experience is acquired, such that
an expectancy fiatches the occurrence of sl'nbols, this amounts
to a leduction of the information flow, !.rhi 1e the learning rate
is irnproveal.

This tetls us two things: The perceptual organization of
incoming sensory data, i.e. , the peiceptual graunmar, is
concentrated on peaks of information fIovr, i.e., where there
is minimal distributional constraints, such as we typically
have found around segment borders. The learning process is,
though, favoured by maximal distributio4al constraints. such
as \de typically have found in the data between segment borders.
Grammatical processlnq by rule should thus be favoured by low
distributional constraints, i.e-, high perceptual salience due

f r L n 1s ac ui red er t ime unit thro h the lea n
of the random strinqs than t hroush constrained strinqs. "l{hi le

to high j.nformat i on flow. while L exlcal representation bv r9!e

We do, though, not have to rely on information theoretical
neasures on distributionaf structure- Although the first
syntactic function in our investigation showed notable

learning should be favoured by a lower perceptual salience and
a lower information flow through constrained sound sequences.
The (according to my knowledge) universal presence of morpheme
structure conditions fully supports this.

This suggests that stretches of sound over which there are
perceptible distributional constr:aints wiII tend to be
lexicalized, irhile the absence of such constraints suggests an
interpretation according to the granmatical structure of the
souad sequence. As the experiments reporteal by Garner Point to,
the structure will be established on a perceptual basis.

It should finally be mentioned that the ifliormationally
oriented models of Garner has been somewhat refined and updated
in Ga.ner ( 1974 ) -
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similarities !,rith the informationally defined dependency curve,
(and may thus indirectly receive support from the Garner
model), the functions are sti11 basically different. The main
difference between them lies in the fact that the time distance
between the pails to a larger extent is an integrated Part of
the first syntactic function (and not only of the records in
the database). The most irunediate reactlon to this function,
from a perceptual processing point of view, is that it involves
large amounts of alata- The values computeal fo! the y-axis,
continually along the x-axis, are based on density computations
over hundteds of thousands, or even mil1ions, of pornts, such
as we have defined the function. This is, though, not
necessarily large amounts of data in a perceptual framework:
The amount of information which reactres the sensory register
from the senses is so vast, that one of the main probLems for
perceptual psychology is to account for how it is possible that
such ilunense amounts of data can be organized and structured
into a conceptual fr:amework with such unbelievable efficiency
as it has in the human perceptua] processing.

A particularly interesting notion in this connection is the by
noi{ generally approved distinction between a short-term and a
Long-term memoay system, in its modern forn experimentally
tested simulateously by Biown (1958) and Peterson and Petelson
(1959), although it in its original form stems as far back as
to William James. Experiments showed that when subjects were
presented with a sma1l set of nonsense words, and they
subsequently were asked to perform rehearsal prevention tasks,
such as counting backwards, i.e., they were prevented faom
rehearsing for themselves the data which they had been
piesented to, and they finally aftei a relatively short
interval (from zero to 18 seconds) were asked to repeat the
nonsense words, it turned out that the data decayeal extremely
rapidly from memory- The following figure shows the amount of
data retained in menory as a function of tine:

't

I

l-

(The diagram is from E11is & Hunt (1989) p.70). Since such
rapid decay evidentty is not the case for all memorized data.
it was concluded that there must be several (at least two)
different memory systems with different functions and coding



systems. The main hypothesis was that short-term memoiY had its
basic function in keeping r:elatively lalge amounts of data in
a memory store for perceptual structuring before the readily
structured 'chunks' of information are handed over to the long-
term memory, which has a virtually unlimited storing capacity.
For this purpose of functioning as a central processing unit,
there is no need for a Iong storage capacity in short-term
memory, since the data wilt continuouslY be replaced by new
incoming data.

Subsequent experiments have corroborated these findings- In
particular, BaddeleY (1966b) rePorts some experiments in which
subjects were presented auditorilv with lists of words (not
nonsense, and short enough to be retained in short-term memoly)
which were either acoustically or semantically similar, and the
subiects were asked to recall the words after a certain
retention interval The remarkable results of these experimeflts
showed that the lists containing acoustically similar words
were poorly r:ecalled (on1y 9.6% coarectly reproduceal, against
as much as 82.1* for control Iists), while the lists of
semantically similar words were reProduceal with 64.72
correctness (as against 71"6 for control tists). From this al)d
sinilar experiments testing the long-term memory system,
Baddeley concludeal that "subjects show retnarkable consistency
and uniformity in using an almost exclusively acoustic coding
system for the short_term remembering of alisconnected word6.
There is abundant evidence that this is not true of long-term
nernory" (Baddeley 1966b). On the contrarY, Baddelev found that
long-tern memory had a semantically oriented coding system-

Thus, in addition to the basic sensory register which receives
the raw sensory data for a fir:st Preprocessing, the model
contalned one memory systern (of short dulation) with an
acoustic coding and another system with a semantic coding (and
a long duration).

These findings aae by now generally accePted, although the
sharp distinction between a short_te!m and a long-ter& memorY
system has beeo somewhat softeneal. Baddeley later revised the
notion of a particular short-term memory system with a mole
general notion of a working memory with a number of different
functions, and Baddeley (1986) piesents a model of the working
memory as consisting of

1. a modality-free central executive (sonething close to
traditional attention),

2- a module speciallzed for spatial and/or visual coding,
3. an articulatoly looP which holds information in a

speech-based form.

The latter consists of a passive Phonological store which is
directly concerned with speech perception, as well as an
articulatory process that is linked to speech Production' As
to the former of these, speech_based infornation can be enteled
into the phonological store
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1. directly through auditory presentation
2. indirectty thiough subvocal articulation
3. indirectl.y via phonologica] infor:mation stored in long-

term memory -

(The previous passages are rough quotations from Eysenck &

Keane (1990)). There is by now very staong evidence that the
cioser we come to the sensory registet, the more will the
ccCing be in the form of acoustic palameters (frequency,
intensity, duration), while the lcng-term memory stole contains
mainly semantically coded information as qrel1 as the
3ccumulated knowledge of sound co-occurrences.

The shoat-term nature of knowledge on acoustic dat3 has Lleen
repeatedly shown by various expeaiments. Eysenck & Keane (1990)
repcrt erperiments done by Ireisman (1964), "who asked people
to repeat back aloud (i-e., shado''.r ) the message Prese:rted to
one ear while igirroring a conculient messaele presented to the
other ear- She presenteC the same message tc bnoth ears, but
in such a way that the shadoureal messaEe eithe, preceded or
followeC the non-shadowed messags. !ihe. tiie non-shadowed
message preceied the shadowed message, the t'ro meassages were
only recoEnized as being i:he satne whe. theY weie ''ri:hitl 2 sec.
cf each other. Thrs suEgests that the temporal duration of
unattended auditory iiiformation in echoic storage is
approximately 2 sec., although other estimates are slightly
lonqer" (p.138). Further:more, BaCdeley, Thomson and Buchanan
(19?5) disccveieal that "their subjects coulC provide ifi.nediate
serial recaIl of approxinatelT as niany ljords as they coulC :3ad
out aloud in trrc seconds- This suggested that the capacity oi
the articulatory loop is deterflined b-t tenpor:al cul:aticfl in the
sanie iray as a taPe 1oop" (Eysenck & Keane p-143). Garnei (1962)
Coes not menticn aniT particular: tine lir]llt, but notes that ".he
most sulprisinE aspect of laboiatoral: experiments on the
learning of statistical depende.cies Iin speech] is that lrhat
cai be learned is so .re.y limited- The available evidence
suggests that simple coni:inEencies of aCjaceal- s?nbols can be
learned faitl:' easi17, but that longen sequences, even when
invaiiable in n3i-uie, are learned only'rith difiicuity. [..-]
Huinans can learn not cnly cist.ibutional probabilities of a
stimulus series; they can elso fearx sequential prcirabilities
if these e-.list. Tis s:.;err.rnentai e'/idence availabie suggests
that ieai:ninE of sequenirlal constr:aints lrhich exlst over mcre
than a very smafi nunbe. cf steps is very difficult" (Garner
p.305 and 308),

These findings are very much ill ii.e with oul: Cata. Froft the
database extr:acted from colpus A, the anount of a'Terage
Cistributlonal Cependency per position ('rhich foi this databas=
means steps of 5msec pe. position) can be cc*puted as the sum
of differ:ences bet',{ee:1 the conditional and the unconCiticnal
prcbabillties. The following fig-Jre sho'^-s the ielative
alependency, i.e-, the ielative sl,ntactic importance, such as
we have defined it, in this database. The y-axis is the valua
of the function y = log x lp(alb)-p(a)1, while the x-a,is is the
tlme lnterval beti{'een the pair of sound qualities:
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what is particularly interesting in this context is the notable
similarity with the amount of memory decay in short-term memory
such as it is shown in fig.28, as well as the notable
correfation with the 2 sec interval for storing capacity of
acoustic data in the articulatory }oop of the working memory
nroalel . what this suggests, is that distributional
interdependencies between the sounds are indeed processeal in
the short-term memory system as a part of the perceptual
plocessing of incoming acoustic data. This may be the vely
reason why these interdepenalenci es are there, and in particular
why they have the durational extension as they have.

The function of short-term memory is, as mentioned, to provide
a reaalily paocessed 'chunk' of information which can be handed
over to long-tern memory for permanent storage in semantic
form- If, though, this processing is dependent on the
distributional properties ('\rithin approx. a 2 sec interval) of
the speech sounals, it is evident that short-term memory (or
whatever equivalent there is for it in a perceptual model) need
access to the database over sound interalepenalencies. This is
exactly what the revised model in Baddeley (1986) suggests, in
which the articulatory loop has access to the phonological
(speech-based) information stored in long_tern nemory. The
problem we envisage here is the same as has been the locus of
much controversy within perceptual psychology: It concerns the
problem of whether perception is data-dfiven (bottom_up models)
or concept-driven (top-dovm models), i.e., if the outPut of a
perceptual process is ultimately determined by the incoming
data on]y, or whether it relies on previous concept- format ion
and thus is influenced by long-term memory. For our purPoses,
the most inportant fact is that both opinions exist. The debate
is by no means settled, but, as Eysenck & Keane (1990, p.95)
renark:, I'The most reasonable position is that the relative
importance of bottom-up and top-down processing dePends on the
particular circumstances in which perception occuls. Most of
the time, both kinds of processing wiIl jointly determine
perceptual experience and performance. As a consequence, what
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is needeal is more of a theoretical understanding of the waYS

in which bottom-up and top-alown processing intelact". There
seems to be much theoretical support for the assumption that
short-term (or wor:king) memory can have access to the knowl'edge
of sound co-occurrence probabilities stored in long-term nemory
in t he verv perceptu al Drocessinq of the acoust i c data. This

processing (P.D.P. ) modet, such as presented in e.g' Rumelhart
and McClelland (1982), in which there is a feedback system
which involves both incoming acoustic data and previously
established conceptualizations. when talking about a perceptual
process, they remark that "this [...] process was guided both
iy the acoustic featules of the input itself and by top-dowrr
altivation from higher levels through the word level to the
phonological leveI " (P.C2).

If we can assune that the knowledge of 1oca1 sound
interdependenci es do in fact enter into the perceptual process,
we may tonsider the hypothesis of Perceptual parsing of the
slmtai as part]y corrobolateal- The process will typically be
a continuous assignment of slmtactic dependencY over a span of
approximately (or maximally) 2 seconds, and a continuous
plisinq tnrough a alensity (or any other appropriate) function'
in the above diagrams, it was found that theie was a prominent
and cleaity appearing structure up to approximately y =

3-5/3-6, which amounts to a time interval of apPlox. 3 to 4

seconils - Since this exceeds the interval which (according to
Treisman's and BaddeleY's findings) can be kept in short-term
memory. we can either assune that the actuat time span in which
acoustic data can be Processed is slightly longer than the
suggested 2 seconds (such as hinted to by Eysenck & Keane), or
," Can asso." that only structures extracted from intervals up
to 2 seconds are syntactically significant- This amounts to
reading the aliagrams up to y = 3'3 onry' The povelty of our
data al well as the relative uncertainty connected with the
definition of slmtactic function do, though, not allow for: any
further generatizations or conclusions on this matter'

A final question concerning the a&ount of data to be processed
needs peihaps to be aliscussed- How can a alensitv function be
handle-d in a perceptual processing? The situation for the

is also very much in line with the parallel distiibuted

syntagm parsing function is in fact very similai to a Parallel
Consider theprocess in the interpretation of visual alata

f 01 Iol^ring il lustration :
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(The pictuae is fron Le

f is. 30

Monde, 30. 12.91, photo: B-Enguerand).
lrhen we see an ordinaly newspaper picture such as
we have no problems ln organizing the data into the

the present,
recognition

ofa
I arqe

face, although the incom
r or smaller de sity of

ing sensory data are nothing but
printer's ink on a flat surface-

If the present picture shoulal be digitalized and sto
satisfactory form (with a sufficiently high resoluti

red in a
on) in a

computer, the amounts of data would have been very large
indeed. For our purposes, the most interesting Point is the way
we interpret these density fluctuations- CorresPonding to the
most 1ocaI density measurenents in our itlvestigaton, say, a
morphemic leveI, we can also distinguish a Local fluctuation
in the picture's density as an eye, a 1iP, a wrinkle. I^lhen we
parse it over a larger interval, say, the phrase level in the
lbo,re "1r..res, the 1ocal density ftuctuations will merge into
larger patterns, and we can recognize a face, a hand, a body
against the backgrounal, and so forth- It may Perhaps remain as
a mystery how we can process such vast amounts of sensory Clata
with such ease, but the fact is that we can. The acoustic
parsing of speech may, such as the above syntactic function
suggests, be in a similar form.

A final word on the apparently temDoral nature of these density
conputations: Thls is, though, only apparently. Reca1l that it
seems as if at least 2 seconds of acoustic data in succession
can be held simultaneously in working memory. This means that
for an interval of 2 seconds, the data will exist
synchronicallv in memory, and can be processed just as similar
anrounts ot aata from any other senso.y input, such as visual
sensation. The continuously incoming data will update the
nemory as previously entered data decay 'in the other end',
much as the landscaPe passes outsiale a tlain winalow. Thus the
very capacity of the part of menory (Presumably working memorY)
whiah is utilized fol acoustic alata processiIIg will constrain
the area ovei which dependencies can be recorded. If this
capacity has an upper linit of 2 seconds (or slightly more),
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this corresponds well to the l-imits we have founal for
significant dependencies in the alatabase as well as the limits
foi significant structure in the diagrams over local maxima in
the density function. If this be the case, then we can possibly
give a principled account fol why Phrases tend to have the
extension they have. and why - although transformational
glafiullar argues that sentences can be infinite]y long without
iosing their gratrunaticality - phrases can hardly exceed certain
Iimiti of duration without losing their i'nmediate
conrpiehensibility. (Although. of course, much longer phrases
can be handleal and interpreted analytically by being kept in
long-term nemory).

Thus there is considerabte support flom Perceptuaf psychologY
for the assumpt ion that distributional stlucture is
perceptible, and there are strong indications that it is
processed by means of a short-term or wolking
characterizeal by non-semantic, acoustic coding,

mernory system,
such that the

pulely acoustic dependencies which exist In time can be kePt-synchronically for processing over a Iimlted interval' In
particutar, it seems aeasonable to assume that continuous
lrammar provides long-telm menorY with readily segmented chunks
ot aata 1o constitute a lexiqq4 of linguistic segments, to be
se![antical]y coded- This is futly in line with the generally
approved conception of the encoding system i n long-term memory
In addition to its particular susceptibility to semantic
coding, a notable feature of long-term memory is that it seems
tobeofa distinctive or dictete nature. Eysenck ( 1979 ) has
found that "memory traces v,,hich are distinctive or unique in
sone way will be more readily retrieved than memory traces
which closety resemble a number of other memory tlaces'r
(Eysenck & Keane (1990) p.151). This characteristic favouring
of aliscreteness nakes it siml1arly natural to assume that what

on
as

in the present study have terned discrete grallrmal: operates
Iong-telm menory, siDce it typically takes
input.

discrete items

Discrete qrafirmar g ralized from continuous ramma r -

In short. the contlnuous graNnar !'rhich we have outlined here
may have the general function of performing a basic. for:mal
re;ognition task (of sound qualities) and providi'g the long-
term menory with discrete segments for the lexicon' The
continuous granrnar wiII also generate a syntactic structure
over the utierance. If a discrete granmar can be generalized
from the continuous syntactic structules, then we have a
possible principted explanantion for how a I j nguistic
-onpetence can be acquired through exposition to a language,
and we have an alternative to the innateness hyPothesis'

a generalized gramlnar be extracteal from a continuous
For the latter, it is essential that it will create
structure over aII utterances, since it takes the

How can
grammar ?
a unique
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acoustic parameters frequency. intensity and duration (with
some fine resolution) as input, anal we from a practical point
of view can consialer aII utterances to be unique in this
respect (it is hardly possible to create two acoustically
identical utterances) - This means that the segments which are
the output from the perceptual parsing will never be exactly
ldentical. to any other previously parsed segment. If we
conslder the segmentation as consisting in recognizing local
ninima in the cognitive (nental) pendants to the culves we have
paesented above, then neither the curvature itself nor the
sound sequence associated with it !.ri11 be ialentical to
pieviously segmented matter. In a generatization process, in
which the first step will be to build a lexicon of dlscrete
segnents, the process of coqnitive olqanization witl be
central . It is defined in E11is & Hunt as "Organization is the
process which grouPs discrete, individual items into Iarger
units based on a specific relationship among the items" (p.92).
In the present context, the discrete units will be the
alifferent sound sequences delimited by the 1oca1 curvature
minima. Organization typically favours similarities between the
items which are groupeal together, and is known to be of central
importance for the functioning of long-term lllenory. But, as was
mentioned above, Iong-term memorY also favours aliscreteness:
A distinct trace (i.e., which is maximally easy to distinguish
from other traces) is more easily retrieved fron Iong-term
memory than a less distinct taace- This seems at first glance
to represent to opposing conceptions of long-term memory-
Accordlng to El1is & Hunt: "we now seem to be conflonted with
iliametrically opposed prescriptions for good memory.
Organization argues for the encoiling of similarities, whereas
levels of processing I i . e. , which pertains to the
distinctiveness hypothesisl emPhasizes encodingr of differences"
(p.104). This is. though, only aPparentlv so: Due to the verv

'chunks' to be sufficiently discrete or alifferent, a process
which organizes similar itens into larger groups is of course
necessary. An iltustration of the process could be the
representation of the set of real numbers as the set of integel
numbers: AII numbers between 1.500 and 2.499 are more similar
to the number 2 than to anY other integer. and if all these
organized by this similaiity into the integer number 2, (and
the same is done with all other real numbeis), the resulting
representation (7,2...) wilt be more alisciete than if they were
stoaed as real numbers: Thele is more difference between 1 and
2 than there is betwee 1.499 and 1.500. (Evidently, over a
certain interval the nufilbe. of encoded integers will also be
mich smaller than the number of real numbefs). ?hus the two
Iong-term memory principles favouring oxganization by
similaaity and encoding by distinctness work in the same
direction. A Iexicon of discrete units may therefore be
motivated by the wery biological architecture of long-term
memory.

fhe generalization process wilI, then, tyPically consist ifl the
encodlng of segments which have sufficiently similar curvatures
and acoustic properties as identical Iexical entries. Theie

continuous nature of the mat ter to be stored , in order for the
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must be room for differences both vertically and horisontally.
The limits for acceptable variation need not concern us here:
It seems reasonable to assume that these will be conditioned
by the pa.ticular (possibly subjective, see E11is & Hunt p.93f)
needs for distinctiveness, and may shorv considerable variation.

The slmtactic structure generateal in short-tern memory may,
though, be mu] t i -dimensional , and segmentation can be carried
out in a number of vrays. In the function we alescribed above,
the structures were curving surfaces in three-dimensi onal
space, and the choice of z-value would ultimatelY determine the
segmentation of the utterance: A 1ow z-va1ue woulal give
segmentations at morpheme (or even Phoneme) level, while a
higher z-value would yield word or Phrase leve] segmentation.
If, then, we assume that even these higher-level segmentations
are encoded in long-term memory by the same piinciples of
orqanization and distinctiveness, the lexicon wilI contain
segments at all leve]s: Morphemes, words, phrases, and possrbly
phonenes. The discovery of the deconpositionality of larger
entries into smaller entries amounts to the discovery of a
slrntactic rule. This rule will typically be a phr:ase structure
(or a morhological.) iule-

We neeal not be concerned here by the way this lule rrtill be
represented cognitively, nor by the exact Point at which it
wifl become productive. In its simplest form, it need not be
anything more than the discovery of the alecomPositionality, and
the rule may be reptesented as such at an unproductive ]eve] .

we must here emphasize that this decompos i t i onal i ty in its
simptest form is nothiog else than the recognition of the
appearance of local minima in the culvatures as o e moves from
a high to a lower z-value- It is, though, by the generalization
inherent in the sinplified representation caused by the
principles of organization and distinctiveness in long-term
memory that a part of one phrase (or other segment ) is
recognized as the same as a part of another phrase (or
segment). It must be this interconnection between parts of
phrases (segments) which makes the compositionality in
syntactic structures Productive. Or, in other words: The
productivity of discrete g.anmar apPears in the moment when the
conpositionality inherent in the unique, non-discrete s1'ntactic
structures can be extended to apply intersegmentally as we1l.

]n this way rre can assune that a discrete grammar can be
generalized from continuous syntactic structures, and become
proaluctive by means of the principles of organization and
distinctiveness characteiistic for the biological architecture
of the human lonq-term memorY system. The mapping from a non_
discrete to a alisciete grammal will thus prinaiily consist in
the mapping from short-term to long-term memory encoding, and
secondly in the productivity by the discreteness of the latter-
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The model as sketched so far suggests that there may be a
basic-Ievel, non-discrete gaanmar which operates in short-term
memory anal extracts the slmtactic structure from acoustic input
in a perceptual process. In addition, there may be a disciete
grammatical competence which functions in a much more
ilogistic' manner, Possibly utilizlng the characteristic
fac;lties of long-term memory in generalizing from the
perceptually organized grammatical input. These alivergent
granmars $ay be laalically different, or they may be ends on a
iontinuous scale, ranging from 1ow-Ievel to tligh-1ewe1

B i l inqual s .

cognitive processes as the basis for the organizatlon of input
and the semantic interpretation of it Since hi gh- IeveI

fhis subdivision (of a possibly continuous scale) may be seen
as receiving support from lesearch on bilinoual children ' This
group of language users should be particularly interesting from
6ur viewpoint, since these childten will be continuously
exposed to linguistic data which Possess different grammatical
structules and hence to a much larger extent will have to be
analytically aliscximinated in ordet to be interpretable. Thus,
if the low-leve1 competence is developed at an early stage in
language acquisition and high-1eve1 glammars are developed
fater 1n a generalizatron process. we should in fact expect
bilingual chi1d."t to be in ]arger need of the high-1eve1,
analyiically oriented graflrmar as compared to the unilingual
chi ldren -

This seems to be the case. A number of studies have
lnvestigated the impact of bilingualism on cognitive skills,
and it now seems qenerally aPproved that bilingualism favouls
the cognitive development. Although a large number of
i vestigations have showD the negative impact from bilingualism
on cognitive development, it seens to be the case that these
are bisically associated erith minority language gioups oi othel
extralinguistic, social factors (Cummins & Swain 1986, p'17)'

Curunins & Swain also draw a distinction between language
proficiency in context-embeddeal communication and such
proficiency in context-reduced situations. The former pertains
nainly to personat, inteiactive colununication, v,,hiIe the latter
"relies primarily on linguistlc cues to meaning and may in some
cases involve susPending knowledge of the 'real' world in order
to interptet (or manipulate) the logic of the coNnunication
appropriitely" (p,152f). The distinction is a revision an'l

"iiUoi-tiott 
of an earlier theoreticat distinction between basic

cognitive paocesses operates on the output fron Iow-1eveI
ptocesses, these different grainmatical competences can be seen
ls providing input for each other and exist in a feeding
systern- The high-1eve1 competences will typically be concept-
o;iented, in taking the readilY processed chunks of
conceptualized output from working memory as input, and shoul'l
thus expecteally be operating on cateqorized matter' In
comparison, the Iow-Ievel conpetence should be gelElIy
oriented.
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interpersonat communicative skills (BICS) and
cognitive/academic language proficiency (CALP) ( Cururins 1980).
Although Cummins & Swain stress the amount of shared reality
as the ,nost important difference, the most interesting
alifference ( for our purposes) between these two paopsed
proficiencies lies 1n the presence/absence of alirect acoustic
input in the comnunication: The former relies on the acoustic
coding of the linguistic stlucture, while the latter primalily
involves non-acoustic coding such as written Ianguage. What is
of interest to us is that these seem to be two different
competences in language users, with a different development
under various conditions, particulaity investlgated fol
bilingual chi 1dren.

Of even more interest are the experiments calried out on
bilingual children's orientation to language. Cuunins & SL'7ain
( 1986; p.2O) renarks: "Ianco-worraIl (L972), in a studv
conducted in South Africa, reported that bilingual children
brought up in a one-person, one_language hone envlronment were
nore orienteal to the senantic rather than the acoustic
properties of words and were more aware of the arbitrary
assignment of worals to refelents than were unilingual chil'Iren'
[. . . ] Ben-zeev (197'7a,19't'7b\ has reported findings irhich
suggest that bilinguals alevelop a more analytic orientatiorr to
language and more sensitivity to feedback cues- Ben_zeev
(1977b) hypothesized that bilinguals devetop this analytic
strategy tawards language as a means of overcoming interlingual
interfeience". Further investigations are reported which
suggest that "ear1y bilingualism can accelerate the separatlon
of sound and meaning".

It was argued in chaPtel 1of the Present study that the
aliscreteness of grarNnar is closely connected with the extent
of ( assumed or perceived) arbitrarity in the linguistic sign'
In comparison, a ,ron-discrete granunai wiIl assune a mrch
smallei degree of arbitrarity and a more immediate presentation
of meaning in sound. This seems to be firmly supported by these
f indings -

Our hypothesis that bilingual children will be more oriente'l
towarai a disclete, long-te.m memory governed gr:ammatical
interpretation of speech is thus furthermore supported by
experinents carlieal out and reported by Cummins & Swain (1986)'
A group of bilingual as well as a control group of unilingual
children wele tested by means of questions of the followiag
soft: "SuPPose you wete rnaki g up nanes for things, could you
then call the sun "the moon'I and the moon "the sun"?" (p.24)'
It turned out that almost 7OZ of the bilingual children would
accept such interchange. while only 27-5t would do so anong the
unilinguals- Although Cufinins & Swain stress that caution is
required in inter:preting the results, the flndings still point
in the same direction as Ianco-Worral1's conclusions. that
bilingnrals to a larger extent than unj linguals conceive the
relationship between meaning and form as arbitrary.

why should biliaguals prefer the discrete gramflar. which
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implies such arbitrarity in the significatioo? The reason must
be found in a largei dlfficulty in cofiununicating through a non-
discrete grammar which functions by means of a direct
perceptual interpretation. This coutal point to a function of
non-discrete graflunaa as providing a more ifiunediate
interpretation, which, possibly due to the very short time
spans altowed fot such processing in short_term memory, does
not give room for considerations on which percePtual coale is
required. (In true bilingualism, we nust suppose that the two
codes have radically different alistributional proPerties, while
this need not be the case for more closelY related dialects or
idiolects), This again coutal suggest that the Derceptual code

interactively with the updating of the alatabase over sound
relationships, in the process of language acquisition. we
return to this below, in the sumnary of tequirements for the
I anguage acquisition process -

The immediateness of peiceptual interpretation which we have
in mind can be illustrated by the immediateness of visual
perception. When we see an oralinary object, say, a table or: a
chair, we nornally interpret it immediately, with no delay by
doubt. If, however, we encounter situations in which we
frequently discover that ou! first and iNnediate interPletation
was illusory or erroneous, $e wilI lealn to doubt the immediate
perception and introduce reflection and assessment of the
interpretations. The nore often we aae mistaken or misled by
our own perceptual structuring and conceptualization of the
inconing data, the more will we establish a hesitant anal
analytical assessment of oul: interpretat i ons. This is exactly
the situation which bilingual children face in their everyday
1ife, if the incoming linguistic data are sometimes in one code
and sometimes in another. This nay be the simple reason why
bilinguals tend to develop a more analytical orieatation
towards language.

Semantics.

ired I earnin , and must be bui1t, PossiblY

organization and conceptualization, we nornally do not
the possibj.lity that the incoming visual data are not

The illustration can be taken even further i.nto a simple
seinantic mode} . When we do not doubt our visual perceptual

consider
ident i cal

with the object which we recognize them as. On the contrary,
these alata 4I9 the very object: we have to peiform a fairly
complex philosophical analysis to be able to distinguish
between these incoming data and the 'Ding an sich'. This
itunediateness, this undoubted identification of the pelceived
data with the reality we ascribe to them, is closely
paraIleIled in a non-arbitrary conception of the signification
in speech. It is not irrelevant which form these visual sensory
ilata have, since we do not distinguish bet een the alata and the
object: If the visual data are different, so is their
'referent' (the object) as i,elI. For a semantics which works
along the same principles in a perceptual Process, the
identification of a meaning in the perceptually structured
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incoming acoustic data will be equatty undoubted and immediate.
The semantics of non-discrete gr:ammar will consist in
assignment of meaning to the distributional structule (in our
investigation represented by a curving surface in three-
dimensional space ) .

The illustration of semantics in acoustics with the semantics
in visual perception should not be understood too narrowly. The
senses matwell have different functions as to what ontological
status we assign to the Perceived structures, and a simple
linguistic semantic model could e.g. assign priorlty to the
ontological status of non-speech-like sensory data' In the
peicepiion of distributional structure in speech (which
presurnalty is much more prominent and regular than the
distrilutionat structule in other auditory perceptions), this
sinple semantics could see an identifi cation of the speech-
induceal DerceDtuaf structure with other simultaneous senso rv
4gEg as the basic semantic function. In particular, we
possibility open for this identification to incl
au,areness of mentaf content. A OgLL!eg-99!4!!g would

keep the
uale the
thus be

the identification of the mental content arising from the
definition with the expression to be defined. (When, e.9., a
chilals asks for the meaning of a word). From a non-discrete
point of view, the whole structure (the whole curving surface
in the model we have sketched) can be assigned meaning in its
identificatlon with the totality of other simultaneous sensory
alata: In a completely non_discrete gtanmar, it wlII not be
subdivided into smalle! parts. From a sYntactic point of view,
this coaresponds to a syntax which lists all utterances
unsegmenteal, and from the recently mentioned language
orientation view, this will be a mi imally arbitrary
signification: The identification is inunediate and unanafyzed'
Claarly, each such structure wl11 be unique (since aIl
utterances are unique in a non-aliscrete granrmar with a high
resolution) and have a unique neaning, tarhich means that the
interpretation !,7i11 be a continuous naming function with no
repetitions. In principle, this also neans that since each
id;ntification (or the continuous process) is not r:epeated and
neeal therefore not be recognized, it need not be stored in
memory for a longer time- Thus, there is no need for a
aetrieval of the str:ucture fol a recognition process, and the
semantics of a completely non-discrete graruIlai wiI] not consist
in the recognition of establlshed meanings or meaning elenents,
but rather be the very identification function itself_

A first segnentation wi1I, though, apPeaa in the moment a part
of the structure is identified with a pqa! of the accompanYing
sensory alata, e.g., a prominent curvature in the curving
surfac6 is identified with some other. say, visuai perceptual
prominent part-structure (a face, a body, some object). This
ialling-apart of the total structure into subparts may then be
of the same form as the recognition of one Part of a segment
as lEeltjfel to a part of another segment in the generalization
process of discrete grammar- Thus the very generalization
process which makes alisciete grammar Ploaluctive nay induce even
the semantic recognition process: A part of the perceived
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speech structure is no longer unique, but it now nanes a part
of another perceptual structure in the same manne! as it has
done before. There 1s a repetition or reinforcement of the
identification or naming by the ret.ieval of an identical trace
from long-term memory- This would be the first step towards a
more extetsive segmentation and a meaning assignment of Parts
of the speech- structure identified with parts of other sensory
structures (or conceptual i zat ions ) in a repetitive process in
Iong-term memory. This would thus be the building of a lexicon
through a broader or finer segmentation of the utterances, and
a conconitant assignment of meaning to these generalized
Iexi cai entries.
The introduction of arbitrarity could be seen as the very loss
of uniqueness in the meaning assignment: As long as meaninq is
a pure continuous naming process which is unique in each
moment, the identification may be as total as our nornal
identification of the incoming visual sensations with the
objects we assume to perceive. If more than one element from
a category can represent the category equally weII, and they
lepaesent this category and not themselves, then the naming is
not unique, since any element from a category can name the
referent equally we11. This is basically the same as bilingual
children wilt experience, when veiy different words (fron
different languages ) apply to the same referents' Ar:bitrarity
may thus be the product of a simple alienization process by the
segnentation and the categorization inherent in the long_term
nenory storage format, In linguistic terms, it can be
intelpieted as a separation of sounal, meaning and referent.

This model can of course not account for wl.v this
identification should fal1 apart and thus why a discrete
qrammar r\rith arbitrary linguistic signs shoulal apPeai, but it
seems a possible extension of the above findings. The proPosal
of a priority to oon-speech-Iike perceptual structures is io
fact the only element which we have added, but even this can
be seen as supporteal by in particular Badileley's findings of
a special store for speech-based information and another for
visual/spatial information in working memorY. This does of
course not tel] us anything about their internal priorities,
but it tells us that they may have different statuses in the
perceptual process,

Lanquaqe change

We have mainly consialered speech perception processes, ootably
fron the point of view of language acquisition and the
interrelationship between non-discrete and discrete gratlmar.
we have suggested that the latter can be extracted from the
former in a generalization process to yield a basic discrete
llranmar, possibly ln the forin of a Phrase structure grannar.
We have also suggested that discrete grammar can achieve a
smafler or Iarger inalePendence of the non-aliscrete gramnar.
such that logical operations can be performed on it to paoduce
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a transfornational g.ammar as a high-1evel, Possibly autonomous
syntax.

As concerns langauge chang:e, a question of considerable
interest is which qrammar becones product ive. Evidentl y, slnce

analyzed as coriposed of triphonic elements, which consists of

the slmtactic structures of (a maximally) non-discrete grarunal
ale unique, the only truly generative capaclty of a continuous
SI&E3E we carl imagine ar:e in the form of utterances which
coniorm to the distributional properties of the sounals such as
they are represented in the mental database.

l^lickelgren (1976) discusses the slmtax of phonetic segments,
and remarks: "speech aloes not consist of context-free segments,
nor is it temporally segmentabler! (F'-24'1). "The smallest size
uaits that can be cut and splices from recorded utterances to
produce intelligible speech are roughly a half syllable in
length, and these half syllab1es must mesh properly in order
to produce intelligible speech" (P.249). He goes on to suggest
that, from a phonetic point of view, there is so much
information about the environment in each phone (corresponding
to a phoneme in a phonemic analysis) due to coarticulation
phenomena and perceptual cues, that speech sounds at an
acoustic level should not be represented as phooemes (although
such discrete elements may well exist at a higher level), but
are more properly aepresenteal as context_sensitive alloDhones.
More specificly, he considers the possibility that speech is

a 'kernel sounal ! plus the infolmation about Preceding anal
succeeding sounds. "Even if one ere to take rather Iong
phrases consisting of many words and scramble their context-
sensitive altophonic segments, it witl almost always be
possible to reorder the symbols to form a unique reconstruction
of the ordering of the allophones to form wolds in the phrase".
"Such a context-sensitive coding would be said to 'cross' woral
boundaries". "It came as a considerable surprise to me to
realize how much of the information concerning the oldering of
very, very long sets of elements can be conmunicated by this
type of extremely local information concerning the relative
order of adjacent elements" (p.250f).

This notion of the representation of sounds as context-
sensitive allophones receives support from cognitive psychology
as welI. The principle of encoding specificity has been put
forward by Endel Tulving (in e.g. wiseman anal Tulving 1976 and
Tulving 1979). and consists in the ProPosal that items are
encodeal i{ith respect to the context in which they appear.
Eysenck and Keane (1976) sums up the curlent views on context-
sensitive encoding: "[...] there is now strong evialence that
both recall and recognition memory are affected greatly by the
sinilarity of context at learning and at test Ii.e., at
retrieval l " (p.162).

Evidently, from the point of view of a generative gralnmar,
triphonic elements do not contain sufficient information to
qenerate onty wellfor:med stliflgs, but the database extracted
from the perceptual paasing of speech will contain sequential
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constraints over a much largel aaea. The output from a
generative grarunar which takes the information from the Iong-
term memory database as input wilI probably be rvellfoamed to
a considerable extent: It wilI in any case be wellformed from
the point of view of a non-discrete glaflrmar. It remains to be
tested expeiimentally to what extent the output from such a
granmar can approach wettformedness from a discrete granmatical
point of view.

This is when no account is taken of the possibly constiaining
effects from a semantic wellfornedness criterion: Since non-
discrete granrmar performance is typically context-embedded (in
the sense of CuNnins & Swain (1986), i.e., pragmatically
constfained), it is reasonable to assume that the generative
capacity of a non-aliscrete glammar will be constrained not only
by the syntactic information from the database, but also by the
semantic function. We have suggested that the basic semantic
function in non-discrete glammar is the naming function, which
means that the output of a generative glanmar nay also be
constrained by the requirement that an apProPriate
identification of the generated sound sequence with the
additional perceptual data nust be possible. That is, the
glanmar will be pragmatically constraineal as we11. A
nethodological problem in this connection is, though, how the
praqmatic appiopriateness is measured. To evaluate the
appropriateness of a semantic identification in a non-
communicational situation a certain degree of exPerience is
required: The output of plevious semantic performance (in the
sense of the match between sounds and pragmatic setting) must
somehow be stored in retrievable form in long-term nemory and
constitute the basis foi the wellfoimedness evaluation. In a
communicational situation, though, the wellformedness wiIl be
assessable by the response fron the envilonment, as a learning
process. To the extent that the output from previous
performance must be accessed as a constraining factor, the
wellformedness of a generative non-discrete gra{unar wilI rely
on information faon tong_terrn memory. we must therefore assune

grarmar is graduatly achieved in the Iearninll process o
ianquaqe acquisition. (Typically, the learaing of thes
constraints may be conconitant with the generalization plocess
in which a discrete grammatical competence is built).

We can thus assume that even a non-discrete granmaa can form
the basis for the pioduction of wellformed utterances'
Evidently, since the utterances are generated from the
information in the database, they will conform perfectlY to the
slmtactic structures of non-discrete grammatical competence '
There will be no updating of the database' Non_discrete speech
generation wilt not cause language change.

that the semantic constrainlnq of non-di screte generat ive
f
e

The situation is, though, different for the aliscrete gralnmal'
A generative aliscrete grammar based on generalizeal rules for
the compositionality of segments wilI create novel uttelances
in a more profound manner: By its discreteness, the sound co-
occurrences across segment bordeis will 4qE necessarily {,:onform
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to the conditional probabilities in the database. Moreover. if,
in acldition, articulation is based on the disciete coinpetence
( although it may seem more reasonable to assume that
aiticulation is context-sensitive ]n the sense of Wickelgren),
the aleviations flom the database Probabilities may be even more
aliamat ic.

The output fron a generative aliscrete gra[Lnar may therefore
deviate diastically from the output of a non_discrete granmar '
If general rules relate sufficientfy large categories of
lexi:al entries, the output from a discrete granmar may fail
to be interpretable in a non-discrete grammar. Such language
proaluction may of course exist under the assumption that it
wi 11 be interpr eted in a discrete competence, but for natural
oral language. we must assume that

the reauirement ofdiscret clrammar 1s const rained
the qenerative capacitv of

interp retabi 1i tY -in no -illcrete qrallurar The assumed universaf
phenonenon of motherese or baby talk is a simple examPfe of an
extreme consttaining of the output of a gra&mar

etable perceP tual structure when Parsed in short-tern

If, therefore, child grarunar alevelops from non-aliscrete to
discrete productivity, anal the latter must approximate the
structurea of the former in order to obtain wellfoimedness of
the utterances (i.e-, the produced utterance must contain an
interpr
memory )
generat

then we wiII find that
an approx 1ma ion to the speech structures of the

each new qeneration wi 11

governea, then a slight deviation from a target non-discrete
itructure is unavoidable in alI utterances, since the disclete
units have a broadel resolution, the rules are general an'l the
generated structure consequently is not unique. I'Jithin this
model. theaefore. Lanouaqe chanse is inevitable by the very
discreteness of productive granmar, but, at the same time, the
change fiom genelatlon to generation is bound to be sma1l. by
the constraint that the produced utterance nust be
interpretable in a short-term memory perceptual parsing.

former. If the productive language is discrete and rule-

This feedback system, in which discrete g.aNnar_ is a
generalization over the non_discrete g!anmar, and, by the
generative capacity of discrete gramnar, new non-discrete
gramrnatical structules are cleated and form the basis for
ievised generalizations in discrete grammar, constitutes a
principleid explanation fol language change. The basis for this
ieeauaix model must be found in the isomorphism but not
identity between the distributional structures of the output
of the two grairmars.

As to the degree of the isomorphisfit which we rePorted above,
it must be emphasized that the full s]'ntactic structure
extracted from the distributional pioperties of the sounds is
probably much more rich and comPfex than the approxinations to
binary branching structutes which we presented in the xz-
diagrans. In particular, the y-values nay give additional cues
to the syntactic interpretation- Therefore, the simple
isomorphism which we have pointed to is only a part of what can
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be the basis for such a general izaiion ( including
categorization and rule-formation) fr:om non-discr:ete to
discrete structure, and the precise mechanisms in this process
can be more complex than we have sketched here. The poverty
(and non-acoustic basis) of oui data do, though, not allow for
any further investigations of this process.

l^le may assume a number of versions of this model . The
ge elative capacity of a gralunar can be constrained by
requirements on syntactic wellformedness onIy, or semantic
interpretability may come in addition. AIso, the constraints
may vary as to the assumed degree of discreteness in the
competence of the adressee. These versioDs need not be mutually
exclusive- It is fu]Iy possible that there are nore constraints
on the generative capacity of aliscrete grarnmai in what CurrutiIls
& swain (1986) refer to as a context-embedded communlcational
situation than there is in the context-reduced communicatioll.
This may have to do with which nenoly system is the basis for:
the semantic interpretation. nal1y, trf a child (or an adult)
interprets the utterance by neans of non-discrete grammar, then
it is reasonable to assume that in order to be
communi cat ional ly successful. the generative capacity of the
discrete granmar must be constrained to yield only utterances
which can be interpreted by means of non-discrete grammar,
while this constiaint will not be piesent to the same extent
if the adressee can utilize the discrete graromatical competence
in the semantic interpretation of the utterance (or slmtagm),
for exarnple while leadi g a text.
As will have become c1ear, the distinction between a non-
discrete and a dicrete grairmar .reed not be fully aliscrete.
Rather, the model suggests a qq4!t484 (to the extent that such
continua is found to exist among the different memory systems
as well) ranging from the absolutely non-disclete granmar,
characterized by an irunediate semantic inteipretation irnplying
a full identity (i.e., non-arbitrarity) between the sound and
its meaning, to the absolutely discrete granmar in which the
discrete lexical items are principal.ly detached from their
referents, such as ire find in logical systems or in artificial
( e.9. computer) languages -

The r:ate of lanquaqe chanqe will thus depend on the degree of
constraint on the generative capacity of discrete granmar. A
minimally constrained grammar will generate large gaps between
the perceptually conditioned syntactic structules of its
phonetic realization anal the sl.otax of the non-dicrete granmar
rrhich it is generalized from. It vrill cause an extensive
updating of the database of sound probabilities through the
non-discrete parsing of its output, and consequently a raPid
lanquaqe chanqe.

If we assume that the degree of discreteness of the grannar is
culturally conditioned, in the sense of being enhanced by
Iiteracy (which is a highly disciete analysis of language),
schooling anal a culturaf favouring of rationalistic (logistic)
thought, then we should expect to find that the aate of
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language change is culturally conditioned as we11, since a non-
discrete grammar will cause a minimal language change, while
a fully discrete grammatical competence can allow for vely
rapid change. This can to some extent be seen as suPpolted by
the notable slow pace in the language change in some illiterate
cultures, such as e.g. Pollmesian and Australian languages
(Even Hovdhaugen, personal cornmunication) compaled to the
notably rapid change in Indo-European languages. The hypothesis
is to some extent testable, if an anthropologically defined
measure on cultural conditioning of dicaeteness ean be set up
and correlateal srith the degree of diversity among related
languages and the time sPan and eztent of their separation.

If we consialer more closely the direct impact on the continuous
syntactic structures (in the form which we hawe suggested
above) from the generativity of disclete granma!, we i^rill find
that e.g. the pioductivity of phrase structure rules (or, more
precisely, seqment structure rules. which comprises
morphological rules as well) will tend to dissolve dependencies
acloss seg{rent borders. In the xy_diagaams, i-e., the curves
for the density function (for a certain z_val'ue) above,

the reinforcement of a Iocal minimum or
thi s
the

curvature. In the xz-aliagrams (which rre have suggested mirror
the discrete binary bianching structures), this will appear
either by the extension upwards for a branch, i.e-, the noale
of attachment wiII appeai higher up ln the diagram. or it will
appear as a completelY ne$ branch' In either case, the element
which has gained productivitY will - in a discrete giammatical

new local minimum ovel: what was previously one

generalization - attain a larqer syntactic scoDe. If for

will appear
insertion of

as
a

example a suffix l^rith a separate
productive, its node of attachaent 1e
stem) wi]l nost probabfy move uPwards b
segmental alependency in the overall dist
must,though, be emPhasized that this is

branch becomes more
ftwards (i.e., to the
y the decreased cross-
ribution of sounds. (It
the qeneral tendencY:

It may of course well be counterbalanced by other Processes in
other parts of the distribution of sounds) -

This confoams ereII to the qeneraf tendencY for inflectional
morphemes (defined by, amongst other things, a largier
productivity than derivational morphemes ) to appear peripherily
and to have a Iarger s)'ntactic scope than derivational
morphemes. Bybee ( 1985 ) leports from a cross_Iinguistic
investlgation of unrelated languages a strong tendency for:

closer to the root than further away from it. This anrounts to
a general tendency in the histoiical development of languages
for boundary degrading closer to the root. To the extent that
such fusion is conditioned bv qeneral phonological rules or
regularities (which qre must assume it to be in the vast
majority of cases), these processes wi11, by the intioductlon
of cross-segmentat dependencies, tend to straighten out the xy-
curves in the area wheae the dependencies are introduced. In

increased morphop honolooical fusion across morpheme boundal ies

the xz-diagrafts, this wi 11 appear as a towerinq of the node
extend. The general tenalency for
fusion towards the root will thus

from which the suffix branches
increas ing morphophonol ogi ca1
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be reftected in a general tenalency for leftbranching word-
internal syntactic tlees in the non-discrete syntactic
structures (that is, in their xz-replesentation) in suffixed
forms and rightbranching in piefixed forms. This is ire1l in
line with the tendency for suffixing languages to have a
leftbranching woid-internal structure (such as we !)4)ica11y
find it in Hungarian, Turkish, West Greenlandic, Tamil etc.).

Fina11y. the changes in the distribution of sounds which the
generatlvity of discrete g.ammar induces need no1- be reflected
in aeither upgraaling nor downgrading of segment boundaries, but
may result in slight displacenents in the curvatures of the
.on-discrete structures on1y. BY the categorization princlPles
of long-term memory encoding, such dispfacements in non-
discrete slmtax may remain unnoticed in the generalized
discr:ete grammar unti11 a celtain point in the histoiical
development, whei:e a limit for difference ( Cepenalent on the
principles for cognitive orgatrization) is transgressed anal a
::esegmentat i on

Language aequisition and the innateness hYpothesi s .

(compared to earlier segmentation) is performed-

These three processes - boundary upgrading and downgrading as
irell as resegmentation - are thus natural consequetces of the
feedback system, The funalamental point in the Present context
is that these restructurings stem Cirectly from the following
two principles:

1. alicrete grammar is generalized from non-discrete granmaa
2. by its generalized form. discrete glammar is bound to

induce chang.es ln the distiibution of sounds

The rate anal extent of language change will thus !',,ithin this
model ultimately Cepend on i:he distance bet een the two
granmars. And since discr:ete granraai induces changes in non-
discrete llral$naf, the discrete gra$mals of successive
genearations are bounal to be different.

As aliscusseC above, the present model suEEests an alternative
to the innateness hypothesis, since it can account for both
positive and negative evidence for the setting up of a discrete
glanmar. Mcre specificly. the model also Proposes that a non-
discrete linguisiric competence is Possible, and it assunres that
the non-discrete grammar, ai a 1ow cognitive 1eve1, is primar)-,
and the discre':e graruiLar, at a higher cogniti're Ievel, is
secondary. The high-1eve1 gramfirars are generalizations frorn
the gra]nmars at lorrer Ievels, and a generalized, high-1eve1
Eratmar !ril1 typically be in the forr,l of a phrase stlucture
gralllmar. The model suggests an increasin
as the higher levels are approached, and
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coqnitive processes (i.e., not specificly linguistic) are
responsible for the generalizations. An optional

loqical o erat ions

The ositive evi ior discrete gramnaa is the s'll::uctures

transformational component can be seen as
on the generalized structures.

Language acquisition wiIl typically consist in at least two
different processes:

1. For the acquisition of the non-aliscrete grafirmar, the child
must fearn the sequential const.aints and the fulI set of sound
probabilities which constitutes the basis for the syntactic
function. Fu.therinore, as the data on bilingual children may
suggest, there is the possibilitY that the child must break the
linguistic code for the syntactic function in his or her
particular language. If any language - glven the database cf
its sound co-occurrence Probabilities - could be parsed by
neans of the same syntactic function, then it woulC seem
reasonable thar bilingual chi:dren could meet anj* acoustic
input wiirh the same Perceptual processing. If, hol're'.'er, He
interpret the data on bilinqual chlldren such that thelr
particular aievelopmenl, is motivated by the different languages
requiring diiie.ent plocessing, then're must assume that every
language (or, possibly, eaTery language type) is charactellzed
by a particular sl.ntactic functlon. Alternatively, the
possibility must be kept operr that i:he syntactic function is
the safie, but the parsing function (in our investigiation: the
density function) diffexs from laaguags to language. (It may
e.g- '/re11 be that piefixing and suffixing languages .equire
different y-value assigninent, anC else that othel: typo1091ca1
dilferences can influence the qeneration of the non-discrete
stiucture). If this be the case. these functions can ha.Ciy be
innate, and the chi.Ld must find the proper way of stiucturing
the Iinguistic data.

2. When a first ncn-Ciscr.ete grar'mar is mastered, a possible
subsequent languaEe acquisition piocess will consist in the
generalization from low-1evel to higher-1ene1 glamma::s ii-l
approaching the discr.ete grantnatisal competence.

found in non-discrete graftInal. Positive evialence is also the
biological desig-t of long-term melncry and the particular
coEnitive characteristics of the catego.ization Prccess.

discussed in the above Paragiaphs (on language change): The
discrere granmar is constrained by the reqtirement that the
phonetic realization of its output ftust be interpretable in a
non-discrete competence. It is also important to note that the
development of the dicrete granrnal will be a eo.tinuous
process, in which each step for:'rard is constrained by the
previous development. There ate no huge jumps lrhich could
suggest an arbitrarily designed granmar -

The .eqatlve evl{iF.Ilce is possibly the constraining factors
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The foltouring analyzed syntagms are chosen rather randomly from
Sandoi: Marai's novel 'Egy polgar vallom6sai' p.1I ( svntagm I-15)
and p.15f ( syntagta 16-28). The syntagms are successive sentences
in the text- They are presented in a basically morPhemic
segmentation. There ale four lines in most of the transcriptions:
The first line is in traditional orthog.aphy, the seconal line

APPENDIX A

shows the coding c rdi to cor

The following abbreviations are used:

s A. The diagrans for corpus
A expose the syntagms in this coding. (Note that a symbol is
never written twice in succession on the bottofll line. Thus when
s).ntagn 30 starts vrith 's ha az' this is rendered as 's ha z').
The third and the fourth Iine contain some grammatical
information and a basic approximation to the semantic
interpretation. FinalIy. the syntagms are plesented in
trans l ati on.

1sg,3sg,
NOM -
VB
ADJ .
ADV -
PP
PRET _
PR. PT-
PRI _
POT -
PERF -
]MP -

DAT -
NEG -
PLUR -

3p1 - grarunatical person for verbs and nouns
derives nouns from any word class
derives velbs
derives adj ect ives
ilerives adveabs
derives postpositions
preteri te
present paat i cip Ie
perfect part iciple
potential form ( -hat/-het )
perfective aspect
imperative
accusative
dative
neqation
p l ural

The coding foa the analyses in the diagrams over coaptls D is not
given (but shoulal be failly easy to induce from the pa.a]lel
diagram from corpus A), It is identical to the coding in corpus
A except for the vowels, which are the following:

Stressed vowel,s Unstressed vowef s
1
x
2
e

!
a
o
u

l
l
l

l
l

l
l
l

I
v
e

o
a
e
o
u

t
t
t
t
t
t
I
t
t

I
x
)
E
w
(
A
o
U

til
tvl
Ie: ]
Ie]
lol
Ia: ]
tel
lol
tul
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apa - m is rlgY
apA-misu4
father-1sg also so
father-my also so

6rez-t-e,
Ere6-t-e#
fee 1-PRET- 3sg

f e1t,

fizet
fizet
pay
pay

b6r - t,
bEr - t+
rent - ACC

rent

nem lakik
nem Iakik
not l ive- 3sg

doesn't l ive

idegen
idegen
st range
other's

haz - ban
hAz - ban
house-in
house- in

corpus A

hogy lir - i -ember nen
ho4 ur - i -ember nem
that gent leman-ADJ-man not

that a gentteman doesn't

feeling, that a gentleman doesn't pay
other people ' s house".

and
and

"My father also had the
rent and doesn't live in

1.5

3

I

E

op A .r is ! 4E r.5 ie: "o4L

OoC 3000 4ClC 50C0 60C! 70cir 83CC gCCC

"le"teiB'f i ze t bE ri a s rE_rbk k l6oe+rA z:3,ts

Corpus D

-1. tr ;

E

a =E
E

E

Ap

=

CCC2

E6 ie= ho,Ll r s..:enfrTi Elh d s 6,r^Ak i( .! ge n'

Jrlc 4ccl 5aac 5004 ic00 8ca0 900c

1L4

Syntaqm 1



SLnt qm2

S

and
and

mind-en-t
mind-en-t
everY-NOM -ACC
everything-ACc

el - kovet - ett, hogy mi - hamar sajat
eI - kwvet - et # ho4 ni - hamar sajAt

PERF- follow - PRET that what- soon own
followed (he) that very soon our own

haz - ba
hAz - ba
house- into
house- into

koltoz
klrItw6

hes-s-i.ink
hes - xgk
POT -IMP- 1.pl
that ) we could move( in order

"and he set aII wheels
us to be able to move

in motion (he did everythlng) in ordet foa
into our own house as soon as possible"

Corpus A

3.5 -

-F
:.E E*

s mi.6 nte kw € le i ho,1-iho'fj |rd iA thn 7n oire I wE hFs 9k

=

':aao

Corpus D

2C0a 3!00 1CaC 5irCC 50ca 7aca

,.r

sr. rdntE k,! €tei

L-=*-

-C 4'r hc^.o isA i L t h ( zb ckd i wS hes \9k=
4!0-rcca 20tc iCCl

115
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Syntaqn 3

de
de
but
but

ad-dig n6g
ad- ig nEg
that-to sti I I
unti1l still

eI- tel-t
eI - tel-t
PERF- f i 11-PRET

passed

j6
jo
good
Iong

id6,
idw#
time,
time,

nas - f6I
mAs - fEI
other-ha1f
one-and-a-hal f

6v - tiz
Ef - tiz
yeai-ten

decade

-ed
- eal
.NOM

is
is

al so
al so

"But before this (could be), a long time went by; fifteen years,
in fact " .

corpus A
4

3.5

3

2.5

2

d€.d gr. igelte liol.jw; nAslE E

a

I 7edi

o o ( ra '- ]', 11.5 i2 12.5

Corpus D

3.5

2.5

) f lized s;dA d i gm qE ie i i0 dw =

E
S

5 E E.5 9 9.5 1C r0.5
(Thorsonds)

116
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a sajat haz - ba 6ncsaklat-o-gat-6-ba jar-t-am le
a sajAt hAz - ba EntsaklAt-o-gat-o-ba jAi-t-an 1e
the own house-into I only See-NOM-VB-NOM- into come-PRET-Isg down
our own house I only on visit came down

Syntaqlq l!

"To our own house I only came as a visitor"

Corpus A:

1

I

3.5 -

E

f- nisok l t olll 1 c

30c 25C0 3000 i5c0 40cc 43ca 50cc 55cc 5c0c 550r

Corpus D

z0

3.5

)

2.5

,
T fA sA I ih z0 0 rlsAk L i ogot o bo rlomE+

oco 2500 3000 -!500 4c00 450c 5000 5500 6000 65c0

rt7

,t

2



Syntaqm 5

nagy
na4
bis
bis

diak
diAk

pupi 1
pupi I

voL- t - am
vo1- t - am
be- PRET- 1sg

I WAS

mar
mAr

aI ready
al ready

ak - kor
ak - or

that- t ime
then

"At that time I was already a big (mature) schoolboy"

Corpus A
J.5

3

2.8 -

2.2

5 000

Corpus D

o li or. A

2.5 ',

T-
k

1.8 r

65CC 7000 754! 840c

3.5 -

2.:

acd
.*

5 !c0 55CC 7CC0

118

750C 8COC E5CC
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s nincs is
s nints is
and be-not too
and there is no

fol-os -
fwl-ws -
up -ADJ-
super -

leges - en
leges - en
ADJ -ADV
f luous 1y

tagas, csak-nen
tAgasf tsak-nem
spacious only-aot
spacious almost

f6ny[26
fE5xzw
l uxuri ous
luxuri ous

6pii1 -et- 16I
Epxl-et-rw1

bui 1d-NOM-about
bui lding

Syntaqm 6

Corpus A

i6 enl6k-em ar - 16l
jo emlEk-em ar - o1

gooal memory-1sg that-about
good memories for me about

a
a

the
the

"and I don't have good memories from this superfluously spacious,
almost luxurious building".

2.3 -

!

+

s.l-is islcrik€irr.oi,rl{s egesedA lDS= lsor E5x z* [:r eiru =

aaa 2aa0 3!0c 5CiC 60C0 ia33 8aaa

Corpus D

2.4 E
E

snds s C fr?kaiArr A f\r,l!s eoeseni 9s = b+< re_t-

2-
5x 2,!

5 1CoC 2iC0 _1CC! 4a0C0

119

60C0 TCCC E00t.r



Syntaqm 7

gyer{tek-kor-om a b6r - haz _ ban
4ermek- or -om a bEl - hAz - ban
chiId-Lime-1.sg the rent_house- in
my childhood the rented house-in

tel-t eI
tel-t eI

f i I I-PREII PERF
went by

"My childhood went by in a block of flats".

Corpus A:
-t

1.5

3

2.5

5
1

E

E rh A z n

45005C0

Corpus D:

2C0C 250C 3OCC 3500 4c00

2.5

1.5

i!E E

1.5
t3a3r500 2CCC 25CC

120
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syntagm B

ha
ha
if
if

ez -l
e6- t

thi s-ACC
this

a sz6 -t
a 60 -t
the word-ACC

woral

gond - o1
gond - oI

problem- vB
1thfnl< or

- om: ott-hon a
- om# ot -hon+ a
-1sg there-home the

"home" ( then ) the

f6 utca - i
fw ut6a - i
maia st reet-ADJ
nain- st reet

hez sz6l - es
hAz 6El - es
house edge-ADJ
house's broad

udvar -a-t
udvar -A-t
backyard- 3 sg-ACC
backyard

l at -om
lAt-om
see- 1sg
I see

"If I think of this word
this nain street house".

uhome' then I see the backyard of

Corpus A
4.5

2.5

1.5
ho6 to6 o i 3nnb c-r. oi l^.rE cf * !16cl.A 6E bs L-d.cA i A inl

Corpus D:

3

(ihcL-sorCsl
ra 12 t_l

2.5 - E E+
+ +=

ME1A5Ci@nn orr= 01 horE Af',r J16cl.( 6) bs -c,rd t

5

1.5
5 p

121
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Syntaqm 9

a hossz - t, racs - os
a ho6 - u# rAts - os
the length-ADJ, banister- ADJ
the long, wi th-bani ster

foly-os-6 - k - at, a nagy
foj -os-o - k -at#a na4
flow- ADJ -NOM -PLUR -ACC, the big

coaridors, the big

por - 01 -6 - t
por - o1 -o - t
dust- VB -PR. PT-ACC
dust-beater

6s a villany - motor- os
Es a vila5 _ notor- os

and the electricitY- moto.-ADJ
and the el ectric_motored

kut - at
kut - at
wel l -ACC
weI I

"the Iong, 'banistered' corrialors (ACC), the big dustbeater (ACC)
anal the well with an electlic motor (ACC)"'

Corpus A

4.5

3-
=2.5 -

LAiorr d"c6 Lr: A hcsi.osc(oi; crdpoooiis.vl dmtcos(.rioi-

La r000 2aca 3aaC 4Ca0 5CaO 63C0 Tl0rr 8C0C

Coapus D

2.4 -

A{6 u= lsos i 0ios okot. a44oCo b I j sA v . drci oros k J toi .
occ 2ctc i0c0 40cc 50ac 6c0c icc-. 8cc0

E
E-

L22

*?



Syntaqm 10

azt
a6t
that
that

hisz - en,
hi6 - em#
bel ieve- 1sg,
believe-I.

n6g - is - csak sivar, idom-talan
mEg - is - tsak sivAr# idom-talan
stil1-aIso-onfy drealy, form-less
that after alI lifeless, form-Iess

\ez
hAz
house
house

voI -t
vol -t
be-PRET

was

ez
ez
this
this

"I think that, after all, this was a lifeless, formfess house".

Corpus A:

_i.5 -

J'

2.4

o 6 en,; l..E S ]S isdk s i !A or.io cnhA zr'o ilez:I

I 8.5 I 9.5

Corpus D

1.5 -

2.5

c 1c.5 1:
(T:cL,sonCs)

1.5 12 i2.5 13

.F

E+

A6th 5 er. :rJ g is Aks Jl r. co._ic cnil
1.5 8 3.5 9 9.5

r23

1 1 1.5 12 12.4 ri1C tC.5
(i'o-scnis)



Svntaqtn 11

sen-ki nen
se9-ki nem
no-body not
nobody

tud-t-a,
tu- t-a#

know- PRET- 3sg
knew

hogy-an
ho4 -an
how-ADV

how

keriil - t
kerxl - t
arrive-PRET
s/he came

oda
oda

thi ther
there

"Nobody knew how s/he cafle there"-

Corpus A:

3.5

J

2.5

?- -

-

n'1 Jne

..

e,q<S e rx 1 oCa =

Corpus D:

1.5

a.5

30cc _i5ai ,1! 0: ,1510 50c0

E

E

mi

2.5

S

-

-
i---.=
0do9(

1.5
l_.1

t24

4CC0 ,r50a 5 C,0



Syntaqm 12

lak - o- i-t
Iak - o- i-t
I ive-PR. PT-PLUR-ACC

flem ftz - t-e
nem fx6 - t-e
not bind-PRET-3sg

ossze
w6e

togethe.

barat - sag,
barAt - sAg#
f ri end-shi p,

In6g
mEg

szomszdd -o 1- as
6om6Ed -o 1- As
ne ighbour-VB-NOM

is
is

al so

alig
al ig

hardly

"its tenants were not bound together in friendship, not even itt
'neighbourship' " .

Corpus A
,1.5

b,(o itrBn'16 tew6 ei.A isA g" ft6lr'6i ac a i isc ig'

3.5 -

+

2.5 -

1.5 -'-

Corpus D

i8

.i.5

il fr-l ,(6 ietli6 ebA i ts I + S6? do ls sA i-o.-

2.4

2

1B
(ihouscnds)

6

125
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Syntaqn 1.3

eb - ben a haz - ban
eb- en a hAz - ban
this-in the house- in

in this house

mer
lnAr

al ready
al reaaly

kaszt - ok
ka6t - ok
caste-PLUR

castes

61 -t -ek,
E1 -t-ek#

live-PRET-3p1,
l ived,

osztaly - ok,
o6tAj - ok#
class - PLUR.

cfasses,

felekezet - ek
felekezet - ek

SECI _ PLUR
sects.

"In this house there lived already castes, cfasses, sects".

Corpus A

4.5

3.5

2.5

eb erEhtr zbord '1061d<E l€k: 06 iA l.(= f e bkezelekl

2

Coapus

1CC! 2AaX JaCC 400C 5!C3 6C03 70c0

D

i.:

2".5

2-
r{ASi.kl iek= CSi I ok= {E bkezetek.

a rcc0 200a l0c0 40aa 5c0c 60cc

126

7CC0



Svntaqn 14

a
a
the
the

r6g-i
rEg-i
O 1d-ADJ

o1d

haz-ak-ban, a fold- szint - es- ek - ben,
hAz-ag-ban+afw1t- 6int - es- eg - ben,
house-PLUR-in, the ground-surface-ADJ- PLUR- in,
houses - in, the single-story - houses - in,

mdg csalad - ok
mEg tsa1Ad - ok
sti11 fami Iy-PLUR
sti 11 fami I ies

61 -t-ek
EI -t-ek
I ive-PRET- 3pI

l ived

"In the old houses, ia the single-story houses, there lived still
families",

Corpus A

*

=2-
cf g inA Togb cri. o iw i6 ntesegbemE gisoL A do( E

8 10
(Thcusonds)

i1 12 13I1

Corpus D

1.5

2.5 -

2-
ElsA I dok

g
-

iekA zqbo'Yr A i l'ili6 i.leseEae

1a
l

5 8

g ih

,q

(Tnousonds

t27

tl 12 r3

3-



e]}en-s6g-ek
elen -sEg-ek
against-NOM-PLUR

vagy
va4
or
or

baret - ok,
barAt - ok#

fr ieod-PLUR,
friends

de folt6t - len - iil olYan
de frrltEt - Ien - xI ojan

but condition-NEG- ADV such
but in any case such

ember-ek,
enber-ek#
M N-PLUR,
people,

aki- k - nek
aki- k - nek
who-PLUR-DAT

who

old - hat-atIan
o1t - hat-at Ien

loosen- POT-NEG
unseparabl y

koz - iik
kwz - xk

di stance- 3p1
alistance-their

vol -t
voI-t
be_PRET
!'Ie re

egy-mas-hoz
e4 - mAs - troz
one-othea - to
to each other

Syntaqm 15

Corpus A

"enemies or friends, but in any case such people who were
unseparably tied to each other".

loA c&E t&= a .rr EgEi<'.ab,rA io(] difilii er cFrre&'
1.5

i.rrr{c ii.oto} or,\2,r<!o l# s_?

Corpus D:
::

'i

1C00 2aCC lC00 1CC0 53t'0 60aC 7CC0 8000 9'00 'CC00

r00c 2ccc 3c0c 40c! :ctc 6N00 7c0c 8000 9c35 rcc00

L2a

1.5 
-C
S loi<) lek= E ers ?e6<+€Aa i.<- df,ll?i Ern Oirfu(= & klB0'tfElol.ndz( 0 tE4:ri sh@



Syntagm L6

a
a
the
the

16p -cso -haz - b6I nYil - t
lEp -tsw -hAz - bol 5i1 - t
step-tube-house- f rom open-PRET
staircase - from opened

az

the
the

igaz-gat- 6
igaz-gat- o
true-vB -PR. PT
di rector

szoba-ja,
6obA - ja.
room-3s9,
room-hi s ,

mell -ett -e
mel - et -e
chest-PP-3sg

bes ide- it

a p6nz -tar - szoba
a pEn6 -tAr - 6oba

the money- store- room
the casltier's room

"from the stailcase one could enter the director's room, beside
it was the cashier's room"

Corpus A:
4.5

3.5

2.5 

-
2-

ctpisw:IzboSi iozlgDzgt c6obl ic= .e ei eop E ,6 iI 6cbo=
5

2 .3

Corpus D:

rt*+-r-* *

15 t5
(-houso:Cs)

18 I

7:o 5 iIz pzgjr cSCbL lc= ^6 ei eA: ) 6iL6000;

2.5 -

= A) tswhlp

-5
2 14

r29

17 18, 191a

dsloa



Syntaqm 17

s
and
and

dz
the
the

udvar - i
udvar - i
backyard-ADJ
backyard

s zoba-ban
6obA -ban
room - in
room - in

hely-ez-t-6k
hej -e6-t-Ek
place- tr'B -PRET- 3P1

placed - they

e1
e1
PERF
had

a konyv- eL - 6s
a kw5v - e1 -Es
the book- VB -NOM
the accountancy

-ACC

"and in the room facing the backyard they had pLaced the
accountancyr'.

Corpus A

4

2.5

2

soz u.l ro.i6cbA . c"ne ie5 t i<e okw5e i s i.
1.5 9 19.5 2a 245 2'. 2- .5

(Tho!so:cs)
22 22.4 23 2 3.5

Corpus D

2.5

sAz l.l dvoriS0 bL b cnhE i i ? kE ak!!,5,€ ? s t

3.5 -

F+4 +

e6

2C.5 2-
(-hcL,scncs)

i30

2 r.5 22 22.5 23
1.5-



SyntaqB !q

apa -m dolg -oz
apA -m dolg -oz
father-1sg matter- VE|

my father ' s v,,orking

gat- 6 iroda- je-t
gat- o irodA- jA- t
!'B -PR. PT off i ce-3sg-ACC
dilector's office (ACC)

-6-szoba-ja-t
-o-6obA - jA-t

-PR.PT, -room -3sg-ACC
room (ACC)

s

and
and

az igaz -
az igaz -
the true -
the

kozo6 fal
kwzws fa1
common wal l
common wal l

valasz-t-ott-a eI
vA1a6 -t-ot -a eI
answer- VB -PRET-3sg PERF

separated

"A cormon wall separated my father's study and the director's
office",

corpus A

3.5

3

t ctz,rsic!Ab66zsoap

0cc1 20oo 3c0i 40cc 5ccc 6000 70cc 8c0c

Corpus D

.1.5

3.5

Ai Lndl gozo6.bL il jsAzlgszgri o tdL lLll,fzws f Av bSioi .E r

g

2.5

1.5r00c 200c 3400 4cc0

131

5aa0 600c 7000 8c0c
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eb-be
eb- e
thi s- into
into is

a fal -ba
a fal -ba

the walI-into
wal I

titk - os
titk - os
secret-ADJ
sectet

nyil-as - t
5il -As - t
open-NOM-ACC
oPening

v6s-t-ek
vEs-t-ek
carve-PRET-3Pl
carved-theY

SLntaqm 19

,in this walf they made a secret opening".

Corpus A:
4.5

3.5

eb eo io bot i(os 5l

-

s i,/i s lek =

2.4

1.5

Corpus D

i.5 8 8.5 9.5 a 1 c.5

,1.5

2.5

2-
E . . A 1 A b o I I < r s 5 L s t !) s i e k

1.5
7 7.5 8 E.5

132
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Syntaqm 20

sha
sha
and if
and lf

az
z

the
the

igaz-gat- 6 iiz-en-t vala-mi-t
igaz-gat- a xz- en-t vala-mi-t
tiue-VB-PR.PT drive-VB-PRET some - what-ACC

director sent sonething

ape - m-nak
apA - m-nak
father-1sg- DAI
to my father

"and if the alirector: shoulal send sonething to my father",

Corpus A

4.5

3.5 -

2.5

on- I I

:3 5 i4

E

: s lo 7i gc zg. I . x 2e .l vo

'i0.5 t1 '-1.5 '? 12.5 ll
1. s'r.1<

Corpus

3.5

2.5

D

s h,l

-

+ i+ **rrl--+

d- + -= *--

-

zi go zgo 1 o I ze'i .]nliA. i mTo<.
5

1
r 2.5

(Thousondsl
c.5 il 1 1.5 .2
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Syntaqm 21

egy-szer-t - en
e7 -6er -x - en
ONE_ADV-ADJ-ADV
simply

ki-nyit-ott - a
ki-5it -ot - a

out-open-PRET- 3sg
up-opened-he

a titk - os
(a) titk - os
the secret-ADJ

the secret

nyil- as
511 - As
open-NOM
opening I s

badog - ajta-ja- t
bAdoq - ajta-jA - t

sheet-iron- door-3sg-ACC
sheet- i ron-door

"he simply openeal up the secret opening's sheet iron door",

Corpus A

f
3
=

t

2

e76e.,r erk i5iicl o iitkos5i 'A sbA do$ilolA 1.
5

t4

Corpus D

15 r6
(rnorscndsr

r8 19 2C

,1.5

a.,

-

a76e.( e.k 5lioi oAi ltos 5 I s b dop iol i=
.:4 16 1t-

(:housonds)
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Svntaqm 22

s

and
and

at -nyliit-ott - a
At -5ujt -ot - a
over-pass-PRET- 3sg
handed-over-he

leve1 - et,
level - et#
I et ter-ACC,
letter,

ok - many- t vagY
ok -illA5-t va4
aeason-NoM -ACC or
document or

a
(a)
the
the

a
a
the
the

"and he ha ded over
exchange ready for a

per - 1-6s-re
per -1-Es-re

process-VB-NOM-to
for a process

meg-6r-ett
meg-Er-et
PERF-reach-P, PT
ri pened

valt -6-t
vAlt -o-t
change-NOM-ACC
bilL of exchange

Colpus A:

the letter, the document or the bill of
process rr .

sA t5u iioi c e\e el= .krA 5i "dcpe.E s E1e gE rei

2.5

1c t=
.,]9

Corpus D

2A 2
(Thc!sondsl

24 25

J.5 l

3

2.5 -.

2-
15,.r iici oAEE ei- Ckrt 5i*4ApEr?s -d ii; Tl

1.5
19 2C 21 2t 25 2622 23

(Thorsonds)
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Syntaqm 23

ez a patriarch-al -is
ez a patriark -A1 -is
this the pat r i arch-\,'B-ADJ
this patriarchaf

r-igy - kez-e1- 6s
x7 - kez-el- Es

matter-hand-VB-NOM
management

6v -tiz'
Ef -tiz-

year- ten-
decades-

ed-ek-ig
ed-ek-ig
NOM-PLUR-untilI
for

be-va1-t
be - vAl -t

in-become-PRET
worked wel I

isv, s
i4 # s
so, and
so, and

virul - t
virul - t

blossom-PRET
flourished

a
a

the
the

bank
ba9k
baak
bank

"This patriarchal management worked well in this way for decades.
and the bank flourished" -

Corpus A

1.5

?.5r

2-
e zcpo i rl.a(A is rTreze Fs i I i i ,eSk igbe\'A I i 4- sc.o{, nr :

'cOa 2!0c 4CC C 5400 60ci iaaa

Corpus D:
15

3.5

2.5

tzapA i r oi<l lsXT<eE ?s i 1l Ddk lg[" L I 4= sAbAi<v n-t.

1C00
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Svntagm 24

k6t oaeg kis -asszony dolg -oz- ott
kEt rrreg kis -a6o5 dolg -oz- ot
two old small-woman mattea-vEl_PRET
two o1d women worked

a
a

the
the

konyv-el-6s -ben
kw5v -e1-E8 -ben
book -vB-NoM- in
accountancY _in

"Two old wolnen worked in the accountancy",

Corpus A

2.5

1.5
-o598

Colpus D:

|.5 2

-).: -

4.:

2.5

2-
k ) t t'/ re gk so 5 .5c0 9o7.1 klv 5ve ? 8be n.

r0
(Thcusords)

8.5 _o 9.5
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syntaqn 25

S

s
and
and

a p6nz - tar - os
a pEn6 - tAr - os
tlle money-store-ADJ
the cashie.' s

tiszt - 6 - t
ti6t - E - t
office-3sg-ACC

office

egy ido e l6tt
e4 idw elwt
a time befoae
a before-t ime

ntrug - di j -az-ott
5ug - di j-az-ot
rest-pri ze-VB-PRT

retired

huszar kapi tany
hu6Ar kapi tA5

cavalry captain
cavalry captain

lat-ta el
1At- a el
SEE-PRET PERF
admini stered

"and a cavalry captain, who had retireal before time, adninistered
the cashier's office" .

Corpus A

4.5

_-

sop:
',2

2.4

45

6 jA Ds ti6 lL 1e4i d,{ c w j 5€dl lozci \5A i'looiiA 5Al ce =

13 r4 11 a i9

Corpus D

2

1.5
1l 12 14 15

(Thor-scr.ds)
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syntaqn 26

aki
aki
who
wtlo

s6rt - 6 - d-6tt
sEat -w - d-wt

offend-PR. PT-UB-PRT
Pained

arc- ki-fej -ez-6s - sel
art6-ki-fej -ez-Es - ef

f ace-out-head-VB-NOM- INSf R
expression - with

visel - te
visel - te
endure-PRET

endured

valt -oz-ott
vAlt -oz- ot
change-VB-PRT
changed

sors- a - t
sors- A - t
fate- 3sg-ACC
fate-hi s

Corpus A
,!.5

"who with a pained expression endured his new fate",

-1. !

2-

Corpus D

2.5

cr ls a 4 r dit o116< t c i-"71 s e vls. i{]!A ioz.l slsA i=

8 9 22 23 24 25

4.5

3.5 
-

I

2.5 -

A'[ is ] irwd,\,t Ad6i( if e iez?s etse tev io2ol slls L i"
5

98 10 1', 12
( noLSonds
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Syntaqm 27

vagy
va4
or
or

s

and
and

a
a

the
the

paraszt- ok - kal,
paia6t - ok - al#
peasant -PLUR- INSTR.
peasaot s-wi th,

aki-k kol cson-t
aki-k (k)wltswn-t
t,rho-PLUR loan -ACC
who loan

vet-t-ek
vet - ek

throw-PRET- 3pl
borrowed

fe1
fe1
up

kamat - ot
kamat - ot

interest-ACC
interest

fizet- t - ek
fi zet - ek
pay -PRET- 3pI
paid

"and to the peasants. who borrowed money or paid interest",

Corpus A:

4.5

3.5

sopolaS io( ol. ck i( whw.i €t e(ie ,/cl(o!'ri ot f izei ek=

f,
2.5

i)
24

Corpus

23 26 27 28
(-hcuscnds)

29

sApAE6 iok ol. Ak ik Wls'!ntEt ekf E'rA4kklotoii zei ek.

3

D

?. .5 -

1.5
24 25 26 2t- 2l

(Thouscnos)
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Svntaqm 28

,1gv
u4
SO

ordit-ott,
ordit-ot #
shout-PRET,
shouted,

mint
mi nt
I ike
l ike

a
a

the
the

kasz iirnya-ban
ka5Ar5A - ban
barrack - in
harrack - in

"he shouted as in the barrack".

Corpus

3.6 ;-

1.4

3.2 -

l
2.8

2.6

2.'

1.8-

+

4..di i.r n i'i c,( c 6 A 15A l', ort
i2 12 5

iTroirsorcs l
33

Coapus

3.5

D

.,8

t.5
U ,10rd i i.i

2.8 .

2.6 -

I r: L b o:-
a2

(Ihcuscnds)
l0 34.5 3l 3 r.5
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This co tains the rules for: redefinition from text to speech
approximation in corpora A and C, as well as the duration values
for the corpus symbols. The redefi ition fol corpus C has been
applied to the readily alefined corpus A, which means that the
lealeflnition for corpus C has applied over all boundaries which
are not seParated bY a #_symbol .

APPENDIX B

The program is alesigned to choose the targest context which
matches the input, and it automatically converts normal
majuscules into ninuscules befo.e the redefinition.

For the duration values, the sound to be conputeal is given in
brackets- The numbers indicate duration i nilliseconds.

For technical reasons, some of the dulations have been split. For
example, a shoat fol with no context is given as 107 milliseconds
(see the eleventh entry in the first colurnn) - Iruilediately below
there is the entry [0]0=63. Thus, if in the coapus a character
'o' is followed by another 'o', it has duration 63. If the
following has no matching context, this wiIl have duration 107,
which means that they will have a duaation of 170 ms altogether.
A long [o:] (which thus has duration 170 ms as oPposed to the
short [o] with duration 107 ns) has been coded in this way in
order for the symbol 'o' to be counted in both cases. For the
long vowels 'A' anal 'E', which ar:e defined as acoustically
different from their short counterPalts, this has not been
necessary.

For technical reasons similar to the vowels. the affricates have
been coded as series of two or. three sl4nbol s. The duration of an
affricate is thus the sum of its parts.

The program chooses the Iargest matching context. If, as may be the
case for the affricates, there are both a lefthand and a righthand
context, the size of the context is the sum of the lefthand and the
righthand context. If this sum is equally ]arge as another matching
context, the program will choose the lalgest riqhthand context.
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Redef i nit ion for corDus A

6=E

i=ii
i=ii

O=xx

dz s =d8

sz=6
tY=7

ddzs=dd8
gSY=44
nny=55
ssz=66

k= 9k
ng=99
1v=j

x=k6

stb=satwbbi
kg=ki ro
g. =giarun

p1. =pEldAul
kb. =kwrxlbelx 1

i1l. = i I letve
dk. =deka

dkg=deka
1. =l iter
km=ki I onEter

cm=cent imEter
usd=ue6doI IAr
t= 6AzalEk

gfk=gEefkA

bp=pp
bf=pf
bt=pt
bsz=p6
56=pt6
bcs =pt s
bs =ps
bsz=p6
bty=p7
bk=pk
bh=ph
vp= fp
vt= ft
vsz:f6
vc= ft6
vcs= fts

vty= f7
vk=fk
dp=tp
df=tf
dt =tt
dsz=t6
dc=tt6
ds=ts
dcs=tts
dty=t7
dk=tk
dh=th
zP=6P
zt=6t
zsz=66
zc=6t6
zcs=6ts
ztY=67
zk=6k
zh= 6h
dzP=t6P
dzf=t6f
dzt=t6t
dzsz=t66
dzc=tt6
dzs=tts
dzcs=t6ts
dzty=t67
dzk=t6k
dzh=t 6h
z sp= sP
zsf=sf
zst=st
zssz:s6
zsc=st6
zss=ss

dzsf=tsf
dzst=tst
dzssz=t66
dzsc=tts
dzss=tts
dzsty=ts7
dz sk= t sk
dz sh=t sh
svP=7p
gyf=7 f
gyt= 7t
gysz='16
gyc=7t 6
gys= 7 s
gycs= 7t6
gYi.Y='77
qyk=7k
gyh= 7h
sp=kp
gf=kf
gt=kt
gsz=k6
gc=kt6
gs =ks
gcs=kts
gty=k7
qk=kk
gh=kh
pb=bb
pd=bd
pz=bz
pd.z=bdz
pzs=b8
pdz s=bd8
PgY=b4
Pg=bs

fzs=v8
tb=db
td=dd
tz=dz
tdz=ddz
tzs=d8
tdzs=dd8
tgY=a4
tg=ds
szb=zb
szd=zd
szz= zz
szdz=zdz
szzs=28
cb=dzb
cd=dzd

cg= dz g
sb=8b
sd= 8d
sdz=8dz
sdzs=8d8
sgY=84
sg=Bg
csb=d8b
csd=d8d
csdz = dBdz
csgY=d84
csg=d8g
tyb= 4b
tyd=4d
r.yz= 4z
tyd2=ddz
tyz s=48
tydzs=4dB
tYgY=44
tvg=4g
kb=9b
kd=9d

kdz=gdz
kz s=gB
kdz s=gda
kgy= g4
kg=gg
rj=jj
nYi=55

nb=mb
np=mp

ngY=54
ntY=57
.=*#####*##*
?=#*#*######
| =**+*#**###
: =##**##
; =+*+#***

+=ptu66
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kft=kAeftE
rt =e rtE
db=darab

zsty=s7
zsk=sk
z sh= sh
dz sp= 15P

cz=ddz
cdz=ddz
cz s=ddB
cdzs=dzd8
cgY=dz4

Additional .edef init ion for corpus C

rk=9k
ng=99
np=np
nb=mb
rr4=54
Ir'l = 57
bp=pp
bf =pf
bt=pt
b6=p6
bs=ps
b6 =p6
b7=p7
bk=pk
bh=ph
vp= fp
vt=ft
v6=f6

v7 =f7
vk=fk
dp=tp
df=tf
dt=tt
d6=t6
ds=ts
d'|=t7

dk=tk
dh=th
zp=6p
zt=6t
z6=66
z7 =67
zk=6k
zh=6h
dzp= t 6p
dz f=t6 f
dzt =t 6t
dz6=t66
dzs=tts
dz7=t6'7
dzk=t6k
dzh=t6h
8p=sp
8f=sf
8t=st
86=s6
8s=ss
8'7=s7
8k=sk
Bh=sh
4p= 7p
4f ='7 f
4+-=7t

46=76

47 =7'l
4k='7k
4h=7h
sP=kPgf=kf
gt=kt
96=k6
gs=ks
g7 =k'7
gk= kk
gh=kh
pb=bb
pd=bd
pz=bz
p8 =b8
p4=b4
PS=bg
f z=vz
1g=vB
t b=db
td=dd
tz=dz
t8=dB
t.4=d4
ts=dg

6b=zb
6d=zd
6z=zz
68=zB
t6b=dzb
t 6d=dzd
t64=dz4
t6g=dzq
sb= Bb
sd=8d
s4=84
sg=89
tsb=d8b
tsd=d8d
ts4=d84
tsg=dBg
7y=4b
7 d=4d
7 z=42
7 4=44
'7 g= 49
kb=gb
kd=sd
kz=gz
k4=s4
kg=gs
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DURATION VALUES

Ie]=I09
IE] = 178
til=106
Ii]i=8?
twl = 111
Ivr]w=102
lxl=105
lxlx=83
Ia]=110
tAl =196
Io]=107
Io]o=63
Iu]=109
Iu]u=94
lelp=86
lETp=r72
I i ]p=74
Ii]ip=157
I w] p= 102
Iw]wP=81
Ix]p=75
Ix]xp=66
Ia]p=94
IA]p=1Bo
lolp=68
Io]op=104
Iu]p=117
Iu ] up= 62

Iw ] m=94
Iw] wn= 102
Ix]m=I36
I x ] xm=84
Ia]m=84
IA] n= 185
I o ]n=90
Io]on=106
Iu]m=102
Iu]um=86
Ie]n=I21
IE] n=251
Ii]n=94
I i ] in=130
Iw]n=98
lwl wn=76
lxln=150
Ix ] xt!=50
Ia]n=75
IA] n= 187
Io]n=99
Io]on=26
Iu]n=75
Iu]un=70
Ie]5=91
lEl5=143
I i ] 5= 141
Ii]i5=16
Iw]5=121
Iw]w5=93
lxl5=91
lxlx5=52
Ia] 5=103

Ib]bii=43
Ib] bw=203
Ib]bww=129
[b]bx=146
I b] bxx= 12 9
lblba=150
lbl bA= 13s
Ib ] bo=B I
I b] boo= 86
Ib]bu=129
lblbuu=129
ttl=123
It] e= 90
ttlE=124
It]i=110
It]ii=113
It]w=140
It]ww=149
ttlx=90
It]xx=I23

lz)zA=L12
lz) zo=764
lz)zoo=82
L z I z\L=43
Iz ] zuu=119
Is]=150
Is]e=98
I s ] E=200
Is]i=196
Is] i 1= 150
lslr,,=124
Is]ww=150
Is]x=143
Is]xx=170
Is]a=90
Is]A=150
Is]o=121
Is]oo=150
Is]u=204
Is]uu=150
Is]s=134
Is] se=143
Is]sE=141
lslsi=88
lslsii=250
I s ] sw=63
Is]sww=1.34
Is] sx=141
Is]sxx=114
Is]sa=192
Is] sA=164
Is]so=106
Is]soo=1.17
I s ] su=94
lslsuu=134
181=92
[8]e=113
t I lE=92
tsli=8s
[8]ii=92
tslw=92
I B ]ww=92
IB]x=92
I B ] xx=9 2

In]mo=1.51
lml noo=4 7
lmlnu=105
Im]nuu=102
L5l=7 t
l5I e=70
t5)E=7 4
15) i=7 4

[5] ii=74
Is]w=74
Is]ww=74
[5]x=74
l5lrx=1 4
[ 5]a=60
tslA=94
[5]o=70
[ 5 ] oo=74
[ 5]u=74
[ 5 ]uu=74
I5I s=96
[5 ] 5e= 144
t 5I 5E=96
tsl5i=96
[5]5ii=114
t 5l sw=96
t s I5ww=96
[5]5x=96
[5]5xx=75
[ 5 ] sa=68
t 5I sA=76
[5]5o=100
[5]5oo=96
[5 ] 5u=96
[ 5 ] 5uu=9 6
ttl6=87
tt6l=86
Itl6E=106
t [6]E=106
ttl6i=91
tt6li=90
It]6ii=87ti6lii=86
It I6w=75
t[6]w=75
It] 6h/ =94
t [ 6 ] ww=9 4
I t ] 6a=75
t[6]a=74
It] 6A=8 7
t[6]A=87

ltla
ttlA
It]o
It]o
It]u
It]u
It]t
It]t
It]t
It]t

8
45
24
165
23
t23
44
121
t82
l',12

=9

E=tel
tEl
til
til
Iw]
Iw]
[)<]
Ix]
tal
tAl
Io]
tol
Iu] b= B3
Iu]ub=37
Ie] t=98
IE]t=143
tilt=68
I i ] it=64
Iw]t=98
Iw]vrt=98
Ix]t=90
Ix]xt=59

IA]
tol
tol
tul
Iul
Ie]
tEl
til
til
lwl
Iw]
Ix]
Ix]
tal
tAl
Io]
tol

0

9
2
B
3
96
5
).2 7
49
77
10
90
1'7
35
49
63

tBl
TB]
I8l
t8l
[8]
t8l

b=r2
b=13
b=17
ib=1
b=12

b=90
xb=5
b=13
b=24
b=12
ob=3

I
I
0
0
5
7

7
7
4
9
7

5=20
5=92
o5=2
5=I7
]o5=2
t6=B
t6=1
t6=7

t6=1

t6=1
xt6=
t6=1
t6=2
t6= 1
ot6=

ltltii=107
It]tw=150
It]tww=118
ltltx=177
It]txx=144
It] ta= 155
It ] tA= 185
It]to=143
It] too= 114
It] tu= 120
It]tuu=136
tdl=89
Id] e= 60
tdlE=16s
tdl i =80
tdl ii=89
Id]w=75
Id]ww=90
Id]x=89
Id]xx=89

a=75
A=8 3

oo=92
u= L25
uu=92
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Ia]t=105
IA]t=rs7
Io]t=90
I o ] ot=68
Iu]t=141
Iu]ut=10
Ie]d=121
tEld=188
t i ld=133
tiIid=9r
II^,]d=14r
lwl wd=33
Ix]d=125
Ix]xd=79
lald=1.17
IA] d= 2 0s
Io]d=61
Io]od=122
Iu ] d= 110
Iu]ud=149
Ie]k=98
IE]k=174
tllk=66
Ii]ik=102
Iw]k=84
Iw]wk=59
Ix]k=90
lxlxk=130
Ia]k=84
tAlk=1sB
Io]k=78
lolok=65
Iu]k=62
I u] uk= 134
Iel s= 113
IE]s=147
t i 1s= 105
Ii]is=137
twls=136
Iw] wg= 154
Ix ] g= 110
lxl;t.g=qz
Ia]s=77
Io]g=105
Io ] og=40
Iu] g= 68
Iu ] ug= 42
Ie]f=I23
IE]f=250
tilf=133
t 1l if =55
Iw]f=117

Iu]t6=141
Iu]ut6=102
Ie]dz=109
IE]dz=178
I i ] dz= 106
I i ] idz = 87
Iw] dz=111
Iw]wdz=I02
Ix]dz=105
Ix]xdz=83
laldz=110
IA]dz=196
Io]dz=107
Io]odz=40
luldz=109
Iu]udz=94
Ie]ts=90
IE]ts=178
I i ] ts=77
Ii ] i ts= 1I6
[ $/] ts= I11
Iw] wts= 12 4

Ix]ts=105
Ix]xts=83
lalts=125
lAl ts= 196
Io]ts=129
tolots=28
Iu]ts=110
Iu ] ut s= 102
Ie]d8=109
lEld8=178
I i ] d8= 106
Ii]id8=87
Iw ] d8= 111
I w] wd8 = 102
Ix]dB=117
Ix]xd8=71
Ia]d8=143
tAldS=196
Io ] d8 = 121
Io]od8=49
Iu]d8=109
lu I ud8=94
Ie]tt6=83
IE]tt6=196
Ii]tt6=75
Ii]itt6=121
Iw]tt6=149
lwlwtt6=71
Ix]tt6=110
lx I xtt6=90

Id] a= 60
Id]A=94
Id]o=89
Id] oo=89
Id]u=86
I d ] uu=89
tdld=123
Id]de=175
tdldE=23
tdldi=94
Id] dii=68
Id] dw= 137
Id] dww=122
I d] dx= 123
I d] dxx= 12 3

Id]da=191
ldldA=173
Id]do=123
Id]doo=123
Id]du=126
Id ] duu= 12 3
Ik]=131
Ik]e=105
Ik]E=131
tkli=168
Ik]ii=r51
Ik]w=83
Ik]ww=192
Ik]x=I13
lklxx=131
Ik] a=105
tk lA= 131
Ik]o=98
Ik] oo= 141
Ik]u=149
I k] uu= l-31
lklk=122
Ik]ke=66
Ik]kE=183
Ik] ki=85
Ik]kii=102
lkl kw= 170
Ik] kww=61
Ik]kx=140
Ik]kxx=122
Ik]ka=162
lk I kA= 122
Ik]ko=177
Ik]koo=98
Ik ] ku=104
Ik]kuu=122
Is] =89

tBlB=101
[8]8e=67
t8l8E=101
t8l8i=108
[8]8ii=101
[8]8w=101
[ 8 ] 8ww=101
tBlBx=10I
IB] Bxx=101
[8] Ba=118
I B ] 8A= I10
[8] 8o=143
[8] 8oo=101
[8]8u=68
[8]8uu=92
Ih]=97
lhle=62
lhlE=97
Ih] i= 1s7
Ih] ii=133
Ih]vr=59
Ih]ww=91
Ih]x=109
Ih]xx=106
Ih]a=86
t hl A=99
Ih]o=102
Ih]oo=86
Ih]u=69
Ih]uu=102
thlh=97
I h] he= 132
Ih]hE=97
Ih]hi=37
Ih]hii=61
Ih]htr=135
Ih]hww=103
Ih]hx=85
Ih]hxx=88
I h] ha= 108
thlhA=95
Ih]ho=92
I h] hoo= 108
Ih]hu=125
Ih]huu=92
Ii]=7s
Ijle=60
I j ]E=7s
tjli=7s
tj I ii=7s
I j ]w=78
Ij]it'w=65

It] 6u= 78
t [6]u=77
I t ] 6uu=87
t[6]uu=86
It]t6=110
tttl6=110
tt[6]=110
It]t6e=110
tIt]6e=110
tt[6]e=110
ltlt6E=75
t It] 6E=75
tt[6]E=75
It]t6i=95
tltl6i=9s
tt[6] i=95
It]t6ii=110
tIt]6ii=110
tt[6] ii=110
It]t6w=98
t It] 6w=98
tt[6]w=98
It]t6x=98
t It] 6x=98
tt[6]x=98
It]t6a=98
t It] 6a=98
tt[6]a=98
It]t60=98
tIt]60=98
tt [6]o=98
I t ] t6oo=86
tIt]6oo=86
tt[6]oo=86
It]t6u=112
t It]6u=112
tt[6]u=112
It]t6uu=98
tIt]6uu=98
tt[6]uu=98
Id]z=113
dIz]=75
Id]zE=100
dIz]E=68
Id]zi=120
d.lzli='79
Id]zii=113
dIz] ii=75
ldlza=12O
dIz]a=78
I d] zA= 113
dIz]A=75
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Iw]wf=51
Ix] f = 81.

Ix]xf=60
Ia]f=140
tAl f= 250
Io]f=110
Io]of=64
Iu]f=102
Iu]uf=73
lelv=98
IE]v=235
Ii]v=110
I i ] iv=71
lwlv=133
lwlwv=63
Ixlv=83
Ix]xv=57
Ia]v=121
IA] v= 243
Io]v=102
Io] ov= 110
Iu]v=90
Iu]uv=153
Ie]6=98
tEl6=153
Ii]6=68
Ii]i6=136
lwl6= 125
Iw]w6=150
Ix] 6=9 0

Lxlx6=43
Ia] 6= 143
tAl6=166
Io]6=I10
Io]o6=31
lul6=60
Iu]u6=200
le)z= 121
lElz=259
li)z=1s7
L i. ) iz=32
Iw] z=98
Lwlwz=157
Ix]z=184
Ix]xz=91
la)z= 121
lAl z=r7 4
to)z=92
loloz=7 4
Iu]z=188
lul uz= 94
Ie] s=90

Ia]tt6=117
IA] tt6=23 5

Io]tt6=149
Io]ott6=63
Iu]tt6=141.
lulutt6=102
Ie]ddz=109
IE]ddz=178
Ii]ddz=106
I i ] i ddz=87
Iw ] ddz= 111
lw I wddz= 102
Ix]ddz=105
Ix]xddz=83
lalddz=110
IA ] ddz= 19 6
I o] ddz= 107
Io]oddz=40
Iu]ddz=109
Iu ] uddz=94
Ie]tts=90
IE]tts=178
I i ] tts= 77
Ii]itts=116
Iw]tts=111
Iw] wtt s= I24
lxltts=105
lxlxtts=83
Ia]tts=125
IA]tts=L96
loltts=129
Io]otts=28
Iu]tts=110
Iu]utts=102
Ie]dd8=109
IE]dd8=178
I i ]dd8=106
t i I iddB=87
Iw ] dd8= 11I
Iw]radd8=102
Ix]dd8=117
I x ] xddS=71
Ia]dd8=143
IA]dd8=196
lolddS=121
I o ] oddS=49
[u]dd8=109
I u] udd8 =9 4

te)7 =42
lElT=178
| ),l'7 =62
Ii]i7=131

Ig] e= 98
tslE=87
lqli=141
Iq] ii=89
Is]w=78
lqlww=75
lqlx=94
I q] xx=89
Ig] a= 64
Ig]A=86
Ig]o=75
Ig]oo=90
Ig]u=89
Ig] uu= 89
Is]s=103
Is]ge=106
lslgE=140
Ig]si=71
Is]gii=103
IS]sw=rrO
Ig]qww=117
Ig]sx=98
Ig]gxx=103
Is]sa=55
Is] sA= 118
I g] so= 117
I s] goo= 102
Iq] gu= 103
Ig]guu=103
Lt)=12s
If]e=140
LflE=129
tfli=98
If ] ii=129
If]w=121
lflwlr=128
If]x=I29
If]xx=129
If]a=121
I f]A= 141
If]o=153
I f] oo=129
If]u=129
If]uu=I29
If ] f =119
If ] fe=103
tfl fE= 119
Itlti=74
If]fii=119
If] fw=169
If]fwfl=120
If]fx=119

I le=52
llE=64
rli=68
Ilii=57
1lw=43
Ilw =52
1lx=57
Ilxx=57
1l a=37
IIA=86
I lo=57
l loo=62
llu=45
l luu=57
1l1=B0
llle=72
II1E=4r
rlri=69
r I1ii=80
I I Iw=94
1l lww=88
1 I1x=80
I I lxx= 3 7
I I Ia=9I
I I1A=86
1l1o=80
I I 1oo= 134
1l Iu=92

Id]dz=100
dId] z=6s
ddIz]=110
It]s=76
tIs]=75
It] sE=64
tIs]E=64
It]si=83
tIs]i=82
It]sii=114tIs]ii=113
I t ] sw=61
tlslw=60
It]swvr=76
tIs]ww=75
It] sa=57
t Is] a= 56
ltl sA=76
t I s ]A=75
It] so=55
t Is]o=55
I t ] soo=76
tIs]oo=75
It]suu=98
tlsluu=98
It]ts=91
t It ] s=90
ttIs]=67
It]tse=90
t It] se=9 0
ttIs]e=66
I t ] tsE=91
t It ] sE=90
tt Is]E=67
tdls=107
dtsl=107
Id] 8e=69
d[8]e=68
Id] 8E=153
d[8]E=1s3
tdl BA= 99
d[8]A=99
tdlds=75
dtdl8=75
dd[8]=100
Id]d8E=105
dId]8E=105
ddt 8l E= 140
171=r25
L71e=73'7
ITlE=12s
l'1 I i=125
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lilx=
lilxx
tila=
tilA=

75

68

tjlo=75
ljloo=94
tjlu=ss
Ij]uu=75
iili=7s
t j I j e=90
t j I jE= 75
tjlji=7s
Ij]jii=7s
lil jw=7 2

I j ] jww=8s
I j ] jx= 7s
I j ] jxx=75
t j I ja=82
i j I jA=45
tjljo=7s
I j ] joo= 56
t j I ju=9s
I j ] juu=75
I
t
t
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t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
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tEl
til
til
twl
Iw]
Ix]
Ix]
Ia]
tAl
tol
Io]
Iul
Iu]
Ie]
tEl
til
til
[!4]
Iwl
Ix]
Ix]
tal
tAl
tol
lol
Iu]
Iu]
lel
tEl
til
Iil
Iw]
Iw]
Ix]
Ix]
tal
TA]
tol
tol
tul
tul
Ie]
iEl
til
til
lwl
Iwj
Ix]
Ix]
tal
tAl
Io]

s=17 4

s=151
s=105
is=85
s=98
ws= 90
s=60
xs=183
s=98

s=98
os=53
s=105
us=99
8=71

150
150
= 117
90

a=74
i8=98
8=94
w8=28 3

4
126
36
T4
80
24
15
93

62
r93
t27
=58
133
=134t2r
25r
94
=130

f 1f a= l2'l
f I fA= 14s
fl fo=95
f I foo= 119
fl fu=119
vl =78
vle=47
vlE=58
vl i=78
vlw=78
vlx=78
vl a= 70
vl A=9 8
vlo=78
vloo=110
vlu=86
vluu=78
vlv= 105
vlve=145
vlvE=I25
vlvi=I05
vlvii=98
v I vw= 105
v I v\,ru= 10 5
v]vx=105
vl vxx= 105
vlva=110
vlvA=86
vl vo= 105
v I voo= 73
v I vu=97
vl vuu= 105
6l=r41
6le=105
6lE=141
6l i=200
6lii=141
6l w= 136
6lww=141
6lx=141
6lxx=14I
6l a=121
6lA=157
6lo=118

[7]ii=125
[7]w=110
[7]r!'w=125
lT lx=125
l7lxx=I42
[7]a=111
l7 )A=725
Ulo=125
L'71oo=125
[7]u=125
[7]uu=125
t717 =t29
l'l l'7 e= ttl
t7l7E=150
l7 17 i=129
l'1)7ii=129
l7 )7w=r44
l7 )7uw= t29
171'7x=t29
l7l'lxx=1,12
l7l7a=722
l't l'1A=L02
U)7o=129
L7 )7oo=r29
[7] 7u=118
[7] 7uu= 165
tal=89
[4] e=s6
[4]E=89
t4l i=89
t4l ii=89
[4]w=83
[4]ww=89
[4]x=98
[4]xx=113
[4]a=90

Iw]7=1I3
Iw]w7=91
Ix]7=98
lxlxT=90
Ia] 7=115
IA] 7=193
Io]7=1.13
Io]o7=87
Iu] 7= 90
Iu]u7=55
Ie]4=78

98
=76
150
=50
'75
187
99

=70
33

tpl
tpl
tpl
Ipl
tpl
tpl
tpl
tpl
tpl
tPl
tpl
tpl
tpl

A= 103
o=89
oo=78

I I ] luu= B0
Ir]=38
Ir]e=35
Ir]E=26
Ir] i=58
Ir]ii=47
I r] w=37
Ir]ww=35
[!]x=30
Ir]xx=52
Ir]a=30
lrlA=30
I r]o=31
Ir]oo=38
Ir]u=47
I r]uu=38
lrlr=88
I r ] re=91
I r] rE=91
Ir]ri=68
Ir]rii=102
I r] rw=89
I r ] rww=91
I r ] rx=96
Ir]rxx=74
Ir]ia=69
I r ] rA=80
Ir]ro=126
Ir] roo=88
Ir]ru=79
I r] ruu= 88
In] =63
In]e=52
In]E=86
lnl i=68
lnl ii=63
In]w=62
In]ww=75
In]x=75
I n] xx=6 3

[Ir]a=52
ln I A=41
In] o=55
In ] oo= 62
In]u=63
In]uu=63
In]n=127
In]ne=120
Irl ] nE= 118
lnlni=152
In]nii=127
[n] nw= 118

6I
6l
6l
6l
6l
6l
6l
6l
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t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
I
t
t
t
t
t
t
I
t
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t
t
t
t
t
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t
t
t
t
i
t
t
t
t
i
t
t
I
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
i
t
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B= 141

tEl4=
til4=
tili4
Iw] 4=

8=8
x8=
8= 1"

a=2
8= 1
o8=
8=1
u8 --

=232
90

Irr]w4
Ix]4=
Ix]x4
lal4=
tAl4=
tol4=
Io]o4
Iu] 4=
Iu]u4
Ie] 9=
tEl9=
til9=
tili9
Iw] 9=
Iw]w9
Ix] 9=
Ix]x9
Ia]9=
tAl9=
Io] 9=
Io]o9
Iu] 9=
Iu]u9
tpl =1

h= 141
h= 158
h=86
ih= 51
h= 141
wn=24
h=117
xh= 10 3
h=90
h=281
h=90
oh= 84
h= I13
uh= 134
i=ta9
j=165
j=10s
ij=49

w j =38
j =86
xj=64

e=104
E=189
i=11"3

ww= I3 3
x=133
xx= 133
a= 121
A= 165
o=143
oo=133
u=133

oo= 151
u= 141
uu= I41
6=118
6e=L12
6E=I61
6i=106
6ii=118

[4]u=89
[ 4 ] uu=89
l4l4= 17 5
1414e=223
| 4148= t7 5
l4) 4i= 17 5
[4]4ii=175
[4] 4w=181
| 4) 4ww= 17 5
[4] 4x= 166
[4] 4xx=151
| 414a= L7 4
L4) 4A=124

141
t4l
t41

j=113
j=158
j=104
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Io]oj=98
tul i=150
Iu]uj=46
Ie] r=142
IE] I=200
t i I1=102
I i ] i 1=87
lwl1=70
lwlwl=63
Ix]I=157
Ix]x1=118
Ia] t= 102
tAl1=151
Io] 1= 136
Io]o1=29
Iu] t =90
Iu]ul=I45
Ie] r=90
lElr=166
I i ] r=145
I i ] ir=74
Iw] r=125
Iw] w.= 165
Ix]r=l.l-7
lxlxr=73
Ia]r=117
IA] r= 205
Io] r=9 3
lolor=96
Iu] r=9 5

Iu]ur=115
Ie]m=98
IE]m=174
I i ]m=133
I i ] im=87

Ip]uu=133
Ip]p=125
l9)pe=202
Ip]pE=101
lplpi=138
Ip]pii=125
Ip] pw= 181
Ip]pww=125
Ip]px=125
Ip]pxx=125
Ip]pa=60
Ip]pA=78
I p] po= I16
Ip ] poo= 125
Ip]pu=125
Ip]puu=125
tbl =8s
Ib]e=75
Ib]E=94
tbl i=83
lblii=85
Ib]!t,=60
Ib]ww=85
Ib]x=68
lblr<x=85
Ib] a=113
tblA=8s
Ib]o=77
Ib]oo=110
Ib]u=85
Ib]uu=85
lblb=129
Ib]be=149
Ib]bE=126
tblbi=160

[6] 6w=123
[6]6ww=118
[ 6] 6x=118
[ 6] 6xx= 18 5

[6]6a=138
[6] 64=67
[6]6o=93
[6]600=108
[6]6u=118
[ 6] 6uu=86
Lzl=89
lzl e= 64
Iz]E=89
Iz]i=68
Iz]ii=125
Iz]w=89
Iz]$,r=89
Iz]x=83
I z ] xx=89
Iz]a=86
Iz]A=89
lz)o=7 |
lz I oo= 90
I z ]u= 133
Lzf.u..r--82
lzlz=L12
lzlze=10'l
lzlzE=138
Iz] zi=108
lz)zii=7O2
lz)zw=L12
tzl z\rv{=112
Iz] zx=118
lz) zxx=112
Iz]za=L34

In]nww=204
In] nx= 1I5
In]nxx=67
In]na=84
I n] nA= 102
ln I no= 135
In]noo=162
In]nu=145
In]nuu=127
Im] =80
In]e=52
lnlE=94
Im] i =80
Im] ii=94
lml w=73
Irn]ww=80
Im]x=80
I m] xx=80
In]a=71
I m] A=80
Im] o=68
Im]oo=110
Im]u=77
I n] uu=80
lnl m= 102
Irn]ne=113
Im]nE=88
Im]mi=81
Im]mii=98
Im]mw=123
In]ml.rt]r=102
Im]mx=I02
Im]nxx=102
Irn]ma=113
Im]nA=104

| 4l4o=17 5
[4]4oo=189
[4] 4u=175
[4]4uu=193
t9l=63
[9 ]e=52
t9lE=86
t9li=68
t9lii=63
I91w=62
[9]ww=75
[ 9lx=75
[9]xx=63
[9]a=52
t9lA=41
[9 ]o=55
[ 9 ] oo=62
[9]u=63
[9]uu=63
1919=L27
[9]9e=120
[9]98=118
t9l9i=1s2
[9]9ii=127
[9 ] 9w=118
[9]9ww=204
[9]9x=115
[ 9 ] 9xx=67
[ 9 ] 9a=84
t9l9A=102
[919o=135
[9] 9oo= 162
[9]9u=145
[9 ] guu=127
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